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Liver Oil, with HypophosphltfM,
Very Palatable and Increases Flesh.
Dr. V. H. ChKMi.NT, Brighton, Ills., says: acott’s
Kmulslon Is the best I have ever prescribed. It
Is very palatable, easily assimilated and
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strength anti flesh to the patient,”
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a> good an effect,
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I o purify cistern water take a pound
or two
according to the amount of water
Brighton Cattle Market.
ot caustic soda or a similar quantity of
Ti i;si»A\, July 2>\ I>s.‘*.
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not lie perceived.
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the past week at prices for which those of a poorer
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to note in prices obtained for butchers’ ( attic, and
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sprinkling copperas, chloride of lime, or there
principally from £.‘i 2.'»yb2"» per 100 lbs live weight.
even common white iime over the floor.
Many of the best lots of Cattle were intended, as
The most ell'ective of anything that we usual, for the export trade.
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ones

to lied in a

happy

it requires some disframe of mind.
cipline and self-denial on the part of a

; weary parent to answer all the foolish
questions and attend to the many wants
that multiply so fast as the hour of bedtime draws near, hut it is a labor of love
that will bring a large recompense. Children never forget.
They will carry with
them through life’s long, weary pilgrimage, the remembrance of the face that,
bent over them at night, and that was
ever associated in their immature minds
with Heaven and God.
And the little
tiresome last questions mean so much to
them.
What if we should not answer
them and they never awake here f
IJnanswered questions and unanswered
problems have followed men and women
through life with harrowing persistence.
And never give a thoughtless answer to
a

child’s

question.

[Ex.

Lamps. Those from the West were
nearly all owned by butchers. Sheep costing from
t‘i yLambs b1.,' y7e per II* live weight, landed at
tin- slaughter houses. At the present time most of
Inc >heep and Lambs received for Lae markets are
being brought from the West, the supplies from the
North being very light.
swim;.
Western Fat lings are costing butchers
landed at tin* slaughter houses from J,Iy l,2e per
lb live weight. The call for store pigs at tin- present time is light, a few each week being all the demands require. Prices for small Pigs range from
.*12~*yb:>0 per Head, or from ayloo per 11* live
s11k!•:i■ am*

weight

General Grant in India.
Beaching Delhi, weary and tagged out, be
had to undergo the usual formal reception, after which he was driven to Ludlow Castle, the
quarters of Colonel Young, the British Commandant.
Tins onee grand city was the Home
of the Mogul Empire. The region around it is,
like the Campagna of that city, covered with
magnificent ruins. It has been overthrown
and rebuilt seven times, and once in the long
past ages it is said to have been thirty miles in
circumference and contained 2,000,000 inhabitants.

though

now

containing only

100,000,

while tin- walls that enclose it arc but seven
miles in extent. Chadney Crook, the Broadway of tie
iiy. i* lined with shops containing
the richest stuffs of Oriental manufacture.
There are many odd sights to l>e seen there,
one of which is ox-carts in the place of omnibuses, the drivers sitting on the tongue and
urgimr the unwieldy animals into a gallop by
twisting their tails, while porters stagger by
under weights that seem impossible for a man
to carry.
The palace of the Grand Mogul was one of
the chief places that Grant visited. But it is
shorn of its ancient splendor, and is now turned into an English fort. From the old throne100111 he savv stretched out below him the vast
plain on which great battles of elephants were
witnessed by the King for his amusement, but
on which now were
only groups of English
soldiers lazily lounging. He visited also the
hall of special audience, in which was a throne
called the l*eacock throuc, and is said to have
cost $30,000,000.
But all of its rich ornaments
have been carried
away by British officers since
its capture.
It figured
largely in flic great mutiny, and its barbaric spleudor is fast fading
away. [From Advance .Sheets Headley’s Life
of Grant. E. B. Treat, New York.

“John Perkins is a likely tellow,” said
she, "and the deacon is the richest man
in Yellow Plains.
1 will allow, Meta,
that you haven’t done badly for yourself.
If you’d told me what you was calculatin'
for
“Hut 1 was not calculating,” said

Rose.

a

"That'll do ti> tell." said Mrs. Briggs
with a dry chuckle.
Meanwhile, John went bravely to his

uncle.

“I'ncle,"

roses that have died
In the unreraembered .Junes!
o’n the roses that have sighed
I’nto long-forgotten runes!
Dost thou know their secrets dear?
Have they whispered in thine ear
Mysteries of The rain and dew.
Ami the sunshine that they knew?
11:i\ * they told thee how tin- breeze
Moved them, and the amorous bees?

owned,

as

much herself.

must he very

And

ter

as

if it

were an

“1 never was

a

She

mistake

read charac-

open book.

iu> kitchen as Meta Milton !"

Meta, herself, if the truth w ere to he
was equally disillusionized. Site had
fancied that life in the country was ail

see

to

nightingales;
getting up at day-

held of monster tobacco leaves.
••And if you've gut any time to spare,”
saiil Mr. liriggs, “you'll better lay it out
in pickin' them plaguy big worms off the
terbackcr. instead o' euttin’ round the
country utter w ild dowers."
-Meta had been a shop girl in a lii idge
port store before she came to her Cousin
liriggs'. Her health had failed ; the doctor had advised country air, new mils
and change of sense.
Mrs. litiggs, on being written to, had
unwillingly consented that Meta should
spend the summer there.
“She must be a poor creetur. indeed, if
she can’t earn her hoard and a little more
into the bargain,” said Mrs. liriggs, who

a

she.

But Meta was as
It was a humble

And John
night w ith a face

own.

“I

“Not

passed triumphantly through the ordeal. Perhaps she had
not full} regained her stiength. Perhaps
she had become discouraged with the

Deacon

“Didn’t you like the folks ?" said John.
“I tried to like them,” said Meta; “but
ill's. Briggs was not suited with me. The
washings were too heavy, and it gave me
a pain in the side to lift the tubs.”
“You do look rather slim,” observed
John.
And ho chewed a straw in silence for
some time before he asked with some

abruptness:

“And where are you booked for ?”
“I don’t know,” said Meta.
“1 can’t
go back to the store because my lost
place is filled; and it’s very hard to get
work anywhere at this time of tile year.
The doctor said I ought to stay a year
at least in the country ; but Mrs. llriggs
has got another girl and—

Here John Perkins suddenly arrested
the course of the roan cob, and began
turning him scientifically around.
“Hear I dear!” said Meta, “have we
got into the wrong road ?”
“No,” said John Perkins, “Not as 1
know of. Hut if the doctor said you
ought to stay a year, then a year \ou

stay.”

“Hut where?” said Meta.
“With us! said John Perkins. “I've
took a notion to you, Meta.
The first
time 1 set eyes on you, I said to myself,
‘Here’s the gal for me !’ and if you’ll marry me, Meta, I’ll do my best to take care
of you and lie a good husband to you.”
“Marry you !” repeated Meta, and she
looked timidly into John Perkins’ honest
gray eyes, and then she added, “Ves,
Mr. Perkins, I will.”
“Shall we go right to the parson’s?”
said John.
“I —I suppose so,” said Meta.
“It’s the best way,” said John. “If 1
begin a job, 1 generally like to go on
with it.”
So they were married.
Meta went
back to Mrs. llriggs’ house until her
young husband could break the news to
Ilia uncle. Mrs. Briggs received the
bride with sonto faint semblance of welcome.

it was her

home to it every
as cheerful as the dawn.
a palace, puss, for your
cann

to

you

the least, if you don’t mind
Perkins returning your letters

in

“lie is an
John, with a

“James II. McGlothen captured some mammoth oysters at Chincoteague this week. One
of them was a regular Jumbo in size, weighing
a pound and three-quarters in
the shell, and

nine inches in length and five and a
quarter in width. We imagine it was an oyster of this size of which Thackery said when
he ate his lir>t bivalve in this eouutry—that he
felt as though he had swallowed a baby. Mr.

McGlothen presented the m lister to John W.
Causey, who took it with him to Milford.”
This item from the Delaware Democrat was
shown to a wholesale oyster dealer yesterday
“Why, bless you.*’ he said, “that isn’t much of
an oyster.
They grow a great deal bigger than
that in this country. Did you ever hear of the
some
New
Yorkers played on a famous
joke
tish dealer of London a while ago? No? Well,
let me tell you about it.
OYSTERS OF

III

OF DIMENSIONS.

a venomous

hearty laugh.

old

gossip."

While tin- public opinion of Yellow
Plains unanimously condemned Mr. and
Mrs. Perkins to tile poor-house in the.
course of a brief time.
“He hasn't a cent of capital." said one

neighbor.

“And she ain't no management and
had,’’ said another.
“Buys linker's bread, and makes her
pie crust with butter instead o' drippin’s," saa! Mrs. Briggs. “Did anyone
ever hear of such shiftlessness 1 I for one,
w ash my hands of them.”
I’util one day, Deacon Perkins died
sitting in his chair, with his spectacles on
net er

!

his nose.
“We'll go to the funeral, Meta," said
John to his wife,
“(if course he has left
all ins money t > the (iattawooehe Indian
mission, as he always said he would.
But he was my uncle after all."
\ vi> well,
sani Meta.
“We ll go.
All tin' neighborhood was there, of
course.
The richest man in Yellow
1‘iains did not depart this life every day.
Bat every one looked coldly upon the
■

couple as they entered, and Mrs
Briggs studiously evaded them.

young

When the burial ceremonies were over,
Briggs sidled up to the lawyer, a fat
man with a shining bald head and a
white moustache.
■•it's about the
mortgage. Squire
Coyle,” saiii lie. “That one that Deacon Perkins had on our farm.
I do hope
the Gattawooehe Indians won't he particular about takin’ it up jest yet, because times is hard, and I ain’t noways
prepared. The interest is a little behind,
to he sure, hut“What have the Gattawooehe Indians
got to do with it ?” said the squire, crispMr.

ly.
“Why, they’re the heirs, folks tell me,”
Mr. Briggs, uneasily twirling his

said

thumbs.

“Not at all,” said Mr. Coyle.
“The
Gattawooehe Indian will was destroyed
longago; and Mr. Perkins never made
another. The heir to all the property is
the next of kin, his nephew, John Perkins.”
Public opinion changed as quickly as
only public opinion can do, when this
piece of news became bruited abroad.
Everybody discovered all of a sudden
that they had always sympathized with
the dear young couple
that John Perkins was a noble- fellow, and his wife
Meta one ol the salts ol the earth.
And Mrs. Briggs came humbly to the
red brick mansion on the hill to see Meta
and beg her to intercede with her husband in their behalf.
“About tlie mortgage,” said she, “that
Deacon Perkins had on our farm. It’s
overdue, and Briggs hasn’t been as regular with tlie interest as I would have
wished; hut 1 do hope Meta lie won’t he
hard with us.”
It was a hitter pill lor Mrs. Briggs to
swallow hut Meta did not exalt over her
fallen foe.
“Of course ho will not lie hard with
you, Cousin Briggs,” said she loudly,
“Are we not relations?
And now you
must sit down and have a cup of tea with
us, and John will send the box wagon
down for your husband to come and
spend the evening.”
The tears came into Mrs. Briggs’ eyes.
“1 do feel sort o’ faint,” said she.
“1

slept none last night, thinking
what would become of us if tlie old home
was took away.
But I’m all right now,
Meta, thanks to you."
And she said, when she got home to
her fireside;
“If ever coals of lire was heaped on a
human head, Meta Perkins heaped ’em
on mine this day.”
“She’s a good gal,” said Farmer Briggs
—“a good gal.”
|flelen Forest Graves.
never

At the “hop” of a summer hotel some of the
had been invited in.
A young lady being solicited for a round dance by a son of the
soil, and, noticing with dismay that he was
about to grasp her waist with a large and perspiring palm, she asked if he would not kindly
natives

use

"This mail, of course, was familiar with oyster-*. hut had never seen any of our champions;
so some of the friends to whom he brought letters determined to show him what could he
done in this country in the way of oysters and
clams. I believe there were about twenty at
the dinner, and after the soups the door was
thrown open with a bang and with much confusion two waiters appeared bearing an enormous plate, upon which were a dozen of oysters on the half shell.
Each one was over
thirteen inches in length, being the famous
Fox
from
Old
l’oint Comfort.
Long
oysters
On** would have served a man for three meals.
The dish was finally placet! in front of the astonished fishmonger, who anxiously inquired if
it was the custom of one man to eat so much
and so many. lie was answered that it was.
and was gravely informed that they would give
him an appetite for the clams, with which the
waiters were now struggling. They were the
celebrated (trodueks that have been quite lately discovered on the northwest coast, and von
can imagine the effect when 1 tell you that each
one was over a foot long, eight inches wide,
and some were ten. and all weighed from six
to eight pounds.
A dozen of these steamed
were placed before him by the two men.
*Ye don’t expect me to eat all this, do ye':'
he shouted.
‘Eat it V retorted the chairman. *why, bless
your soul, that’s what we take to give us ari appetite for the deviled clam,’and at that moment
three waiters came in bearing the shell of the
great clam known as th** Fridacna, an East Indian clam. The one valve that the men brought
in weighed two hundred and fifty pounds, and
was tilled with lobster salad.
This was lifted
upon tin* tabic, that creaked and groaned
again. This finished the Englishman. He
pushed hack his chair, and nobody knows what
in* was going t«» s;.y or do, when all hands burst
• •ut
into a roar of laughter, and being a jolly
fellow, he saw th» joke, and joined the others
and accepted it.
**

AN IMMENSE

his handkerchief.

“Oh, yes. inarm,” said

Hayseed pleasantly, and applying the article

his nose he souudtd
the chandelier.

a

to

cheerful blast that blsok

Cl.AM.

“The shell that weighed two hundred and
titty pounds was borrowed for the occasion,
and when complex weighs five hundred and
thirty pounds—each valve about two hundred
and fifty, and the meat about thirty pound-.
The experiment ha> actually been tried, and it
wa* found that the meat would allord a meal
for forty or fifty men.
So. if you went clam
tiling in that country, one rind would put you
on your feet.
The sh?lls are mosilv used in
churches, where they are utilized to hold the
holy water, and the reason that they are *o rare
is that it is extremely litlieull to take them
from the coral rock, into which they bore or tix
theiiiselve*. They are almost covered up. and
the bvs*u*. or rope of attachment, as it i* called. is so strong that it requires an ax to sever
it. and v\ lu n you consider that you are working
under water, and hav e to do so at low tide onty,
you can *ee it i* quite a ditlieult piece of work
io get them, lb-nee the price for the shell alone
i-

high.

“To revert to tlie oyster trade and the danThe government ha* taken
gers that beset it.
the subject in hand, and the assistants of Prof.
Raird are at work now making a report on the
subject. The one great enemy of the oy*t«-r i*
the *tar-ftah, and if you want to make a fortune,
invent *ome sort of a machine that vviil scoop
up tin.*** pests and leave all the oysters. Tin
incalculable numbers of the parasite* is titli*
suspected bv people not familiar with the oysSome time since 1 went on
ter and it* doings.
a tour of inspection over some of the oyster
bed- in Long Inland Sound, and when l *av
that 1 saw enough star-tishes that if piled up in
Chestnut street would till a block up even with
the tops of the house*, 1 don't think 1 am exaggerating. I rowed over acre after acre about
New London, where the bottom was fai dy covered with them, and though they are rather

poorly endowed with mean* for rapid locomotion. they get along in a surprising manner, so.
we will say. to-day there will be no *tar-tishe>
to be* seen, and six hours after the beds will be
covered with them.

ill-tempered old crab,” said

“And she,” merrily retorted Meta, “is

flickering

away.”

lark.

unopened."

endless treadmill of work which Mrs.
Briggs provided for her.
She was a pale, pretty girl, with fair
hair, large, sorrowful eyes, and a color

John Perkins, the nephew of the old
deacon who lived in the brick house on
the hill, and had more money than the
best arithmetician in Yellowstone Plains
could count, came the next day to drive
Meta and her poor little trunk to the
stage station.
Joint had seen Meta at church, lie had
stood beside her more than once at singing school; and one night when the cattle were obstreperous he had come to the
and helped .Meta drive, them
rescue
home.
So when Fanner Briggs sent over word
that his horse was lame, and asked for
the loan of Deacon Perkins’ roan cob to
curry Meta Milton to the station, John
himself had volunteered to act as charioteer.
“Going away, hey ?” said John, when
they hail ridden a short distance in silence.
“Yes,” said Meta, sadly, “I am going

w

speaking

But Meta had not

Meta sighed.
“But what am 1 to do?” said she.
“Where am 1 to go ?"
“That’s your affair,” said Mrs Briggs.
And then she went to take iter bread
out of the oven.

happy
home, but

as a

ish it was
sake,” said he.
“1 couldn’t be happier, John, if it w as."
Meta brightly answered.
“And you don't mind your Cousin
Briggs passing you in the street, without

alone.

“And it's my opinion," said Mrs. Briggs,
who was in the habit of flying around the
house with her head tied up in a cotton
pocket-handkerchief, ‘that site spends a
deal too much time a-fixin’ up and pinkin' before the glass—white lace at her
neck every day and a ribbon bow and
white apron of an afternoon.
Checked
gingham is good enough for me and it
ought to be for her!"
At the end of the litst month Mrs.
Briggs told Meta, with engaging frankness, that she had not proved equal to
the emergency.
“I guess we don’t want you here no
more,” said Mrs. Briggs, “i on ain’t got
no more strength than a rabbit, and,
anyway, there ain’t no calculation about
You may do very well as a store
you.
gal, hut you won’t never earn your bread
at general housework.”

put up with a hole like
no pioper pride," said

“If Meta can
that she liain’t

of those griping, grinding taskmistresses who think of trade and protit

with a

said the deacon.
have ruined you,” said

bodingly.

was one

went

f” he

freezing visibly. “If your good, pious
uncle discountenances you, it ain't for
me to set myself up ng'in his judgment."
“Yen
well
said John : “Fanner
Drake wants a hand to clear up the
maple hills this winter—I'll engage with
him. My Meta shall have a good home
somewhere."
When Mr.-. Briggs hen id that John
l’erkins had rented the little one stoiied
cabin by the rfflroad, and furnished it
for his iuide she shook her head fore-

Cabbages grew in rows; onion patches
Hung their perfume on the air. and directly in front of the main door there was

and

von

a

Meta when he came back to tell the tale.
“limned me. puss .'“said lie cheerfully,
“not a hit ot it !
You've been the makli ain't good for nobody to
ing of nu
bang oti the coat-skirts of a rich man.
I'm more independent now than I hav.
been for ten years. II Mrs. Briggs will
let us stay here for a few days
■| couldn't possibly !" said Mrs. Briggs,

and

break, churning by the half hour in a
blue mold smelling cellar, scrubbing
kitchen doors and baking hot cakes for
a tableful of shirt-sleeved farm hands,
she was completely taken aback.
There were no lanes wherein to linger
at dusk (Mr. liriggs was a great deal too
careful of his land to let any part of it go
to waste) no picturesque old well-sweeps
or ivy clad ruins.

that came
brilliant, e.

through

you

“No, I won't,''
“(ill, John, 1

toid,

came

seen

■

in my life," said
she had some grit about her. lint there!
I might its well have an old dislirag in

and when it

lamps,

gas

take her somewhere else and support her. for 1 11 never see nor speak to
either one of you again as long as 1 live 1”
-I'" '<'U realh mean it, unele f said
John.
Am I in the habit of joking ?" said
Mr. Perkins with an ugly grin, that made
loin more chimpanzee-like than ever.
••If you're so very independent, you can
go and hang out your Hag of freedom at
your leisure 1"
This was rather hard on John, who
had always been taught to regard him
sell as his uncle's adopted child.
But he was too proud to sue fora rich
mail's favor.
“Just as you please, sir," said he.
••But won't you let me bring Meta to

disappointed in a girl
Mrs. liriggs.
thought

hay

small

••Yes, sir." said John.
“Weil, then,” said tne deacon, “yon

so

roses, new mown

room

said.

liriggs would own it. For she was one
of those high-no-cd, d .uiineering females,
who pretend to almost superhuman forecan

bigger

November fog.
■■You’ve married her, have

patent, indeed, before Mis.

sight, and believe they

me a

ran

mistake.

a

spare

very

Smiles.

liriggs laid made

Mrs.

A

of Great Size.

GLAMS THAT WEIGH SEVERAL POUNDS. SINGLE BIVALVES THAT ARE GOOD FOR THREE
MEALS.

••

“Silent art thou? Thy repose
Mock" me. yet 1 fain would know
Art thou kin to one rare rose
of a summer long ago?
It Wi-s sweet, if was fair;
Some om twined it in my hair.
When my young check, blushing red.
Shamed the roses, some one said.
Dust and ashes though it be.
Still Its soul lives on in thee.”
[Julia < ii. Dorr, in Outing for August.

and

said he. “1 guess

you'll have
after this.”
Id-aeon Perkins, a dried-up, withered
old man, with strong likeness to the
chimpanzee tribe, looked up from his
account-book with a snarl, which revealed a set of ragged, yellow teeth.
"A bigger room ?" said lie.
What
for f”
There's at least a dozen rooms in the
house you don't use.” said John, “and
besides" -as if this was a mere incidental fact
“I've been getting married."
The deacon dropped Ins spectacle case,
and as John picked it up and handed it
to him, lie added :
"To Meda Milton."
I he deacon's little eyes glittered like
to

••oil the

Frowns

Oysters

NUMBER

Meta, indignantly. “I never thought of
such a thing, until John asked me to lie
measuring
his wife.”

••Who gave thee thy nameless graee
And the beauty of thy face.
Touched thy lips with fragrant wine.
Pledging thee in eups divine?
Cm some long-forgotten day.
When earth kept glad holiday.
One bright rose was born. 1 think.
1 > *wy, sweet, and soft and pink :
Bern, more blest than others are.
To be thy progenitor!

■

■
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.ill*tu!i >t., KwfV.tl.
t-!tnurloi
striM-1,

l-

in its natural state, that its

Mowers ale bi sexual, or perfect, but it
was I'Utml that varieties of the Americau
spei ies were often imperfect, there being
well as perfect varieties
pistillate
among them.
Among the first cultivated of these
date varieties, was “Hovel's seeding."
Its tiowers contained
only two pistils, the stamens having allotted. were a'-sent entirely.
This vari
ety would not produce fruit, unless a per••rt doweling variety was planted near
showing that the intiuence of the pollen extended beyond the seed, for the
desby receptacle winch holds tlie seeds
would not be developed unless the pistils
were iertilized.
It tin- lionets were not
fertilized, there would be no fruit, m-ith
et won!
!iit■ -.-(in nltieii supports the
bo.'.-r- ■! :be fi u it, perfect itself or grow,
., Hi, il. tile
rills
ext iplestion tliat
arisis s. whether the pollen has any up
be form, flavor, or
pro." loie .•poet on
>1 the fei r: ized berry
That is, will
t 1h- pollen from a 'large var iety, leave any
mdaonee in increasing the size of i small
I’he indaem-e of the pollen may
;,,o feeble to be discovered in some inranee-. am I thou may not he able to tell

let ,1

*

lltiMs

strawberry

Horses.

Balky

Questioning

It was fair. It was sweet,
And it blossomed at my feet.
“O thou peerless rose!'* I said,
“Art thou heir to roses dead.—
Roses that their petals shed
In the winds of long ago?
Who bequeathed to thee the glow
Of thy perfect, radiant heart?
What proud Queen of fire and snow
Lived to make thee what thou art?

It is a fact very well known to all botanists ami others who have studied the

1885.

(iKEAT HALLS OF STAR-FISH.

Royal Wedding.

THE TROrsSEAl- OF

Cow-Boys

REATRICK.

1’KIV'F.SS

Th.» Princess Beatrice, of Kngland. was married to Prince Henry, of Pattenburg, at St.
Mu!drcd*s Whippingham. six miles north of
Newport. Isle of Wight, July -J-M. with the
usual pomp and ceremony attending a royal
marriage. Among the articles of the trousseau
may be specified the following:
A very delicate striped pale blue satin and
crepe de chine, made with low pointed, square
cut bodice and long train, edged with small
rounded tabs, over which is laid a wreath ot
satin caught down by a few gauging Pitches at
regular intervals amt left full between them all
up the front. This dress has robing* ot old
gold passementerie <>f (irot k pattern, terminating in scrolls on either side. A similar trimming was expressly made for the corsage, and
there was a small bit of it on the front of each
sleeve. The sic- v- > were quite a feature, for
they were of crepe de chine down to the elbow
and below there was a second sleeve, consisting
of full puli'of pale blue ariophane drawn in by
ribbon and terminating in a double frill. There
w:i' a
pretty bow on the erepo part of the
slee\ejust below a little piece of old gold passemen ter ie.
A

1>KKA.M
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Another beautiful toilette was made of pale
pink spotti d crept* and satin, with some of'the
most splendid point d’Ah ic on laee ever seen,
bn it there is something like titteeu yards of
wide laee and a goodly quant it> of narrower
laid
garniture that matched it. This la
lengthways down the skirt Irom the waist to

the hem, where it is turned round and carried
along a little way 'o as to meet and join the
next long piece. The space between the centre
and side piece* is of laee. The right side is tilled by three hows of rich pink moire ribbon,
each end terminating in beautifully made silk
tassels. Round the train of this dress there ia narrow pink plisse, and over it a frill formed
by a piece ol bias cut crepe about six inches
with*, doubled and put on with very little fullness.
This toilette is not very houtt’ante behind, but tie* laee is prettily arranged over a
satin
low hotly trimmed with laee. The
pink
sleeves are pink ariophaue. and on the right
shoulder there is an aigrette, with pink marabout and ostrich tip.
oI:ii:N

r \i.

coi.dks.

Another pink dress i- silk striped muslin,
printed in Oriental coloring-, with what ma\
perhaps he termed very oid fashioned chintz
pattern, while the stripes are diversified b\
small chenille ligures.
The bodice has a beb<
tucker trimmed wit!, rich transparent cream
muslin embroidery and gauz- ribbon. Tln-e
two fabric- sewn together in stripes also form
a tablier.
A very exquisite cream brocade and
satin lias a panel p» ail fringe, embroidered
with pearl tieurs de li- on each side of it. A
bodice and train of rich corded silk in re-eda
green was made up with an edging all round
the bottom of double loops of the silk, which
lay over a narrow kilting of pale coral satin.
It- front was entirely of ere. m satin, cm-!
broidered with sheeny, iridi-cent pearls, in
which one eontiniiail} caught the gleam of I
pale coral pink, and between the train and the
point of a low body there were three re-eda
tongues, trimmed round with fringe of tiny
silk hails exaeth matching it in tint, with gold
beads between th- m.
The skirt wa- tini-lied
round in trout with satin tabs, under which
might he seen a coral kilting, ami on the left
shoulder wa- a -mall bouquet of feather- <>;
the same line. A rich ruby velvet dress, with
low pointed bodice. Was long and plain, but
embroidered in side panel with tieurs de li- of
pink pearls. Tin* sh eve fell at llle hack of the
arm very much like that of the wedding gown.
T1IK (iKM Ol-
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OYSTERS

WHICH KILLED
MEASURE.

A

ljUART

number of gentlemen interested in oysters

gathered

at
at 4

Swearer's

Grant
o'clock Tuesday afternoon, to witopening of twelve large oysters. It
wagered that the oysters when opened
restaurant,

on

street,
ness the
had been
would fill

a
quart measure.
Opinion was
some bets were made
result.
Col.
Swearer
upon
brought out a
small table and placed it near the centre of the
floor, and the oysters were brought out and
laid upon it. They were enormous in size. It
was suggested that they lx*
weighed in the
shell. They weighed twenty-five pounds—the
of
the
lot
two
and
a-half
largest
pounds. Will
iam Hubbard, an expert with the oyster knife,
took his place at the table and laid open the
first oyster. It was a beauty and fat as butter.
Every man present looked at it hungrily. As
each oyster came out of its shell plethoric with
fat the experts in bivalves agreed that the\
were unusually line.
Eleven oysters filled the
quart measure. Col. Swearer remarked that
beat
they
any oyster he ever saw opened. Indeed, doubted if eleven oysters were ever
brought to this city which, when opened would
heap a quart measure fike that. He recalled
the fact that twelve oysters were brought here
in 1 Sot) from one of the celebrated rocks down
the bay, which filled a quart cup.
But the
present lot were much finer. While he was
talking Mr. I). K. (Jollier reached over and took
one of the oysters between bis fingers with the
intention of swallowing it, but lie had to give
up the attempt to bolt it entire and halve it. A
Sun reporter shared a similar fate. The oysters
were picked out of a cargo brought here by
Capt. (i. W. Deal, of the schooner Ellen and
Alice, now lying at Pratt-street wharf. Th»*y
were caught in Severn river, which empties
into Mobjaek bay, in Matthews county, Va.
They were natural growtli oysters. [Baltimore

divided, however, and
tlie

Sun.

“An ounce of prevention worth a pound of cure,”
an old adage Imt true.
In view of predictions that this country is liable
to be visited by more than an ordinary amount of
contagious diseases lids year.il behooves all to inquire about and practice every sanitary measure,
especially cleanliness, which, as a preventive, offers one some means of escape at least; and in this
how important the article of Soap as to quality lit
for use; certainly all inferior grades, made so by
foreign substances and adulterations of a questionable character, should be rejected, that there
may be no taint left on the person or clothes which
might in any way invite the germs of these various
diseases. A first-class article, made by known
reliable manufacturers, Is the only Kind that can
be safely used or recommended. In the use of a
standard soap, like the “Welcome,” made by Curtis Davis & Co., there can be no risk, being the
goods of a U-m whose name on soap is a sufficient
guarantee of its purity.
Is

Drive.

a

A

picturesque, hardy lot of fellows, these
wild *v<
as they >ir ou the grouini hy
the lire, fiii'h man with his an of eolt’ee, his
fragrant slice of fried baron on the point of hikuife-bladt
or sandwiched in between two
great hunks of bread, rapidly disappearing before the onslaughts of appet:-> s made k> n by
the pure, invigorating breezof these high
plains. >, e that hraw>\ ffllow with the crisp,
v.-llow
hair growing low dow n on
tight-curling
tie* nape of his massive neck, rising straight
and supple from the l >w collar of his loose
tl min i shirt, hi' stm-browned face w ith the
piercing gray eye?, looking out from under the
broad brim of iiis hat. his lower limbs ... I in
the heavy ••chaps”—-or leather ov< nnU
stained
a deep reddish-brown bx long ns*■ an-l exposure
to wind and weather, bis revolver in it- hoist, r
swinging from the cartridg -tiil. d b.-u. :,nd his
great spurs tinkling at v. r\ sirnh a-, having
drained the last drop
eotle. he puis d-»wn
the can, and turns from the tire toward Unhorses, picking up as lie goes the huge heavy
leather saddle, with im high pemtncl am!
streaming thongs «>t raw-hide, that has >crv, d
him as a piiiow during the night, ijui.-klx hi'
**e:tyUse” is saddled, th-' gr« at b|-oa»l hair-r •[
girths tightly ••'inched.” the huge bit 'lipped
into the unwilling mouth, and with a bound
the active felloxv is in tin 'addle, raw. pony,
paw: turn your eyes till the whites 'hovx ; lav
your point! d ars hack: sqm al uni
< >h,
axx
! \ou
5our heart's e »nti nt.
have found your mast! r: foi the st
not last long.
The practiced liand. tin-heavx
spur', and stinging xvhipsoon repeat tin almost
daily lesson, and with one last wicked shake of

!

\

j

the head the win **ea\ use” nr. aks into In- e.t-\
lope, and away go horse and rider b> tie <r
appointed station on tin- think of tie- gr at

drove.
The other*

Pilgrimage.

TO

KillV I V

lO

[Correspondence of the Journal.]
Every true Mohammedan is hound, if pos-

I

sible, to visit once in bis life, the Kaaha, a sacred stone at Mecca. Each year thousands of
i-it this fabled
{ ion*, worshippers throng to
stone.
Plymou111 Rook is tin Kaaha of every
true American and Pilgrim, Plymouth is bis
M< ecu. The Arab i» drawn by superstitious
piety, but pure patriotism is the force that
draws the Ameri an to the hallowed associations of Plymouth Rock. The day we made
We
our pilgrimage l»f: nothing to be desired.
steamed out of Boston harbor with a clear,
blue sky above, and light, fleecy clouds floating
laziiy along tie southern horizon. V broad
ami brilliant pathway of light stretched out before us across the bosom of the ocean, seeming

;

■
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glory somewhere beyond.
the many iuter< sting points of the
harbor behind, | .*> M ir-ditield, where Webster
undisturlw d. ! th clamor of tin* world
I sleeps.
above him. and at'i. ;• a sail of thre< and a half
hours tind our**dv--s on the waters of Plvm«-i::!i
a
w-•
walk up the
•!'
Hay. With a ft
i 1. T" the
wha. f and step up
halmwi-d
left a granite
:in»•:• \
rise- at* *ve the world
famous roek. \V« it \erently -p p upon d. n
ealliniX that hit ak an 1 lutt* r day. that a fe* b;e
little ham! earn- -1 the banner of Liberty, to this
forbi-i.iim: place. li. re rai-ed her altars ami
kindled her tires, pray imi ti at they miudit never
lead

t«»
\\

on

to greater

leave

<

<

smoulder nor burn low.
sod that e<*v• r> : h< it a>l.<

>oon follow.
amp i* broken. th«
wagon securely packet! ready for lb* road, and
the work of ihe day nniiiniiin*.
Tin*
title
seem to know what is coming.
On t i.•
dg>*
"f their scattered ma**e* the steer* lift tie ir
beads and ga/e. half *!llpidly. half frightened,
at the living horsemen ; a* the thinks are turned
thi y begin c o*ing in toward one alio: In
moving up in little group* to a common centre.
N1 'W' ami t h*-11 a >ieer or *ome \ ou:;g I mi I, more
headstroiig01 more territi* d than hi* eomradi *.
breaks away and ante. .‘tl eiumsily o\er lie
prairie. In a iiiotiio:’ he i* pursued, le aded
oil', turned, and driven >u toward th" herd
again. As they “close in mass” to use an aj
military phra*. -“rounded up” on ail *i.h
y
the swift-riding euv-iny. thy
are
gent I'
urged onward by tin* driver* in the rear, mtil
the whole herd is slowly im>\ mg forward. t- dii’.r a- they go. in a lm»*e wide column. I»* :id« d
toward the break in th
molin’ain* that indicates the mouth of the canon throng’ll widen :-

that

they

eft

they

that

ammy

u-.

walk above the
intr the heiithiukimr little <*f the
We

tij *>

-.

thtir souN am! with whieh
ut down in darkue-s to an xiir’- -ra\e.

w«

wtumr

1: never b< am
it home.
home to
a.
them. That wa> far away •»v«• r the him
and its door was -hut.
The reek has been moved a sle-rt distance
We call

<

from it- original restinsr place, b* prevent its
beimr covered l*> tiding in for a wharf, hi
piece was broken oil’, width is
| nnoina; it.
now
after liavimr itself m de -e\ ral pd-rimAfter
a_n -. lirmly reunited to it- b-ilow piece.
pay ins: oiir devotn.n- here, we climb a broad
flight of -b p- ami turning to the left -oon
•.
i’i th- sp.e. mark' d by a irranite t.ablet.
where the dead were buried during that tirst
(«ra<hially the prairie i> *.ksi d : rjui* |\ and
\ sho I distance beyond this
terrible winter.
gently the nervous bruits are crowded mon
•loseiy together; two or three of th" lmn g d- we pass tit- lions'- that -taml- upon ; he -it-, or
top on ahead to the "p-ning of in.- pa**, guardthe tirst one built by the I*iIprrim-. We are
ed by two eoiie-'hape.l mounds like re.ioubt*
«iitiutiniLr southward
thrown out to protect the entrance to the la*t- now in 1. ydrn >t.. ami
nes*e* of the mountain*. ;n order to head oil
w
timl t*ursei\e- at the chapel, -landing where
.■

straggler*

and to turn the leader* of the herd
lie meetim: lion-!•.*.*.i. w hich w a- at the
into the narrow trail that runs in !». twa-n th
-atu
time
p!;i'*«- of worship and a !• *rt. Wry
high, tr.‘t-e.'vei(i|, rocky wad* of the canon.
> •! >..-0-0 : g- nt
ly ailing, .pi ,v an pat nt y tiitl't-r*-ut this modern structure from the one
urging, t he dll Vers hlllleli t he holind 1UU11 It lldWhose place
'll p ies.
Ipfll the top of tilt
Ioge ther into one almost com [tael ilia**. >..-o-o !
anei* ti
nidi
si"
«»tr edttiec cannon were mounted
111
gently : g, lit I y : pU*ll. hoy*. | ,;*'ll ill
both side-, curb your horse*, k.a p them «pi it t.
and tin marti.d not* "f admin -umunond tlie
>•»
so : tinve slow ly t oin t he n u*. [ rt
on
wur-liippt rs. A-eeinliusr still higher we are
* "t
>iow i>
until
i.ie |,
d
d rd
tiny
upon tile -iimmit of I’m rid hill. I'pon the
enter* t he pa**.
n't. r. patter. {- itt« r. tlm
-i-a uj£.
headstones are tile familiar 1’iiurim name-, but
-mliiM 1
roar of Imu'lrt .1- of 1».-:t ikmu
a ml
a
I tie view from
tin -tell'
-t el'll milling.
rmnl-tx d. :t «jim.-r *nmnl. tilii:._r th. a'i \v:|;
this hi I i is \. ry line. It- nov us to tin north w :*rd
low \
!':ti itltr Ifi!
the la
UU'
millions ot ha: -;.• 11.
on ,Irv
hmvrs.
h
lie- till* brail! it li 1 bay. and beyond, tin blue
in*11--1,•..i
heavy atel sieo'i nnuiliu
amp
| water-of tin open ore in. !•* our It f i, se\ era)
Il'M'-e', I'll! a -Imtihliu, '"It. a
n
uUil <1
’idles away, upon tii
t«>:* of t'apmin*- him
marked mi;ill• .1
*aiu. som- t ionu' ..*>••
it r
a
ill a\ I;,
prudlliaa I il ! Im distant P'.—au*i-e- the untiui-lnd it."mum ut b* Mile- "lanladen freight-train. >inw!\. in* >isii:.i\ ...
; ish.
ami reminders of
lit h ;.ri many n a
W aid thl'oltu !i tlm W lhi ramHi
Im ti
A nmu 1
old u-loms and ’im -‘ud ait of iii-tory will timl
w aiis of 'a n<i-:■ i•«
.mi
u 11• *.*
t-.w. rinu
•'ll
I'll.' -id;-, m!
11.1
I,.
am: I mow. lil'lll!
rum* pre—es.
mmdi !o inti re-t ami n-t: a -r.
|I
and toamiuu
\•
its lotiuh l>. .i.
Im m
! and tlmii-h we w..,i,.:, we cannot hum r Imp*.
Ml
I’nu
fo
a
ard
.‘ike
-I:
am
.>t
ia'
a
|
i.pmi
*<
-tree: om ,more and turnimr our
fiaoo-oum ‘.nritii’u
i. i.-u.u
i. aw n .m; a, ; Lanlinir 11
I
row |. d. del,'.
I ii1 u 111 •
w
will
p- toward in1 We-tern -ide rf the town, we
in- trai:. hum.
;he m _: t > li- d.
\
i a k.
pa-- tin .arm and hat d-"!im court Imilse. m
smoke-.ik'1 ei* ..nl •»1*
w
I n; m_;:
Io
wli'eh in iv be f -ini 1 many am e nt dociiimuwhich lIm -tiniiuiit l-;> ikdiu i uiit- up tlm
t 11i-i*' .*!
:.■ iiu
:
Ii.'rti'. -w a\ nu
ii
la -s than
ainl rr.-ords *»f irreat hi-tor: \ alu
dl-tunee I.I.- t*.a a rta-'tmu a. aliu!' la ! *W'
md
s
Nations*
of >. .me dark, siol 111- i'll*
;. w;. Ill
n*
mam
Pilgrim Monument,
pedestal *urabo\ ; a il, a\
'U a, i'h
| <y ii
in.mi
min-rliou w ith tin* pa!t.tinu ni-!i of th- hoofs liemn't-d I»\ a statim "I Kail ii. -ai« I to be tin
and iln- roar of tlio 'in am .mi
ii
or.-,,'j.i« .of graiiit* statuary in ; 11 world,
hoorninjx hollow of M ine r'i iulr -m d steer.
tinot ai
(It -tal and statue beheight
a

**
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The mo>t remarkable toilette of all was made
"f Koval Stuart tartan velvet.
The dark blue
ami green of this tartan are pretty web known,
and it was relieved i<\ gold, green, blue am!
-•rim-on strip--, which, when the tartan is •■<!
\el\et. a!'.• .-t silk,
fib- was made long and
plain, with i-ihow sleeve- a lid eo r-age that W'.lK\ way of r< lid then* w
a
viit11a51} hig:
cry in now p-li--e of cod I in apph- gn -u -v in
all round and und-i ill* e<|g- <>i the dre-s. ai d
at the side-, im-lead of pant 1-. tli-Te wa re
opening- showing tin pleated pe.ticoat of tin -am
I'he-e opening- were trimmed down a--h -i I.
fringe made of gold, -ilk and thread n
!».*
little ball-, and at the bottom the e \\ a- a w ide
fringe, dark blm* and gn n. orre-ponding
with the tint- of the tartan, diver-itied w”‘>
the st ngs of gold l a Is aln ad} spok n of. I In
pointed bodice i- open u front*, but the v<--t >:
pale green -atin til.ed it partly up, and over all
is a orap' d tichu of tine cream -hk muslin.
A
puli'oi thi- muslin is talked into the si.eves,
and a -mall piece of green -atin formed their
only t rimming'.
l’l.t \

li
»r>

ob-ei

Ml

Minus.**

aide that all the-e dre--w ere
etc.I I } ih. toilet it for her daughter'- troll

se.au.

i-

\

—

I’ln

re

ai-•

no

\trenie-.

Tourtmr

•-

an

conspicuous by tli«*ir absence, and where there
are an} of tin kind the\ come low down, so aimi to distort the pi“po’-ti.ms ot tin ligure, and
th*’\ an visibly intended to -uppor! the weight
of the long draper}. Tin- trains are of vein
moderate length aud the -lee\ e are real >1. evc>.
not mere should.
straps. A walking costume
is of brown mix- d tw.v.l ami la-t. ns transversely. and is ehieth remarkable for its«*arv» d
mother ot pearl buttons. A plain -kill has long
draper} falling in point on the left -id*' and at
the hack forming a !■■•.•-,} knotted
arf with
square lid-. A hcekt >1 tWecd i- made Up V. ii li
ttieotee silk.
The loo-. !\ fohled drapery is
caught up rather sharp!} -m the hips and forms
\ tw.ad tin-- igraceful fold- at the hack.
striped dark. .1 blue and red. intended for travloose iy draped in
elling. The upper skirt
graduated lines from the waist, and the under
one has smalt kilts facing one another in front.
The pointed bodice open- s()
to show a -ilk
sear 1 knotted below the linen collar.

“The oystermen explain this in a curious way,
and that it is true 1 have no doubt. One man
informed me that he was drifting along over
his beds one day, and there was not a star-tish :
in >ight. The next morning there were thousand* of them, and upon the edge of the lield. or
bed, where it began to slope otVinto deep water,
lie saw hundreds of balls, each about a* large
a* a
bushel basket. He got hold of one i>\
using a hook, and found that it was made up
of a rope of star-tishe*. all clinging together, so
that he actually unrolled the ball into his boat,
where the >tar-tish separated.
Hi* idea was
that they formed into these balls in deep water,
and were rolled in by the ground swell until
they struck the oyster beds, where thev separated and spread themselves over the entire
area, carrying destruction everywhere.
You
-MAPI; AT HOMK.
would hardly think that an oyster would succumb to such a low-lived enemy as the starMany of ilm dress, have h*m mad- al Windit
i*
not
their
but
but
their
<
tish,
stay- sor
astle, where the <^ue« n has had four r
strength
ing power that tells. The star-tish knows that live dressmakers at work under the guidance of
it can not open the oyster by force, so it .suffoa forewoman who for some
year* has held a
cates it. so to speak, by turning its stomach inhighly responsible position in'alir>! rah I. >nsult* out and covering the oyster, and when the dun liou.se. A great many beautiful materials
latter is at last obliged to open it* jaws it i>
l»a\c tbits been made up privately, especially
sucked into the stomach of tlie *tar, and this some splendid Irish poplin* and lace which the
way thousands of bushels are destroyed every
Princess of Wales bought privately in Dublin
season.
At present the oystermen are powerduring the recent v i*it to 1 rt land. Some of the
less and the star-tishes are on the increase, and
most splendid lri.*u poplin* vver* made in Dwbthe only way is to rake them up, but this is a ! I in. One of these was ivory white, with
gold
slow process and you rake up the oysters with thread interwoven, and an Pastern pattern g..them. In some places they propose to send a
ing just he other way. A s'*eoti<l wa* j.a
diver over the bed to collect them, but about a I due. with sprays of forget-me-nots all over it.
hundred divers would he required to do any jj and a third was a very rich, deep cardinal,
telling work, and of course it would not pav. ; which wa.* draped like (ieiioese velvet and hail
So the question stands, who shall invent a staran indescribably lustrous surface.
Among the
tish exterminatory Yes, half a dozen have
fabrics purchased from London firms b.r tlm
been tried, 1 believe, but none were practical. troll's, ;m \\ :ta m ecuineent Klorent ine b*«>ea h
copied from a siuad pice* which has been pieA CURIOUS EXTERMINATOR.
served in tlm Museum of h lor. nee ever sine,
•‘(Hie inventor luul :i remarkable umbrellatin days when the Medici' ruled siipr<aim.
like arrangement
that was provided \\ ilii Th«*
ground was shot with pink uni c v.y of
thousands of barbed darts, that were about
Very elo-e texture, and the I attc it wa* :: kind
four inches in length. The arrangement was of trellis v\ ork in olive
green, with ;• set pattern
to be lowered into the water on a bed. and tin*
«»1 small tlowers and leaves in shadi
of old
keys worked by a crank, every pressure giving reds.
the darts or spears an impetus of three or four
n« k> rs a \ l* sin >ks.
inches, sufficient to impale any star-tish that
lhineess Heat rice ha* sixty pairs of shoes
happened to be beneath it. This was all right and boot s all told
ILs'iaiis, Wellington*. Ra1for a level country, but oyster-beds are not
niorais,
brogaits. Oxford shoes and seasim
level, being full of irregulaiities, and of course
sho<
'.
There
i> no abumlaimc of U <■!evening
some of the teeth would not strike bottom.
Anotiu r invention was an automatic hand that lington* lor riding am! many of them fur lined
for
winter.
11
liable
a
:l hoots are t rimmed,
igh
was dragged over the beds, picking up the
stars, but it was found to pi< k up oysters also. others lined with Astrakhan for cold weather,
some of them an
buttoned, and some of them
>i). in fait, the field is still open.
It has been
the now almost obsolete clasim side', for
suggested that electricity might destroy them, have
Prince" IP atriee i' a woman who like* to wait
not by giving them shocks, but by lighting up
tlu* beds with the electric light, and as the star- on het 'eif occasionally and is glad to have boots
that, she can draw on without much troiibl.
fishes avoid light places, they would keen away
l ie- seaside shoes are nfundy •! Russian leathand so starve to death—so the would-be iner, whch washes like a glove.
The evening
ventor claimed, which seems hard y probable.
Another important feature of the oyster busi- shoes are very elegant, some h. ing embroider'd
with
shamrocks
and
thistles
in
gold and 'ilv r.
ness is the proposed plan of artificially fertilizin colored silk' wilt* llovveis ami !mtt« iing them and thus increasing the supply. This others
There are hobnailed boots for rough
has already been done in Europe, and the at- tli*'.
boots of porpoise led,* expressly made
tempt is to be made in Virginia waters.” [Phil- wear,
tor
walking
through tlm heather, and in fart
adelphia Times.
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•' file Stair against ( 11' ’* r. (!.•
|. i i.. i: <>f tli
bm*hes and polish, and in tlm lid are pi o-e* for
The future of the Indian Territory an i the
button hooks and shoehorns.
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ed with the name ami coronet of the l*rine*,ss.
tor lhe I>«-ii* tit of tlm-t
King in the August number of The < -ntin x
tor w horn t hey art t
Idle leather ease has a similar engraved plate,
>erved, nut i; the lown-hip in i|iie-tiim is in. o
and tin* hoots and shoe* were sent home in
j
Continuing hi* papers on the Italian < iiie^
small deal boxes containing six pairs of each. poratcd into a town. In some eases the >dicers
Mr. Howells has written f<• r tin* August ( rTim Queen lias never approved of high heels I of plantations liaie. w :111• >111 authority, sojd the
and never allowed the Primes' to have them ! limber from thex lands and used the proeta .|s j tury of the oily of Siena. In the same issue oi
tor pianlatioii purpox-«.
until now, when sin* has asserted her own preJudgment has hern
lii" “Uisc of Silas Lapliam” '*mL.
rend.-red in t'aior of tie. pianlatioii in t!u .-a-e the magazine
ference. The royal family of Lngland are not
for the recovery of stumpage of timber cut on
remarkable for small feet. All the daughters
to the very In anSusan Coolidge contrihuh
reserved lots in ( > r Plantation
!.. li. *J). !
have larger ones than their mother, who has
tiful midsummer Wile .wvaki a long hallad
An
»fher
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pending to rceoiei ; a\ f.»r limquite a nice little foot and always wears very
Luck of
ber and bark cut on p-eried h is in >d\er [ based on the traditions of the famous
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Ridge Plantation, which will probabh I>« hied Ldclihall.” The hallad has four full-p ig« ilat
tin*
in Ireland and a goodly stock of personal
April term of court in Buicr.
! lustrations hy 1 II. (Jarretl.
During 'lie year there ha- been received for
//‘/■min London.
>ah s of land s.sx.•_»'>; ,s,des of island-. s:;-i
The Inst of the Se\en Hays' Hatties. Malv. n
stumpage of timber on reserved lois. s;.J7!.
Grant's Horsemanship in Boyhood.
Hill, is described hy (Jenoral Fit/ John Porter
Receipts of ea- h from all sr.up-es, s7'.*fi c-j; disLike many farnu r-boys, he was very fond <>f bursements of cash. tfiloj.7s. Land's have been j in the August Century. Among tin* illustrahorses, and, though a mere lad. showed great conveyed by deed lo 11 actual settlers, on the tions atv portraitsof the late(Jeneral Mct^uad<
surrender of outstanding ccrtilieales, by sale to
skill in managing ihem, and acquired :» knack,
(inn raK Sykes, Motel! and Mahouc.
tbre< di Hep nt purchasers, and in three" set tierno one knew how. of breaking them to
pace.
for road labor securities. (Vrtitieales of land
No. 71 of the Humboldt Library of Se.it*nee
Most of the incidents of his boyhood ditl'- r but
little from those which make up the life of hoys have hei-n is-ued to Is Revolutionary soldiers ; contains Prehistoric Vrelueology
hy Panicl
or soldiers' w idovvs.
of poor parents, whose necessities compel them
Wilson Pli. I>. with an appendex on Anthr-*The following islands have been sold : Mark
to work instead of play.
Some of them, howIsland. Casco Ray: Little Wood Island, near | pology hy F. 1L Taylor. F. 1L S.
Tins is tin*
ever, exhibit those traits which have since distinguished him -in fact, have led to his suc- Phipshurg: Inner Heron Island. Bristol: Three only publieati.m in the world which presents
cess.
That tenacity of purpose, which no ob- Point ledges. Mi. Desert: Bar Maud. Mus.-le
stacles or dangers could shake, was illustrated Ridge Chan.; Seal Ruck, Somes's Sound ; Flag ! the best scientific works of the day in cheap
Island. Muscle Ridge Chan.; Munroe's Island, form. 'The work is clearly printed on good
in the persistency with which he once clung to
near Owl’s Head; Crow Island, Outer Musele; j
a circus-pony that he was induced to mount in
paper, in convenient octavo size. .1. Fitzgerald,
I ivo Bush Island, Bulge Channel;
the ring. The trained little animal could not
Mosipiito
publisher, .ttC, Pearl street. New York.
Island. St. (Jeorge; Jim's Island, Deer Isle;
w ith its utmost, etibris. shake him off; and the
ring master, disappointed to see him succeed, Jim’s Island Ledges. Deer l-l* : Pond Island
‘•Concerning tin* Suppressed Hook” is tin*
Ram
Island, Turnip Island, Duck
Ledges,
where others always failed, let loose a monkey,
which sprung up behind him, and mounted on
Ledges, Jaijuis Letlges, liurpswell; Fisherman's title of the tirst article in the August, number
his shoulders, and began to pull his hair. The
island, near Owl's lit ad; Duck Island. Smutty of “'The Popular Sole nee Monthly.” It Is by
spectators shouted, and the pony struggled Nose Island. Isle of Shoals; Sugar Loaves, the editor, and i> an examination of the Spenstill moie frantically to get rid of its rider; but i I unue well's Point.
cer-Harrison correspondence, which ended in
Ulysses, with his face wearing the same imper“The Book Worm" is the title of a little destroying the new book on religion, which
turbable expression it in after-years wore in
battle, rode on, until pony and ring-master had monthly magazine published by Mr. John B. those gentlemen had jointly produced. Spencer
to give it up. [From Advance Sheets Headley's
A Iden, tin- publisher who has wrought a revolcommitted the act, but Harrison bullied him
Life of (Jrant, K. 15. Treat, New York.
ution in tlu* book trade by furnishing good lit- into it, and his course is remarked upon by
Success is the captivating title of a book in- erature at marvellously low prices. The Juue
Professor Youtturns with some severity. It Is
tended to furnish useful hints to the young issue contains “(Jems from Br\ ant," anti the show n that the charge of “piracy” is groundpeople as to the best ways of getting on in the one for July, “Jean Paul Richter," by Thomas less, and that Harrison, instead of being robbed
world. Its author, who is to be congratulated Carlyle, amt the price of each is three cents by tin American publishers, was in faet proThe work is published at ‘Jo cents a
tected by them, and his interests as substantially
on having made a book at once so
interesting singly.
and instructive, is (). A. Kingsbury, ami the year, which brings the numbers at about 2 eared for as they would have been under an
cents each.
Who may not read good books?
publishers, 1>. Uothrop«fc Co. (l2mo. $1.25.)
international copyright law.
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THE OFFICES AM) OFFICE-SEEKERS.

Chairman Brown has completely distanced
the Maine war horses, which have been prancing around Washington for the pist three
mouths, getting scarcely a nibble at the public
crib.
A man with so much ability to get
offices for other people will not be likely to
neglect the interests of number one. Suppose
he should conclude that the Portland custom house was about his size; or possibly
he might not be above taking the Augusta post
office. The veteran Bradbury, who has been
anxiously peering into bis p. o. box for that
little commission, the nimble Cleaves, and
“gallant" Col. Morton, will need to keep a
sharp eye on Chairman Brown. [Biddeford
Journal.
To Republicans and Democrats alike in
Maine who know Bion Bradbury. £>. J. Anderson and Nathan Cleaves of Portland, the suggestion to set either of them aside to make the
late Democratic candidate for Governor Collector of Portland must seem quite idiotic.
The tirst three named are able men. [Boston
Journal.
It seems that the whole movement for the
removal of Mr. Luut from the office of l'. S.
district attorney, v\ a> worked up b\ Editor
Bass of th< Bangor Commercial, in the* interest
of Mr. Varney of that city.
But Mr Bird of
While Mr. Bass
Portland, was appointed.
shook the tree. Chairman Brown gathered the

The marine railway in the yard of the New
England Shipbuilding Company of Bath has
had forty-two vessels upon it this summer.
The officers of the New England fair contemplate a balloon ascension lor one of the at-

during the week of exhibition.
Ephraim Crabtree, of Hancock, ex-County
Commissioner, and late proprietor of the extremily of Hancock Point, died July 28.
Mr. O. \V. Davis, jr., has commenced clearing away the debris at the old furnace at Kalalidin Iron Works preparatory to rebuilding.
Machias has voted $30,000 in aid of the Shore
Line Railroad and East Machias $17,000, with
the right of way through the town.
Mr. Frank E. Brown, of Waterville, Chairman Brown’s son, has already received a promotion in the postal service, with an advance
in salary.
It will take 12.000 yards of canvas to make
the suit of sails for the new ship now on the
stocks at Carlton. Norwood A: Co.’s yard at
Rock port, and will cost $10,000.
Colonels Porter and Beau, inspectors, last
week made an official visit to the Maine State
Prison. A very large blacksmith shop is being
erected at the prison.
Seth Hamilton and Win. Todd escaped from
Portland jail through the iron bars of the
window, which they cut with a cold chisel.
They are stil! at large.
The lirst hydrant of the Houlton Water
Works was placed in the square last Saturday.
The public opening of the works will probably
occur

ollectorship.

and so i> Judge t leaves.
lev-land sa>> Mr. Blaine asked
a> a personal favor that Morton be not
appointed postmaster at Augusta and that lie cannot

circumstances get the place. This
chairman Blown will recommend
D-

in -cral

Ini' not

Ilolway. [Wash-

Portland Advertiser.
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The Coming Pair

at

Bangor.

!

When the Maine State Fair was permanently
established at Lewiston it necessarily became
] localized and is now mainly representative of
the western section of the State. When this
change was made, and the plau of holding the
| State fairs in the different cities was finally
; abandoned, certain public spirited citizens of
Bangor organized the Eastern State Fair Association and began to hold annual fairs at
! Maplewood Park. Betweeu the old and new
associations there need not be and should not
be ungenerous rivalry.
The State is large
1

and the hotel accommodations are not equalled
of Portland, t he fair grounds have been

east

improved from year to year until they are
second to none In New England, and they are
within a convenient distance of the business
centre of the city. 'Phis is an important consideration. as it means a saving of time and
money to the visitor. This year the New England fair will be held in connection with the
Eastern State Fair, thus ensuring a good display, and we hope the farmers of this section
will be up and doing, that the Maine exhibits
may not suffer by comparison with those of her
sister Mates. The premium list was published
as a supplement last week, and we are fully
warranted in saying further that the manage-

!

j

will leave

unturned to make this
the most successful farmers’ festival ever held
in New England.
ment

no

stone

Betting iu New York on tbe coming contest
for the America’s Cup is decidedly in favor of
the Knglish cutter Genesta. The New York
Sloop, the Priscilla, is generaiiv thought to be
a failure, and while the Boston sloop, Puritan,
is no doubt a good boat, it is feared she i> no
match for the cutter.

The New York Tribune

says:
Not only is the visiting craft the best allweather boat in Great Britain, where dangerrivals are plentiful, but she is a racer from
the tip of her topmast to the bottom of her
keel. She has seventeen sails for all possible
contingencies, and her crew i- the pick of all
Knglaud. Mr. Beavor Webb has taken no
•‘bailees in that respect. Her arrangements are
like so much machinery, in which every man
has his definite place, aud her captain offers to
prove that he can make the most radical changes
of rig in three minutes.
Ail these consider*tions are inducing the wide belief that a struggle for tlie possession of the great cup will take
place such as has never before been known in
the history of these contests. All the American
hopes are staked on the two new vessels, for it
lias been definitely settled, as prophesied weeks
ago in the Tribune, that the trial races would
be between ibe Priscilla and Puritan only.

ou.**

sojourn at tlie lake Our George will treat in
detail, and in his inimitable way. We shall
therefore give here only a few notes of the

about

Kineo House, while from the. instep the
land gradually ascends till the leg represents
Mount Kineo, which rises as abruptly from the
Hat land below, a- does a boot-leg from the
the

'I ho excursion began on Monthly July 27th, a
special car leaving Portland at 12.Jo 1*. m.
attached to the Flying Yankee, bringing the

journalists from that city and places along the
route to Baugor, where the night was passed at
the Windsor Hotel. The following composed
the party:
John M. Adams, wife and daughter, Eastern Argus, Portland; If. K. Baker,
and wife. Register, Hallowed; Miss Hattie F.
Boardman, Hum' Farm, Augusta; George If.
Brickott, Kemm -c Journal, Augusta; o. 1).
Castuer and sister, Lincoln County News,
Waldoboro; Miss Rebecca S. Clark (.Sophie
May), Home Farm, Augusta; Albro E. Chase,
j wife and son, Globe,
Portland; George W.
Driscoand wife, Union. Machias; E. IE Elwell
*
aud wife and Miss Gilpalrick, Transcript. Portj land; George 11. Gilman, Aroostook Pioneer,
J lloulton; J. A. Homan and Miss Welch,
j
Augusta; J. F. Hill and wife, Fireside Visitor,
j Augusta: William B. Eapbam and Miss Fogler,
Farm and Hearth, Augusta; Prof. E. S. Morse,
j
(invited guest), Salem, Mass.; Robert Martin,
j Literary Companion. Augusta; Samuel C. ManJ Icy, Maine Farmer, Augusta; A. C. Otis and
j wife, Maine Farmers'
Almanac, Augusta; S.
j T. Pickard, wife and child, Transcript, Port; land; C. A.
Pilsbury, Republican Journal, Bel; fast; Miss Eva O.
Park and sister, Chronicle,
j
Farmington: George A. (jniinby and wife.
Republican Journal, Belfast: E. Rowell and
I wile (Honorary), Hallowed; George S. Rowel)
j and wife. Advertiser, Portland; F. W. Shorey,
I News,
Bridgton; T. R. Simonton and wife.

foot,

or a man

excuse

ni“

for

won't grumble.
Belonging to the House Is u
small propeller steamboat, which will carry
seventy-live passengers. She makes excursions
about the lake and runs on errands for tin*
hou.-e. tshe is called tiie Kineo and was built
here of native wood, ail hut one piece, her
stern-post, which is oak and was brought from
Bath. She is a little daisy if there ever was
one.
She was modeled by a Bath steamboat
builder, who came here and built her. She
cost about $o(>00, half of which wa» for her
machinery. She lias a compound engine and
will run right oil' 1"> miles an hour without
using the whip, and when you drop the snapper
gently on her off flunk, the engineer tells me
she will do eighteen miles an hour without a

a

had at the cilice.) As you
come up the lake the view you get of Kineo Is
grand. The hotel, standing near the snore of
the lake, on a beautiful green level piece of

joke

can

be

land, which extends back about a half a mile,
from whence the mountain rises abruptly, bare
and rocky, except where occasionally in the
cracks and crevasses, some trees have taken
root, looking like pin feathers in a chicken, the
mountain’s side forms

a

background

to

one

>kip.

up from Greenville yesterday
in an hour and fifteen minutes *20 miles. I
tried to strike up a trade for her. I offered to
swap the May Queen for her, ami give a little
Maine Silver Mining Stock to boot. I told Mr.
Dcnnin that the May Queen wasn’t much of ail
excursion boat, but that she would make a

of

the loveliest pictures that ever came from
dame Nature's easel. When I do wrestle with
art language 1 generally lay it on its back in the
first tussle.

The hotel is one of the best sumestablishments that 1 ev*r created a
famine in. To be strictly classical it i> a ripper. The dining room is 110x51 feet, and w ill
seat 4<h). while there is room for 50 more to
look in the door and hate themselves to think
mer

down to the first tabic
The
house is heated by steam, lighted by gas, has
stairways, steam elevator and ladders h ading
to the rooms; electric bells, telegraph, billiards,
barber's -hop, post ollice and tooth-picks--in

everything that is usually found
hotel except bed bugs and mosquitoes.

in

came

this boat, and she is as easy as an old felt hut,
no noise nor shake, but she
just speeds along
about her business, and when she is going as
fast as sin can, if you want her to go a little
faster she can and will, and don't get mad
about it either. If there is auy out to her it ithat she in a little crank—‘‘tippy” I mean, that
is if she is not trimmed evenly by the passen-

a

Paris; T. N. Winslow and wife, Sea
The
Breeze, North port; Wallace Osgood, Augusta;
guest is as free from bites as ihe fisherman.
.Miss Weymouth.
There is everything here most. I am almost
After supper seven barges, furnished by the
confident that if a temperance lecturer was to
courtesy of Mr. Lemuel Nichols and Landlord deliver a lecture in
the parlor, and wanted a
Phase, were availed of to view the different
crat.

She

splendid hearse for a water funeral; but be
didn’t seem inclined to trade, so the thing
slumped through, but I came to the conclusion
that the next time we undertake to build a
steamboat in Belfast, that we better go out Into
the backwoods and learn how. I took a ride in

resort

they didn't get

fact

bigger than a pin head, and
gets done, you wish he had just comno

menced. but i do wish that lie would let me tell
which end a flam's head is on, but he
thinks h> knows and as long as lie is satisfied. I

few minutes l will bathe my legs with arnica,
for 1 feel as if L bail loaned them for a pair of
thills for a dump cart, and they are lamer
than the Sec’y of the Interior. (Kxplanation.s
of this

bug

him

in

experience and if you will

a

when In-

meeting suddenly taken with
the nose bleed. This mountain is about 800
feet high, unless \ou undertake to climb it,
when it looms to the magnificent height of 27
miles. I make this remark from very recent

Herald. Camden: Frank A. Small and wife.
Illustrated Magazine, Augusta: George W.
\ ickery and wife, Gospel Banner,
Augusta;
George H. Watkins and wife, Oxford Demo-

is

show you where the fish and game—I came
near saying are, but I meant ought to be.
In
the basement of the house is a luuch room

can

lawn,

journey.

estimated tiiat the hotels and summer
houses of this State are able to accommodate
1,000 guests, and that they have on an average
1'roui July 4, to Sept. 1. about 50,000. Probably
nearly 100,000 come and go during the summer
season, and it is stating it low to say that their
average expenditures while here are fifty dollar**. This makes a total of about five millions,
which annual income, supports some of our
railroads, makes very many of our farms vainable, and helps directly or indirectly a majority
of the people of the State to get goou homes |
aud save a dollar for a rainy day.
As this paragraph is having a wide circula-!
It

are

gers she tips down a little on one side. This
could, l think, be easily remedied by ballast,
which could be moved from side to side—but 1
M \ Fred Alien. tin vvHl-knovvn magazinist
smile
to
dust,
the
cobwebs
her
out
of
throat,
and wrii- r <>n art. who visited squirrel Island
parts of the city and to visit Maplewood Park. 1
| guess I’ll wait till Mr. Dennen asks my advice.
that Mr Denuen could skirmish around and
recently, enthusiastiealiy perused the tiles ol
which was a surprise to those who saw it for
He known what my address is. I looked the
'Tin Squid, and thert from caught new inspirafind a llask under a rock somewhere. Tnere
the first time. The location, grounds and I
thing ail over and l have concluded that after
tion E-ward the prosecution of a work, which
i> a music room and dance hall, and Mell
The Squid fervently hopes he will earn forthe lake freezes over I shall come up here and
buildings are certainly all that could be desired
Andrews is here with his fiddle, and where he j
yvard to the artistic finish of which he i- so S
and are a credit to Bangor. Later in the even! steal her, and put heron runners and bring her
view
tias
in
tiou
it
iThe
work
which
be
to
it?*
In
its pres- !
easily capable.
i* there is Mell-ody. The kitchen is a picture of
proper
give
origin*
to Belfast.
Parties wishing to charter her
ing an informal reception was tendered the
is “The New England <’oa-t:
P-Ti adition-.
cut shape it is a fraud.
In a recent article on
neatness. Kverything is dean and sweet. The
its I.' geuds and it- S •ng-."
There is no field
Association by lion. J. P. Hass at his spacious
during lie* summerof \s(»can address, enclosing
“The Summer Vacation” we expressed a wish
and vegetables is done hy steam
so invi?ing in all American literary theme- as i>
cookingof
soup
residence, where with music and social interQuit GkoiujK.
thi-. Howells, the novelist, who has full files
that some one would collect the necessary data
while the bread and pastry is baked in an old stamp,
course the time passed
of The Squid, recently expre-sed the purpose
pleasantly. Mrs. \\ F. fash ioned brick oven. The dishes are
to show the number of summer visitors to
kept in
of visiting Squirrel Island and other points on j eral service-.
Shaw favored the company with several choice
Washington County Letter.
lion. Thomas B. Reed is one of the Repre- Maine and the amount of money they spend in
closets heated by steam, so that they are always
the Maine coast, to study its romance and it* j
and finely rendered vocal selections and Mrs.
sentativedesignated
the
clerk
of
the
House
by
the State. We then quoted from the Manchescharacters,
lie was particular!} impressed
and the meats and tish are in large refrigCorrespondence of the Journal.
warm,
Jewell, of Bangor and Miss Adams, of Portwith the picturesqueness of Squire Greenlief to represent tin* lower branch of Congress at ter Mirror a statement as to the
erator rooms, where they will keep longer than a
number, etc.,
Washington County still lives and thrives “in
and other characters to which 'The Squid ha- j the funeral of General Grant.
land—the latter the daughter of Hon. John M.
of summer visitors to New Hampshire. A ;
The rooms are large and airy, and the broad sunlight of publicity.”
MKMOKIAI. SKItVK I s.
hitherto addressed itself.
Although
[Squirrel island
Adams, of the Argu—presided at the piano. promise.
there is a dullness about all kinds of business,
one can see the lake from every sleeping room
Squid.
Tile Gram memorial -er\i-■<* in Westminster Maine seaside journal, from which better We have had
occasion before to compliment
Katabdin Iron Works i- a favorite report
in the house. The basement contains tin* bilAbbey bid- fair to bring t »gether the large-1 tilings would be expected, took the paragraph the
we see no sour or wrinkled faces, except those
playing of Miss Adams, whose execution
during the months of August and September, a.--- liiblag- of Americans that lias evs r met in
liard room, barber shop, wash room, steam who are on thorns hoping and waiting for the
and the Silver Like hotel at that place i- a first London. The dean of We-tm.nstcr will come from the Mirror, substituted Maine for New and touch are admirable and indicate
very
class house. There i- good fishing near at hand. to London especially to olli dale, and the music Hampshire, and published as original the item
decided musical ability. The hospitality shown laundry, engine room and servants dining keys which unlock the salary chest to their
Boats, fishing tackle, and tils; class guides van w iii be tic -ame a- that rendered at tlie* funeral
above. Comment is unnecessary.
room.
The first floor, the spacious office, grasp. There are some such who go about the
given
by Mr. ami Mrs. Bass was fully appreciated
always he had at reasonable prices. 'The min- of Lord Lawrence.
reading room, dining hall, kitchen, parlor ami streets with troubled countenances and eyes
eral water at his place i- highly spoken of, and
the visitors and they left their host wiMies
Appropria’c memorial exen-i-e- will take
by
Funeral
serv ices were held in the
cottage at
cases can he mentioned when it ha.- been high!}
music room, while the second, third and fourth east to the ground, womb ring when their night
place in Augu-ta on the day of Gen. Grant'.- Ml.
beneficial.
The scenery here i- among the tuuerai. under the
McGregor, where Gen. Grant died, on when they said good night and stepped into the floors contain the,
auspices of the tuunieipal
sleeping rooms. Without of discontent will cease.
to
return
to
finest in New England, and the air i- clear and government. Among tho-e who will deliver
the
hotel. Here we may
Tuesday, the Bev. J. 1‘. Newman delivering barges
tin- room service i> way ahead
The trouble with the office seekers in Washinvigorating.
add a good word for Mr. F. W. Durgin. clerk any exception,
addre--e- will be dame- G. Blaine and the
an impressive sermon.
i
After
the
services
the
of any hotel 1 was ever in.
From the top of Green Mountain on Mt. vem rable dames W. Bradbury, formerly l idlIf a guest, Uses a ington County is that th- most of them are too
of the Windsor, who did all in his
to
power
funeral
train
started
for
Desert ma} be seen Mt. Katabdin. one hundred ed States Ih-moeiatie S.-nator from Main.
Albany, where the re- :
towel, (as many of us do,) the minute he went
respectable; there art-no murderers, or assasmiles away. Bay of Fund}. Penobscot Ian..
main* lay in state in the Capitol and were visit- | make the party at home.
It ba- bef n decided to have no parade at Sv»u
out. it was removed and a clean one substitutsins or other felons. There are only two who
Camden hills. Blue Hi!! bay, Somes Sound. I' raiici-eo on the day of Gen. Grant*- funeral. ed hv an
morning
at
\v»*
7.45
lift tie- Eximmense number. The funeral cortege
1
ed. and tlit* pitch- r refilled, and the sugar rinsed ate making open
Baker Island, 2<i mile- avvav. Grand Manan. Memorial >• rvic«
j Tuesday
will be held in all the
attempts for office who were
<
street station
rout,
for Moosehead
was to proceed to Now York
are onl}
and nine different lightbou-es. Tin
yesterday, where j change
out of the bottom of tlie tumbler, and this wachurcli'-s and at Mechanic*- pavilion.
in time of the rebellion, though several
disloyal
a t- w of the iuteresting point- to be seen on
All civic, military, political ami other organ- elaborate preparations have been made for the : Luke, occupying a new car furnished l»v Supj
not done only once a day, hut continuously.
I
were active in the minor offence of the State
any clear day.
ization- in Cincinnati have united in providing
of the remains and for the funeral erintendent Brown, of the Bangor and Piscatawashed my face thirty-seven times one day, Steal. What few postmasters have been
Mr. *L .J. Finicking, who is spending a short for a joint ob.-er\ ame of the day of Urn, (i rant’s reception
apand
then
used
for the lir^t time.
ceremonies.
quis Railroad,
time at Mt. Desert, has mad*- >e\erui lie
funeral.
just to tot the thing, and the three dozen and pointed itt the County do not please any one
It lacked just one seat of accommodating the
sketches of the p'-cUtiar fog effects upon the
Senator Frye 1- to be asked to guv. die (i rant
one towels were removed, one at a time, and
A gentleman whose position Indicates that he i
but themselves. This is an administration that
mountains.
liieuiuiial addn-s- in Imwi-'-oii
party, and if used for the purpose again, a bay the
i> an expert, writes from Bethlehem, N. IF,
The St. John hotel at Sullivan under the,
thirty-eighth one looked up from the towel makes war upon women. Mrs. Mary A. Hatch,
NO ITS.
window
with
reference
to
an allusion in a recent letter
will
be
built
on to carry the odd man.
management of Pol. Slmcnbar i- a success.
rack, and asked me if l did’ut want to take a a widow, of Pembroke, has been removed to
in the Journal to Mt. Kineo as a **iuas.s of | The ide to the foot of the lake
It is understood that tie■ •unn IN nii'vlvania
was a very pleasTin; (tlliLS Ol MAINE.
bath! A hotel towel i> a little thing, but ah ! make room l'or a Democrat. Mrs. Hatch was
miiitia will go *<- New York, aii-i ihat'’all the hornebleudc.” He says that he examined the i ant one. The
scenery on the latter part of the how much grief and
Then- is nothing el.-i in nature so charm- New York regiment.* will take
in the ; rook carefully last summer and found it to be
pleasure does that yard an “offensive partisan." Only a few drops
part
route is particularly tine, and the sharp curves
a peculiar quartzite without bo much as a trace
ing. writes a Maine man. i- the blos.-om parade.
of crash represent? How often havt I jumped have touched
Washington County yet. Probof the hornebleude in its composition. [BosYankee maiden of
mg into maturitv of
1; i> understood ilia! President (i<\pland
over high trestle work as the train made its
from bed. half asleep, with just time to catch
If.. IS or 20, a Hu*
the shower will strike soon. No one hut
product of tin New will j lost pone hi' vacation trip to the Adiron- \ ton Journal.
ably
from
the
Penobscot
I
valley to the ele- a train, and doused som** water in the bowl, a fool ever thought there would be more
.England hid-. 1 could go on for columns daeks ll ll 1 j I ill** niiddii of August oil account ! This is very satisfactory. Horneblende does way up
than a
J vation of Moosehead Lake-loot) feet above I lathered
about fin- Maim country girls, a magnificent oi (ieneral < i rant’s deal Ij.
my face well with "oap, and rubbed my baker's dozen Republicans left in
not sound well in a prohibition State, and Kineo
variety i the New England -pedes. Bonn}
any office in
Two names only iia\e been suggested in |
tide water—were a decided novelty to some of
eyes full of lather, and then, stone blind, reachsmiling, soft brown cheeks, vigorous little Washington a> eulogist* of (ien. (irant for the j drinks nothing stronger than the lake water the tourists.
any State, in one year from the fourth of last
At the lake an excellent dinner ed for the towel, wli- re alas there was
a a.iit
hands, dimpl' d of comperhaps a memorial servi. tliat \\ iil he held by « oiigress. ! which sparkles at its base.
none,
March. No sensible Republican should find a
to
led
to
the
hill-and
ov»-r
suited,
was
of
at
Walker’s restaurant, and and where none had been since the last new
long,
grain
partaken
They are Pox'oe (’onkliug and Postmaster!
word of fault with the rapid dismissal of Rethe distances 10 church and school. “'The dear, (iein ra! N ilas.
\\ here is Bock land's soldiers’ monument. It
then th<- party embarked on the steamer Re- moon, and then
frantically pranced about the publican* from office. Their
1 sometimes fear
delightful little sapiunder.
Kx-Presjii. nt Hay» > has written a letter to ! se. m- too bad that twenty years after the war j
only business is
becca for the twenty mile voyage up the lake room, with
that the maiden- of Maine's large towns are
<•■•11. K. P. Buekland am! oihers. repeating bis
eyes shut, tntng to find tin- bell,
Bockland with its neighboring granite quarries !
lo express their disgust and contempt for the
derniotis
and
t->
ntfc.-t
to
the
Kineo
House.
It
was
a
glas.-es,
qu
sail
beginning
delightful
suggestion ilia: the (irand Army should take should be destitute of a memorial of her heroic j
with water dripping from my face, ami words dishorn
sty and hypocrisy of the administration
Spinoza, and I have once or twice been over- ihe load in erecting a monument to (irant in ! dead. [Courier Gazette.
and greatly enjoyed.
which would make good lamp lighters drip- for its
I have little
whelmed In the literary girl.
New York.
pretouce in practicing “Civil Service Re1 lie schedule called fur a start on the return
I>itto as to Belfast.
<d
with
the
whmnne-s
the
where;"
or
from
mouth,
and
svinpathv
ping,
ripping,
There is no room for doubt that (ieneral |
my
finally form.” The very terms are a
by word and a
the philosophical "i-m-.-" has few •harms; Imt (iiant’s baptismal nano* was* Hiram I'ly*-•*"
trip at 11.20 a. m. Saturday, and this would in desperation, substituting the back drapery
The. Commercial is to have a live correspondhissing when used by any one in relation to
who can fail to become an arrant materialist and that the
to “I’ly■>—- Simpson" was
enable those living on the main lines of the of
change
ent in Northport for the rest of the season.
my only available garment for a towel, | this administration.
at the faintest pressure of a tin} hand or the made when the
This administration will
youth entered NVest Point a* a
Maine Central to reach home that night. The
[Bangor Commercial.
pursing up of a warm little mouth.
wiped my face and tumbled into my clothes, not be an exception to any Democratic success
cadet.
time
table of the Belfast branch is however so and tore to the office and
We are left to infer that the Commercial lias
Several hooks about (ieneral (irant are alIMPItOV KM1,M Of 1CI \ i;Ks AM* JlAKIiUKS.
a
for
paid §3.00 day
anywhere. Their very success is their death
ready in eouiM* of preparation, and a flood of killed its dead correspondent who officiated admirably arranged as to accommodate neither first class accommodations, and finally missed warrant.
Col. < Blunt, the l'nited .States engineer in them may lx* » xpeeied. K\-Secret
ary Boiit- earlier in the season.
mails
nor passengers, and the Belfast
Put my intention when 1 began to write was
delega- the train, and all for the want of one little incharge of tin Maine riv« r and harbor improv•;•- well has already been asked to contribute to
tion with some others left the Kineo House |
quite different from this. 1 intended ‘.o speak
iii'-nt-, favors a continuance of the improve- several Modi
book*, among others by Ben.
i nocent ten cent towel! There is none of this of industrial affairs. The farmers are
ment.- on tie Saco river, and asks for an approlikely to
Tlu*re is no appeal from ibe decision of (ion. Friday at 11.20 a. >i., coming down the Lake
I
Perley P.><»re of N< wburvport ami Prank A.
I funny business at the Kiueo, there is a towel make a very successful season. Grain was
priation of $*>0,000 for the next fiscal }ear. lie Burr of Philadelphia, lie will wait a time Grant's family as to bis last resting place, and on the steamei
and after dinner at in the air all the tine
benefited
the
rain
a few weeks ago,
Twilight
by
heavy
thinks $:‘.2,000 will do for Mooseabec channel, and
The woods are full of
possibly write a monograph of hi* ow.i on there should be no criticism of their arrange- Walker's
so that instead of
falling below last year's crop,
at the ea-tern boundary of tin State, he having
restaurant taking the train for Ban- !
(irant.
s
them. The waiters are most of them college .is
anticipated, it will exceed it by far. Large
modified his plans for work there, considerably.
ments for the funeral.
It is a pity, however, gor and the Bangor House. There had been
or
of
students,
students
from
female
excellent
young
lady
quantities
bay have been housed in
tin
on
Mooseabec
Bar
at
work
Proposals for
that (Jen. Grant could not be buried in the brisk shower- all
along the road, so that there seminaries, and school teachers, i don't care the past week, and all other crops look well
Generalities.
louesport have twice bee n rejected as too high,
j
Soldiers
Home
at
a
and
far
of
more ap- was no dust, and as the sky was somewhat
Washington,
give promise
being abundant.
hut the third advertisement ha- been mad and
how high toned or gilt edged a guest may be,
Buffalo Bid is rated a- wortii $5(MJ,000.
Shipbuilding is hardly thought of in this
it is hoped a contract can be made in time to he
overcast the ride was enjoyable as a railroad
propriate place than the one selected.
! lie can eat a meal in seven or eight languages.
county. We learn that Master John Shaw has
executed this fall. 'The amount available for
Ti
business situation in Mexico i- said to
ride well could be. Next morniug we took the
the work i> $10,000 and a like -um is asked for be
He can get a ti-li ball in English, or a dish of :• vessel on the storks at Machias which lie is
The Boston sloop l’uritau on Saturday, in a
improving.
train for Belfast, and so ended a most delighton with, keeping a small crew at
slowly
the next fiscal year. No further work i- to he
hash in Latin, or a doughnut, in Greek.
He work. going
race from New London to Newport, showed
We think there is not more than one
done in Belfast and Portland harbor-. $40,000
ful excursion. With l)r. Lapham in charge
Hunian defeated Lee at I Jctroit Thursday for
can
order
in
her heels to all her competitors, including the all the
pitch an
any curve, up or side- more in the county. Coasting vessels are of
i- needed for Bangor Harbor and the Penobscot a purse of $500.
arrangements were carefully made and
river, and $15,000 for Bock laud harbor.
wise, or with the drop, and the waiter will little more use iti these depressing times than a
will send out four Arctic expedi- Priscilla, the Fortuna, Dauntless and other perfectly carried out, and the participants
fifth whet I to a coach. Freights are so low
Germany
REE MON OK THE 4 III MAINE REGIMENT A\I* tions lit xt winter.
catch it with one hand every time. As I befast ones. The English cutter Genesta arrived must ever
that vessels hardly pay their running expenses,
look back with pleasure to the
|
2l> MAINE BATTEin
lieve
in
Democratic
of
1
.Jeffersonian
course, no one expects any change for the
at Newport Sunday.
Simplicity,
Maine Press excursion of lssT».
The new post office at Boston Iras cost uitoThe reunion will he held this year early in
took my trout in plain L. S. language- better under this administration from the fact
just
!
g*-ther
$5,s!>4.295.oi;.
I-iatnl.
and
a
that its policy bids fair to he a destructive one
strong
September at Hurricane
The Ocean Point correspondent of the Squid
fried brown, with a couple of rare boiled eggs, rather than
effort will he made to secure the attendance of
progressive.
It is affirmed that China will declare war if
Letter from Bangor.
of Howard Owen: “lie can write editorisays
as many as possible of the surv iv ing members
a eup of coffee and some rolls, that's all I want
There is another boom in the Shore Line
Russia invades Corea,
of these two organizations.
als and spicy, newsy locals, and perform the THE HAY CHOP. LUMBERING. THE REIGN
Railroad. Col. Green asks the towns between
unless I'm hungry.
Now the best hotel that
OF
The Virginia Democrats have nominated
At the meeting held at Dainariscotta in SepSullivan ami Calais for $200,000 and with that
BUM IN JJANGOK AND BELFAST.
various duties of deacon of the First Baptist
was ever built can’t keep itself, and L venture
tember of last year a committee of one from Gen. Kit/. Hugh Lee for governor.
he promise* us the road. The towns are voting
of
Church
of
the
he
Journal.
but
can’t
catch
a
fish.”
Correspondence
Augusta,
the remark that there are many more good tlie requisite sum, according to their valuation.
each Company was selected and charged with
William T. Adams. “Oliver Optic," celebratthe duty of ascertaining the present address of
We understand that Machias was the first town
Bangor, July 28. 1 believe 1 promised a let- hotels than there are
I ed his Odd birthday, Thursday.
good landlords, but
their several companies for the purpose of seThe Prog. Age has coined a new word— ter from this
of the State, and will now when Mr. <>. A. Detinen was turned out of which held its meeting and voted $30,000, 108
portion
to‘2. Calais has a bom- of contention which
A scheme is on foot to divide Dakota, mak- “Phsa. ”Its antipathy to water is well known,
curing their presence at the coming reunion.
fulfill it. I have been stopping for a time two the machine
The committee consisted of\the following genshop, and coaled up and put may make trouble; but the hope is for the best.
ing an agricultural and a cattlemen's State.
but if it can show that Mr. Castle is wrong in miles out of the
tlemen : Co. A. Arthur Libby; B, C. F. Wood;
city with Mr. Janies S. Ayer, on the track, there was one landlord who The chances are in favor of the road and a new
Miss Moore, an American, has taken the first advocating a water supply and sewerage for
G.N.C. Matthew-; D, Col. L. D. Carver; E. A.
in business.
Harris.
sou of Peter S. Ayer, Esq., of
Freedom, who certainly understood his biz, and if a suit of impetus
T. Gauimage; F. A. JLltoe; G.Capt. Augus- j prize for singing at the Paris Conservatoire.
Belfast we should like to have it do so.
has a fine farm and is an active young man. On his old clothes, or a photograph of him, was
tus T. Itundh-tt; H, John H. Thomas: I. Li.
The Lowell Times says that Gen. Butler's
Letter from Montana.
< ol. J. N. Fowler; K, David H. Kimball; 2d
the whole this has been a fine haying season. hung up in some hotel offices I could name,
fee in a recent case in Washington was $4(5,The Boston Herald reviews Miss Cleveland’s
Me. Battery, li. Fred die.
The crop in this section has all been housed, I think the shadow they would cast would so Siif.ki* Shearing—The Clips of former
504.49.
hook under the caption of “Crowned Heads in
Rkmdknts of Waldo County—AcciFRIENDS IN MAINE.
Nine Presidents and ex-Presidents of the Literature.” Does the Herald mean to insin- and the click of the mowing machine has ceas- benefit the house, that It could raise the price
dents—a Case of Suicide—Coming to
ed for this year. The crop is much larger than of board two or three dollars a week and the
The total me in hers hip of the Friends of Maine United States have died since Lincoln's lirst uate that Miss Cleveland wears a
Northpout.
wig?
is 1430.
Their society is not confined to one election.
was expected before the heavy rains
early in guests would not grumble. Mr. Demieu lias
Correspondence of the Journal.
locality. They are scattered over the State. We
Waterville does not intend to be left. In- July.
been associated with the three Kiueo's, (two
M. de Lesseps.in 1)is report on the Panama
Or a, July, 1885.
find them at Maple Grove, St. Albans, Brooks,
We are still in the midst
maintains that the cauai will Ik* deed, she has already got Thayer—for postmasBusiness is dull and a large number of men having been burnt), for over twenty years, and of the
Thorndike, Unity, China, West China, South ! Canal company
busy season. The cattle and sheep men
in lb88.
ter—while the reign of the previous popular are out of employment. The steam mills on the be is too well known to need my praise, but 1
China, Dirigo, Vassalhoro, Fast Vassal boro. completed
have had ail uuusual large Increase of calves
Fairfield, Sidney, Manchester. Winthrop. West
Ecuador ignores all the requests of the Unit- and efficient P. M. is Duuu.
Penobscot do not run regularly as they did shall rub it on just the same, for Mis true, and and
Garuiner, Head field, Lewiston, Durham, Wind- ed States for the release of Santos, a naturalizlambs, and now the click of the sheep
when a bit of truth comes in my way 1 like to
some years ago and we learn that the logs diham. Parsoutield, Portland,Casco, Deering and ed American citizen.
shears can he heard in all directions.
Mr.
A
a water supletter
suggestive
concerning
The first monthly meeting
North Berwick.
minish in size aud number every year. Thus he friends with it. 1 know this will make Mr.
Ralph Berry, one of the most prosperous wool
ever “set up” in Maine was in Falmouth and
Reports from 22 leading cities and towns of ply for Belfast is unavoidably deferred until
he
Deunen
blush
so
when
reads
that
he
will
it,
we see that lumbering in the Pine Tree State is
growers of the Musselshell Valley, lately shipHarpswell in IT'm. a hundred years after Ann Iowa showr 150 more open drinking places than our next issue; also an interesting article on
Austin and Mary Fisher, the first Quakers who there were a year ago.
not what it used to be twenty-five or thirty go down aud get the barber to put some powped his wool to Boston. He had 4(5,000 pounds
“Early Days in Moutvllle.”
came to Massachusetts, w ere banished.
der on his face.
years ago.
of first class wool.
A crew of seventeen
Nearly a million copies of the penny edition
THE NEW Ql'ARRANTINE STATION.
Mr. Dennen is admirably assist'd in the man- men are
of the revised New Testament have been sold
The Republicans who yet remain in office
We find that intemperance is very rife in
shearing at Severance & Co.’s ranch
Widow’s Island with its new ijuarentine in England in the last niue months.
Mr.
W.
X,
room
and
by
Towle,
are doing a good tiling for the country in keepclerk,
Bangor. On her streets any day of the week agement
in this county.
He expects to have 70,000
station is an object ol considerable attention in
Commander Bridgham thinks the Congo is ing the rascals out.
you can see victims of Intemperance reeling Mr. Geo. H. Beiuis, second clerk and book-keep- pounds of wool this clip.
The building is a rough 1
Penobscot Bay.
no country for white men who don't w ant to
er.
aud staggering along, and many a poor laborPeople may laugh as much as they please
wooden, long, low posted structure. The sur- die
A very painful accident happened to Fred
early of disease or of starvation.
Roil, the Canadian rebel, has been found
roundings afford every inducement why paing man spends his ail in the places of sin about hotel clerks, and diamond pips as big as A Men about ten days since. In some way hia
tients should recover and get away from it. it
A dispatch from London announces the death guilty and sentenced to be hanged Sept. 18th.
which are found on every hand. Liquor is sold blacking box covers, but the clerk is the chap famous horse Babie became
Is one of the most deserted and lonesome places of Sir Moses
frightened and
Montetiore, the Hebrew philaualong the coast. Widow’s Island is a grass cov- ! thropist. Sir Moses was born October 24, 17S4.
The Bath independent Invented the term as openly here as in auy Southern city l visited whom ihe guests deal with, and unless he is began to kick and before Fred could get out of
ered bald head but a few j*cres in area and
last winter. There is a set of loafers in Ban- pleasant and gentlemanly and knows his busi- his reach he was hit between the
for trout.
eyes cutting
American cutlery is now finding its way all “freckled darlings,”
without a single shade tree. The physician in
gor who are slaves to their appetites and in one ness, the guests get tired and want to go home. his nose badly. lit1 remained In an insensible
•
barge is Dr. H. C. Levensaler, of Thomaston. over the world, and knives, shears, scythes
The committee to inquire into the recent sense of the word brutes
1
tell
it
to
stand
our
he
takes
a
hotel
of
manufacture
art;
to
the
behind
and
use
of
found
genius
you
planes
through
[Exchange.
condition until the next day.
The nearest
statements of the Pall Mall Gazette in regard to
in the warehouses of most large Kugiish cities.
IN GENERAL.
London vice, has made a report in which they strong drink. Pity the poor, heart-broken, suf- counter and tell Mr. A that every room in the doctor was seventy miles away, hut with some
Bears are on tin* increase in this State.
Reports from all the southwestern counties say ‘’after carefully sifting the evidence of the fering wives of such aud also the little childreu house is full, but that lie’ll try and get him a good horses Nathan Farwell succeeded in getof the State of West Vfrgiuia show that the witnesses and the 'materials before us without ; who are
There are but 15 prisoners in Kennebec jail.
chance somewhere, and finally chucks him up
crying for bread.
ting him to the ranch in twenty hours. 1 am
Macbias voted 108 to 2 for the Snore Line growing crops are more advanced and iu a bet- guaranteeing the accuracy of every particular
The prohibitory law of our State is wholly under the eaves in a box, and make him satisfiwe are satisfied that on the whole the stateter state than for years past. Corn, oats, grass
Railroad.
glad to say that at this writing Fred is sitting
a
ed.
and
B
nice
ments
of
the
Pall
then
Mr.
room
on
the
Mull Gazette are substantially disregarded here, and when I read in the Banfirst up and is considered out of
give
The hay crop at the Insane Hospital farm and all fruits are in an especially tiue condidanger.
true. The report signed by the Archbishop of
tion.
will reach 275tons.
j gor Whig that tlie greatest fire since 1873had lloor, and keep this up day after day, looking
Ed. Fitzgerald, while shoeing one of his oxen,
Maine’s blueberry crop is worth not less than
Canterbury, Bishop of London, Cardinal Man- visited
John Skae, who died recently in San Fran- ning, and Messrs. Morley and Head.
your city and that it was caused by liquor, his victim over as he registers, and calculat- got his face too near the hind foot and just as
$50,000 this year. The yield is immense.
within the space of two years was able
1 felt like askiug the citizeus of Belfast what ing just how mean a room he can pigeon hole the ox wanted to stretch, and the result was
The past ten days of hot weather has caused cisco,
to sign his cheek for $10,000,000 and was locked
The chairman of the committee appointed
something of an increase in the ice shipments
were going to do about it.
Will they sit him iu, and keep him clever. I tell you a hotel that E. K. has a black eye and a barked nose.
up in default of $5 bail, lie began life with some time ago to inquire into and report upon they
on the Kennebec.
down
became
rich,
and
died
withaud
fold
their
hands
Fred Severance went to one of the neighbors
while this clerk has to have a fat head, and lie is just as
nothing,
suddenly
passively
of
the
condition
Irish
industries
has
The hay crop in Washington county is heavipre- j
out a cent.
seutcd an informal report to Parliament. In evil is gaining ground among them? No! Let useful us a towel, too, in his line of business. sheep camps a few mornings since about nine
er than last year, after all the gloomy reports I
this it is stated that all the Irish industries with the
early in the season.
people of your city rise up lu their might After the old house was burnt a steam saw mill o’clock A. M. Noticing that the sheep were
Secretary Whitney has written to the assiguMiss Blanche Willis Howard, the authoress, ees of John Roach, suggesting that the points the single exception of linen manufacture are
and clear out the grog shops and they will was erected near where the present house now still in the corral he thought something must
at present in a deplorable condition.
is visiting her aunt. Mrs. Manasseh Smith on | at issue between the Government and the conthen abolish au evil fur worse than Egyptian stands, and 2,000,000 feet of lumber sawed out. be wrong and concluded to investigate. On
State street, Portland.
tractor be settled as matters usually are settled
Gen. Chamberlain has gone to Philadelphia, between business men in like cases. He asks
.Stanley Huntley, author of the “Spoopen- bondage.
1 may have made a mistake in a few inches, but
f. w. g.
looking into the cabin he found the herder
died
in
where he will remain for some little time, af- ! for a
New
York
Papers,
City, Friday.
meeting between the assignees and Attor- dyke”
His rifle lay by
any how, enough was sawed to ereet this hotel, stretched upon the floor dead.
was first made famous by his charges in ’76
terward going to Florida.
He
BosThe
Sc
Stratton
Commercial
School,
Bryant
ney-General Garland and himself.
against Secretary of the Treasury Bristow, of ton, advertised in another column is at once the a large boarding bouse, a store and another his side which was sufficient evidence of selfBangor has a sewing machine which is run
While from every other civilized nation on complicity in the whiskey frauds, and by an oldest, largest and most successful of its kind. Its large building, and a steamboat.
The hotel | destruction. Mr. S. at once notified the proper
by electric motor. It attains a speed of IKK)
earth comes tributes to the memory of Ameri- interview wiih Sitting Bull in his tepee on the special points of excellence are admirably set forth
revolutions a minute.
In the announcement aud need not be repeated opens about the first week in June and runs j authorities, and a Corner’s jury was empaneled
“The Modern Acadia” is the caption to an en- ca’s dead soldier, France alone is silent or worse plains.
here. It is sufficient to say that the principal, Mr.
through October and the prices range from #2 | and a verdict was given as above.
thusiastic notice of East Machias which ap- than silent. “No Frenchman,” says Figaro,
II. E. Hibbard, has been eminently successful in
The government postal service in Japan em“can lament his end, for in our hour of greatest
to 5^3 per day, according to time and location.
pears in the Boston Journal.
a large number of well equipped, self(Juite a delegation of Waldo County people
graduating
Mail routes 36.000 reliant pupils, who are acceptably lining
And La ploys about 7500 persons.
An Augusta truckman drives a horse that is calamity he sided with Germany.”
positions There is a large store here, where nearly every think of visiting Maine in season to attend
miles
in
have
been
established
“the
France
calls
him
mortal
of
French
; wenty-three years old, and has never been usof trust, to which lie has introduced them,in ull our
aggregate length
enemy
Subscriber.
I since 1871 and 3027 post-offices udded.
thing one needs can be obtained at reasonable Campmeeting at Northport.
'd for
but a truck-horse.
large cities.
nationality.”
Tin: si mmek

The President and hi- cabinet will attend
(ieueral Grant*- funeral. The pall bearers will
be General Sherman. Lieutenant (ieiieiai Sheridan. Admiral 1’orter, Rear A dmiral John L.
Worden, (ieueral Joseph F. dohn-ton, (ieueral
Simon B. Buckner, II unillon Fi-h. «d' New
York, George S. Boufw. I!, or Massachusetts.
George W. Child-. ot Pennsylvania. .John A.
Logan, of Illinois, G-t,ire done- and Oliver
Hoyt. of New York.
Governor Role.
with Adjutant General Gallagher and ln-pe.-tor General Richard- of hist all’ ami 1 Ion. >. c. Hatch. e!iairman of the executive council, wiii represent Maim- at the fun-

ef-outs.
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The Island Oity of Maine.

a

of geography, by telling you that
Moosehead Lake is the demijohn so to speak,
where one can have a lunch put up, or get one
out of which the Kennebec river is
poured, or from a lunch counter if he is
going away before
that it is the biggest fresh water sheet in ;
meal time. There is a separate dining room
Maine, being about 40 miles long and from 3 to
here where nurses and small children (“little
12 miles wide, or that there will be water here
put it),
when you and [ are dryer than a winter killed squealers” as Mr. Dennin aptly
the
can eat without disturbing the rest of
sermon.
Ou nearly every side iu the distance,
if they want to yell or play base bawl.
people,
be
seen hills aud mountains, and the lake,
may
There is also a children’s play room on the
lying in this immense hollow, acts as a basin
for the enormous water shed for all this area first lloor, and a reading room, where all
the papers are on file, and writing materials,
of country. The foot of the lake is about 100
miles from Bangor, and after leaving Green- and a chance to write can be had. After half
ville everything is as wild as one of Joseph past ten at night, it is usually as quiet as ones
own house, and you can go to bed on a splendid
Cook’s sermons.
If I were a river and had this lake to back spring bed, and sleep or lie awake, just as you
please. A broad piazza fifteen feet wide, exme up and furnish
capital, and water my stock
tends around the main house, and when it rains
occasionally, I should not have much fear of
can sit there and smoke, or walk about
failing, and as a friend, I would advise tlie you
Kennebec river to play sweet on Moosehead without caring a snap whether you own an
and do everything to please her, for should she umbrella or not. With this place to stop at,
with the lake in front of you to look at and sail
once shut her mouth and shut it so tight that, it
didn’t leak, it would be good bye Kennebec; on. and Ml. Kineo behind you to climb if you
but as long as she Is willing to let a little of have the sand to do it. and a pleasant party of
her surplus stock run over the dam at the out- 50 ladies and^gcutlemen to associate with, if you
let there will always be a Kennebec river. 1 cannot enjoy a week you are hard to suit. I)r.
Adams, Elweli, Pickard, Howell, Hoam so positive of this that 1 am
willing to make Eapliam,
man and Judge Baker are all about 17
years old,
bets on it to a small amount.
while tlie rest of us have to sustain the dignity
Twenty miles up the lake a promontory juts
Then we have Prof. E. S.
out into it. somewhat resembling a short, leg- of the occasion.
one of the most entertaining of men.
ged, broad, square toed boot. The Hat part Morse,
from the toe to the instep forms a nice farm Every brick, stone, worm or insect, is to him a
and
in the center of which Is situated book in three volumes, and he can talk all day

contributed. The party will but contirm what
all former visitors have said as to the comforts
of the Mount Kineo house, and of which it is a
pleasure to speak In praise, knowing that it is
deserving of the highest commendation. But
of this and other matters incidental to our

and those from the fertile Aroostook. The people of Bangor are enterprising and hospitable,

Parties going iuto the woods can obfit out here, at Bangor prices, and there
first class guides always at the hotel, who

prices.
tain

samples

But we have yet to hear the first growl. The
clean, spacious rooms, the excellent beds, the
dainty breakfast—in which brook trout had a
prominent place—have put every one in good
humor, to which the unvarying courtesy of the
manager and attaches of the house has greatly

that the field was ready for it. Bangor is readily accessible by railroads and lines of steamers,
and is the most convenient place for bringing
together the farmer* of the eastern sea coast

with the Maine Press Ex-

Kinko House, Moosehead Lake, July 30,
188o. There is no need of my showing my

certain scribes who carry their responsibilities
with them are shedding Inker wielding pencils.

enough for both, and the success which has
attended the fairs of the new association shows

George

cursion.

the summit of Kineo is hidden in clouds. The
fishing parties and the mountain-climbers are
housed, apparently for the day, and the trip by
steamer to the head of the Lake will have to be
deferred. Wood tires blaze in the capacious
fire-places, the tinkle of the piano Is heard in
the music room, and the click of billiard balls
in the basement, while in the reading-room

I

1st.

'Pbe fifth annual Temperance Camp-meeting ge'. which appeared every Sunday morning.
1 nship i' now discharging cargo in Philadelat Maranoeook Friday, with a fair attemlam
Tin* forenoon wa* spent in musical phia. Miss Whitmore is |:J years ol age and
previous to her sea voyage she was for four
festivities. Tin afternoon meeting opened at
one o\ lock under charge of the Good Tempy *ars a student at St. Catharines Hall in Auguslars. M. .1. Dow, of Brooks, Grand Counsel- ta. She is now at Iter home in Gardiner.
A new company for operating the Katahor of tin
Gram! Lodge of Maim presided.
P rham (Quartette *d Portland, furnished music. din Iron works was organized at Rangor. FriTh** -peaKcrs were Rev. I>. \V. I>-laclicur and day. under the name of tin Kaiahdtn Charcoal
U. II. Murphy, of Portland. R. H. lleudtr- Iron Company, with a capital s» >,-k of sou.non.
These ollieers were elected; President, < has.
shot, the Drummer Boy ut ’ll. Rappahannock,
ga\t s* lections upon the drum.
Saturday was V. Lord, secret try and treasurer. Henry McChildren’s day. ami the exercises were untler Laughlin; general manager, o. W. Davis, jr.;
the charge of < oi. L. C. Farrington. The at- directors. Charles V. Lord. F. A. Wilson. A.
tendance was uirge. The ••Drummer Boy*' P. Gouhl, C. W. Gibson and F M. llersey.
gav•
interesting exhibitions, and excellent It is expected the furnace will be in operation
before winter with a largely increased capacity.
ntu-ic was fundd by the Perhatn Quartet,
Mu* Brunswick J iv< nil*- Baud. Mr. >!;tnfortl
M’tcliell, and Mrs. Young and Mrs. Sturgis.
The Dead General.
Addresses were made by \-Gov. Dingh y and
o'hers. Among lhos» present were Rev. 1>. B.
ACi luN OK 1 UK lU-TAlM MKN I <>K .MAlNKti. A.
Randall,A’
rSborev of Bridgton.Gem ral Dow
IP ON 1IU DKAI IIOl
ilKANl.
id i’ortlaim
!i>. Stevens o 1 l’ortland. PresAt a meeting of the Council of Admini-traitlent of the W. C. 1 C. of Maine. B. C. T- rlion. Department of Maine. (Hand Army of
sey of Winthrop Past • hief T-inplar of the the
Republic, held at Gardiner Monday, the
Grantl Lodge of Good I'einplars <>f Maine.
resolutions were adopted:
.Iordan Rand <d 1 s|»oi Hev. A.
Ladd of following
The death "t our illustrious comrade, <kn. I s.
Petubt r
*f k< ntiebunk.
Bangor, Mrs. L. <
is an affliction which nothing hut reliance
Grant,
Superintendent »f the Juveni!- ’!'• niplars of upon the wisdom •-( an overruling providence enMaine. Mrs. Mary Hunt of Boston. At 1 P. Itl»l* Us to i'iiiiU
Ulplate with ll tl III I lie sUhiilission.
M. the reform -dibs held a very successful
Re-olvrd. I'.it in his .Irath we realize that the
meeting, presided over b\ L. 1. N »ble of Gram! Army : the Rrpul.iie has |o-.t it grainiest
Lewiston, who made an admirable introduct- memtier; the armv it^ greatest general ami commander; 11.»• nation its most mniuent citizen; the
Mrs. La Lon st Howe of Canton,
ory speech.
.Jordan Rand of Lisbon. L. H Ayer of Lewis- world a man whom ail the nations honored in littand sincerely mourn in death; and his afflicted
Mr. Page
ton. followed in excellent remarks.
a hu-htni and father whose virtues?ami no
of Bangor, presented th* pledge in a crisp lifamily
e traits ujciiar.i' ter the
people ol all lands despeech. At 2 1*. M. Mrs. IVmher of Portland, ligl t to honor ;i*■.■! are proml to imitate.
afflicted family of the
liesoive.l, That 'o IJ
presented the work of the Juvenile T* mplars,
of which organization she is the head.
Rev. chieftain we t. mmr >nr heartfelt -v mpat hy, eotuMr. 1.add of Bangor, followed in an interest- •uemling thrin to th- lender ejtiv of Him whodoelli
ing address to the children. Mr. Sanford all tilings well.
The Department of Maine G. A. R. will lie
Mitchell sung a stirring song, which called
forth great applause. Mr-. Alary Hunt of Bos- represented at the funeral of Gen. Grant, Aug.
irtinen
ton, representing the Woman's Christian Tem- ! Mb. hy D<
Commander .James A.
perance Lnion. said that the friends af temper- Ha :. 'senior Vice Command' r Charles F. Mou.ance must rely on the instruction of the chilton.
Junior
Vice
J. O. Johnson.
Commander
|
dren in tcmperauc. cause.
Assistant Adjutant General L. i'. Hill and AsAfter a s*mg by
Mrs. Sturgis. Gen. Dow spoke and the success- sistant Quartermaster General R. F. Reals.
ful meeting was closed.
THK l'ALI. ItKAUKKK.

Our

king—of summer hotels his words mignt
be literally applied to this July day (29th) upon
the shore of lloosehead I.uke. It is certainly
raining in a very dogged and determined
fashion; white caps lleek the surface of the
lake, which stretches out before my window;
the surrounding hills are veiled with mist aud

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.EDITOR.
RUSSELL G. DYER.Local Editor.

j

out

opened

MORNING BY THE

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

j

y ears old".
During the round-the-world vo»age ol tin*
ship Rerliu. .*! Rath, < aptain Whitmore, the
captain's daughter. Mi" Lilly. < dited and
printed a weekly paper called tlie l’. rlin Rud-

MAKaNU-

THURSDAY

Excursion.

—or

Couillard. so years old. living live
of Bangor, committed suicide on
Thursday by cuting bis throat with a razor,
lb has been depressed mentally for some time.
William A. Kay of Bath. charged with committing an assault on Mary Crosby the 14th
iust., at Pleasant Point, was discharged Thursday afternoon after a hearing occupying six
days. Cheers greeted the announcement of
the verdict.
Jo-iah Wright and Willie Bukcr, son of W.
S. Bukcr of Weld I’ppei Village, were out
tishiug on Wold Pond. Thursday afternoon,
when the boat tilled with water and young
Bukcr, being unable to swim, was drowned.
The body lias not been recovered,
lb was 22

President

under any
is final and
som«- other
ington ( or.

Septembe

i

Maine Press

“The day is cold and dark and dreary, it
rains and the wind is never weary,” wrote the
poet; and but for the redeeming features of
cheerful company and the shelter of this queen

BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUGUST 6, 1885.

;

Oliver

miles

The Portland Colleetorship is attracting attention again in Washington. Bion Bradbury
is considered too old for the office and will be
given one requiring but little physical endurance.
General Anderson i* actively at work
e

The

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

tractions

persimmons.

for ill**

j

NEWS OF BELFAST AND VICINITY.
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of

age and who
business and

years
informed me that he carried on
built several vessels at the harbor. He built the
first vessel in 1820 and the spot where she was
built was directly across the principal business
street of to-day.
While twenty eight years ago
there was nothing to attract the eye different
from hundreds of other islands in the state ex-

the State. Indeed. It is almost a
the following statement will show : The
town of Vinalhaven has 3,000 inhabitants and
2,300 of them are in thi> village at Carver's
Harbor. Then there are upwards of 500 dwellas

there is in

•John II.

that there

are

no

tin-

r

resiliences in Wuhlo

county, at, least, than can be found in this village out in the sea. There are :>0 stores of all
kinds, all doing a good business apparently,
the store of the Bodwcll Hranite <’n. doing
about half the business of the place. They informed me that they purchase aho'.it. sjiin,ooo
Worth of goods pi y« ar. They supply all. or
nearly all. of the families of the stone utterand workmen.

At

tin

pre-rut

nr

t1»>

ar

the east bank of the

near

a

day

pond

Tilden’s

at

Robinson gave the

They have
make

Poor, of lids city, recently captured

The trustees of the Waldo

Society will

contented with his

next

new

County Agricultural
in this city,
m., to arrange for making re
Saturday
pairs and other preparations for the coming fair.

home.

The annual session of the Grand

Lodge

of Odd

|
j
j

j
j

completed their haying. They iiave had good
The following are the directors of the Belfast
weather, have harvested a large crop, and it lias I
Coliseum building elected last week
gone into the barns in excellent condition.
has. Baker,
L. A. Knowlton. U F’rai
r
\sa Biggs, N’. F
11. N. Lancaster says lie .-hall build two
large
Houston, I). S. blunders and 'V. K. Morison. ( has.
stores on the site of the American House on Main
Baker was subsequently elected president and W.
street.
The stores will run back to Beaver street
Iv. Morison secretary ami treasurer.
and will be among the most desirable in the city.
;
Mr. II (
l'itciier, of this eity, has returned home
Commandery, of this c.ity, lias been j
utter a two mouths’ sojourn in Aroostook county,
building, ami has become ;
where he has been buying and shipping hay.
He
The Commandery, accompanied I
very proficient.
says tin: n. w crop in that county in only an average
by ladles, leave on Tuesday next for liath, where
one.
Mr. Pitcher think'* that with proper railroad
they will be the guests of Dunlap Commandery.
!
facilities Aroostook w»c Id be t he paradise of Maine.
Fred Jlaraden ami Will Fa,nice were thrown ;
Mr. George IF Jenniso:,, wh for two years past
from a carriage on Pearl street in this c.ity last !
Palestine

drilling in the Coliseum

1

Thursday

j

noon.

The horse stumbled and fell which

business in this

precipitated the two young men violently to the j
ground. Fortunately no serious injury resulted.
I
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n
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During the first half of 188.1 the production
pig iron in the I'nited States was 2,loO,,sM
tons, against 2,207,021 in the same period of
1884.

I’lie Cottage at Mt. McGregor occupied by
Grant, was struck by lightning on Thursday
and somewhat damaged, but no person was in-

ompi

a
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meetings hereafh

There will he

r.

public
temperance either In the
Monroe village, on \ug.
i.lth, tins ilar of me -n. cling of (he |Mstrh t l,o i«.
II will
address-'! I'V Ic«•
It. I*. <dtrdinor, »d
Freedom, M d. ]>..w, K
of Ili .tr
|-. w
Ijmvi'ii, Fellj.

;i,g ’.n (he Interest «d
afternoon or evening

meel

a

at

o

The Al li Scandal < iah of Ueifn-t held ii- regular
aiimm;
union \V. dm--.hr., with Mr- Brack'it, ul
F’lear \ lew
.Ungc. The mem hers of the < lull took
dinner if! slate, none of the rnnh* pi-r-nusi.-n being
ai!o\\ il to lntru l< hut Llmlr hn-hnud.- were go. croii-iy allowed to put In an appearance at tea. The
!'■ Mowing
members were present:
Mr- 1). 1’.
l- and.-rs, Mr-. B. (
1 Himti.-r■■ Mi
I i.
I > i:i,
Mr-- II *
Marden, Mrs. M. I; « oopor, Mr- *n
"
d
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Maud S. went a mile Thursday afternoon
the Glenville track, Cleveland,’ »
in 2.0S4.
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General McLellan is now the only survivor of
the generals who at dirtcrent times commanded the Army of the Potomac.
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Northport ( amp tent dentist ami an agreeable getitlemati, ami leavt
Cround should address letters to Northport Camp > many friends here who regret Ids departure, but
(• round,
if atldressed t<* Northport they go to Sat j who wish him success in bis new field of labor.
unlay Cove, and if to Last Northport they remain
Tin-: Gu.woi.s. The Hirlgo Urralsny- It will
at the post-office this side <>f the
grounds. There t j be
good new-, io the many Patrons "f Maine h
in office nn the
grounds, named a- above
learn that Sister K
W. ItHchie .»f Winierp »rt G
Tiie Mmtgett Bros., Belfast, have a novel dev
much Improved in health. A t ier he-lug co*slied t
for keeping crows away from th
the house more than a year she again rides -.*»l
corn and which
they say works admirably. A windmi 11, with -ieigu and great lopes are entertained of her complete
I hells attached, is erected In the centre of the
rcc.ivm-U'ahlo (..'MHi!.\ Grange meet.- with t n
field,
1
an I
t!u- fan i- v.-ivo- the bells of cour-e make
I'M; H r.
(.range, Mont*, iilc, 'I uesday, \iig'i-*i

■

Official figures show tha' Washington was
the hottest city in tin country during the recent hot spell.
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valuable paper. 1 will eh.se by -ayiug:
Long shall 1 remember my vi-it to the 1-land
of
Maine.
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City
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at

Trotting Park,

the

meet at

Fellows begins at Portland on Tuesday next. Sev- i
\V. M. Thayer and Samuel Adams, who recently
oral from Belfast and vicinity will attend. Halt
left Belfast and opened a jewelry store In Brockfare rates on the railroad as usual.
ton. Mass., have closed out there and returned to
this eity. They are thinking of going into business
The majority of the farmers of Waldo county

<

that I have

an advertisement this week and will
further announcement in our next issue.

a

a

bird and now has it in captivity. Tin*
little bird is wonderfully domesticated and
appears

1

to-day

beating.

man a

Hiram Chase & Son have just put in a slock of
new music, and will hereafter
keep up the supple.

without

about 400 workmen, nearly all having families.
Mrs. yieorge H. Carter, win has a eia-s In tinIn audition to this large business Messrs, Lane
Baptist >uinlay school In this d ly, lias for a nuniA Libby sell about
$<;m,ooo wortli of gn.,ds an- l»i of weeks presented each pupil In the school
nually. These gentlemen do a verv extensive with a
One Sunday she presented
bouquet.
tish business, shipping fish to nil
parts of rlie
world.
In Ins:’, they handled ULoOO
quinta!-*. seventy.four bouquet*. It is a beautiful cminm
Lane, Sanborn A Walls also do quite a li-b bus- and the little children look with d* dght when the
iness. Tib- year tin- two limm are e.uisolid t:- tea- her enters the ehurch.
ed.
1*. M. Ilrovvn is doing
quite a business in
H K Had v Li ti kk. Last week a man pre-ented
putting up li-h for the home market. He puts
up a very fine article of clean, nice, slack-ialt- himself at the delivery *i me Be I fust po.-; oill-v
ed cod. for which he linds a ready sale at home, and asked for a hitter. "I know I here is one for
lie also furnishes Messrs. Lane A
l.ihby about me” -aid the man, “for 1 dreamed of a death line
1.000 quintals per year. | found In Mr. Krown
nights in succession, and whenever 1 have that
an old schoolmate whom
1 had nor seen <>r
dream 1 know there is a letter for me."
Sur.
heard from for *J1» years.
ther-- v:h a letter and the man vvnt a wav
\ inalhaven has a very line
system "f graded enough
schools.
I’liere are no less than six -ehooi thoroughly e.i III lmvd In the efficacy -1 r. niiM.
rooms in the village
-woeieganr school lino-.
beside smaller ones, flier* being about li’oo
A*'« Dr nt. 'fiie Boeklaii 1 Massi an lard levs
scholars on the island. Tie exact number in the the following concerning an aeeldent t«< a son of
The schools are under
village I did not learn.
Mr. ( diaries II. 11 ovard, <»f tni-eUy, who with Ids
the supervision of the Kev. Mr. Littlefield, mid
mother i- vi-dtlng in that town
it is said they have classes that will
compare
ae ld<
•» r« I
m u mu*
n I-'rid a
favorably with any in the State. There is a good to \ sho< king
iialph 11 ovvhrd,of I ‘.elfast, Mi a lliri- :»..v sev en
hotel, livery stables, barber shops, market-, a
vear- ->r age, who I- vi.-itiag w ith hitin v, at Mr.
good hall, two churches, and a newspaper, and Meiirv T "mlth'- <m Market -!n- i.
h.
w hi--1,
it is as quiet and orderly
community a- I ever will cert nl nl v lose the sight -f ills •. ,-, >■ e if not I,
visited. W bile perhaps intoxicants mav be had.
more serlniiB betalls him
I heiUii. bdiovv u ..
jug
I am happy to say that during a week's
stay I iust entering the si tub of Mi-. Tlcron I
lie saw Mn-ter Ilovvard Lasaw not the -lightest
omtng dovv :i
signs of intoxication. of
stairs with a nil.- re.-ti: g -m his arm. mi
have
some
as
They
tine teams as are to be found
what It w i- ami how it wa- o-.-d. vvh i<-.ip
in the State and this \ear
are
a
they
building
I.atie, m*t bring aware ;unttm nnvvp maded.lri
trotting park, which will have a full hair mile the hummer fall with
resell above -t.ped.
Id,
track.
Ini.ired :>• .• w.i- .v out a do/rii feet au.nv Id m Da
Of course the lever that moves the entire
stairs w lien shot, and the ball, after striking his
business of I h* place is the Bodwell O ailite (
ilgiit eve, took a downward '■ourse. Dr- (.«leas'm
which i- the hugest and most successful! v man- and >,<utligate were called at on-e, ami ath-r put
ing him under the influence of ether p-ohi-d f M- tinaged (i rani to Co. in the world. I have not r!.«
but vvre unable to find it. Bv their advice I
ability to describe the workings of this (iranib- hall,
was taken on the im *'c|oek train to the Mass, (..-ubusiness fully, but will simply -ay that from eral
The eye Is undoubtedly destroy e«l
four to live hundred nun were at work and Un- am! itHo-pital.
!- feared that lie may have -ii-i lined ,-v r»
sound of the blast, and Hi-' klink. klink, klink more serious injuries. The poor urnt her, w
i.- a
of the hammers is heard from morn til!
vvom.-iii, i.-nlimist fiMip!' ovei the ei
night. nervous little
vvhieh
so pamiully
has
thus
ii.
broken
have
all
calamity
the
They
improved appliance- for upon the
pleasure, of her v i-tt. It adds but amom-r
working and hoisting the huge blocks of -tone. in-tanee
to the danger of allovvi-ig
•> tin.- u-r d
There appeared to me to be a continual stream lire
arms.
Tim gun was
borrowed om-.
of stone from the quarries to the
large sheds,
and from the shed-, after being finished, to the
Bask Ball. Friday last the Belfast dub met in
wharf where they are hoisted on hoard the
this city a club trom “All Bound.” alias the (j men
vessels. At least three large schooners were
loaded with this finished stone during the week Citys, of Bangor, and scored auotlier victory. Omthat 1 was there. Some idea can be had of tin
enthusiastic individual put it very neatly and »-•
amouut shipped when you are informed that
rc'-tly when lie said that Belfast defeated the whole
115 M. feet of lumber is used per vear in boxing
State of Maine, excepting Bangor, and had there
the stone for shipment. “Tall oak.- from little
been n Bangor man on toe team Bangor -,v ouln have
aehorns grow.” So with this business. It had
a small
beginning. One man with no capital been licaten also. After the terrible defeat -u the
to 1, ManagClark
except his hammer and his strong right ana t^ueen citys at Bangor,
began business here •>! years ago. Mns'-s \\ eb- the Bangor club scoured about to find nil.-- mei
ster, the founder of this vast ’enterprise, came
wii ••ou'.d defeat lie Belfast team
lie us..to the Island from New Hampshire and
single from at Boston, Portland and elsewhere, and <u
handed and alone began to work a quarrv
where others had failed.
II. ha.I no capital, Friday when the team arrive ! the resuit <>r his
it
and what begot had to come by hard knock*. search w as seen. Tin Bangor team contained
At the end of tin- first year he returned to hi*
four men who played the Inst game with B'ufa-;.
v\
family, ho lived in the house with d. It. Bod- There were Benners lir>l base, Lynch
ed In
well. (who vva- then a -mall farmer in Melhu
Oxley pitcher, May hew left field, vv Im vv« nn !<-ven. Mass.) a
happy man, with sbou in his sland were found in
of
-.
Portland, and I *•: >
pocket. He persuaded Mr. Bodwell, who had
a few hundred dollar-, to
join him the next Pittsfield, who played right field. V one ••• Lb
These two sturdy men worked alone for illm o.-iong- 1 Bangor. Wb* n Parsons was writyear.
sometime, Mr. Webster quarrying tin stoic
ten to he did not e*re to play ami plan
o-nnand Mr. Bodw
two yoki
of
-o high that he fell sure Ik
womM mu he ,,u-d.
oxen all they had.
They worked along in but lie was P l-i to come. Tie
irs
-ii <n I'.a;
this manner bar* !y making good
day wag.
embers
until a light house v. as t
be built at Petit g«»r was mu large. Many of the former
Menan in eastern Maine. 'Tin- contract for ot the (>ueen Citys came to vvitm.-s the game.
furnishing the stum to build this light was When time w as called at three o'clock there vv ore
awarded to these two men, who did their own
Tun people on the grounds, the largest numUT -.wet
work, and the prie bid by them was so oun.
!
>u-•
assembled in this city to witness a g urn
Which was tin- lowest hid*. 'They completed
llie grand stand was literally p.-fked, and
the contract in lour month* and cleared .•*l.sou
ball,
and from that -mall beginning, by hard there w ere many ladies present Tne (.jin-m, < ,t>s
labor, good judgment and eeonoinv. tlu-v went first to
fiat, but were retired without maktn_
have gone on, from good to better, until
a score.
Trie score card printed half an hour iuto-day they have the large-i and most success•.(;
fore the game was called staled th;
>\l*-.
ful granite works in the world.
They have
done millions of dollars worth of work within e.itcii and Davis pitch, but the tii-; i-uiiog mi.
the past twenty years, both for private parties
Oxley In the pitcher's box, with pon.-vae
and for the < ieneral < Jovernment, and gi anite
: -an
at
tie- i-at. Oxley ha- played on a leag
from Vinalhavcu can be found in mo>; of Behi- curves bothered the home team at first. ■»ut the
hest buildings in nearly every city in tie- l mud
'•
i"»\- 'aught on in the fourth Inning.
States, such as tie Boar-1 of'Trade building at
liChicago, Cincinnati < M*tom lion-- and po-; w ere made in the lir-t two innings, mil in it
Office, Post Office and ourt Hous. at Aiianta. the vi-ilors made four runs. I'lir third iter
Ha., Post Office and C'-urt hou.-> at Kali River. hard one for the
Belfast*, and usuaiiv -ifb-i ; me
Mass.. Brook
B
S
Louis B
I’
time they get warmed up to the work. \\
Albany Post Office, Pittsburg Post office, new
i-m
fast was playing the f urlh inning !»on--\.i:
Mate, War and N ivy building, Washington,
and a very large number of other* vvhi< h ! (>ueen \ ity's catcher, injured his thumb, ami a n til
have not time or space to mention. What was was made. The game then -food- () c-m < if
the small eo-part nersliip of Bodwell ,y \Veo-;«-r. which had
played four inning-, four tan-. I id fa-t,
thirty year* ago, representing a few hui.- which had
played three inning- and wev pin; indred- of dollars, i*
known a- tie- !’. idwell H ran ite Co. representing about s] ;'oo.iiimi.
d. R. Bodwell i* president. Moses U h-t. r
vice president, The most of the stuck i.-ovvm
by Messr*. Bodvv-1! and Webster and K. T
Walker Esq. who ha- been connected with
them for many years.
The company hav e been
extremely fortunate in securing the services of
Mr. -John Low a- superintendent of the entire
works,and Edward Russell a- head quarrv man.
Both men are well known and -killed art hirer-.
Mr. Bodwell now re-ides at Hallowell. where
he has another quarry, but Mr. Webster prefers to live in the spot where he has been -«>
successful and where the people ait Well
acquainted with him and he with them, where
they all love, honor, and re-peet him for ids
in a u v virtue.-, where he can help the
pour out
of his abundance without letting In* left hand
know
vyhat his right hand g.vwhere hiadvice is sought h\ those in difficulty. And
that his wise council is followed by inauv i.seen
in this, that they are a happy united
people. I got words of council from him that
have been sounding in my ear since I last saw
him, and which are such a- any man call follow, vi/. ‘T>ure to do right.”
I received so many kind attentions from tiegood people of Carver's Harbor, from one and
all, that I do not deem it proper to mention
individual eases. Were I to do so this article
would be very much lengthened, and a- l !'»••-!

wide open.

run

humming

as

ing houses in the village, all new, clean and
nicely painted, with not a shabby one in the lot.
Many of the in are very line. It is safe to say

Policeman Robinson while arresting a drunken
man Sunday evening was assaulted
by the man and
received a slight cut on the leg with a knife. Mr.

ly Ashed foi half
catching one.

cept, perhaps, the barren and sterile appeara nee, to-day It is as fine and
thriving a village

city,

set.

from the river channel at

Fishermen say that white perch are becoming
in the ponds in this vicinity. A party recent-

but one or two houses or. the entire island. The
land was owned by lien ben Carver, a fine old
now

being

large amount of drunkenness was observed
about the streets Sunday, ami the liquor shops were

scarce

Martin Pring and his voyagers landed on that
Island in 1003, up to the time of my last visit.
In 1857 there were but a few straggling bouses,
one small wharf and one store to
supply a small
fleet of fishermen, with no public highways and

lias arrived and is

A

Penobscot between W Interport and Bucksport.

such a wonderful improvement in the place.
There has been ten times as much improvement
in the past 28 years as there had been since

plate glass for the front of Masonic

new

Arrangements for the open air temperance meet
tng in this city have not been perfected. When
they are announcement will be made.
The material dredged
Bangor, is being dumped

what I had read I was prepared to see a change
for the better, but I was not prepared to see

gentleman who is

The

Temple

Correspondence of the Journal.
Last week I had the pleasure of visiting
Vinalhaven for the first time in many years.
When a boy ou board a fishing schooner, away
back in the 50’s I cruised among the islauds ofi‘
the coast of Maine and was at Carver’s Harbor
in 1867 for the last time until I landed there
from the steamer Pioneer in July 1885. From
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F p
1
nimr into
am
-d
B,r. iiKin^visi; Imre .a,o hist -al.bat
though they had present Hull, B.l>
nulr .."Hay "ii Main M f.w V"i, m-\I week.
|
some other spare men.
It is entirely safe to-a
.V eater writ-'i says
N*wttip*»rt 1- now in
.-u n
that had they tile least
:e.i of winning the game
-in- is proud «*f In
in-r most vi.ia* mood,
I a
old a itli me
toes
a
row
-!m
not
; rimriim
si
they would lmve "at on one of (heir not
-ea-• 'ii she->irprisr- herself and friends l.v waultm
;
lutes present.
They h- -cover, eliose the -.mui t up to a new am I1* -11 v dfe.”
ignoble course and forfeited the game to Brlfa-i,
We tjlean fr'-m ■■vhanys the foil*.w :nt per- n
to o. it would have been more iiitiinv m have '.
a
eoiiri-rniim.'"iir -ainim r vlstPn's
an honest defeat titan to have shown the whit*
M
P. P* an, *i 'bli*wn.
11ii.• r*-i:i 1
Paim a- <
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I N-rihp «rt
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feather.
Mr. Pingree, of Lewiston, umpireIn
pi; m t a-e Hi.
ai \*.rihp.*il
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game. ..Benners captained the alleged Bingks
ii
as
men
'l.r.
Nt alh
p
and begun by attempting to bulldoze tile umpire,
o.
Mr
lias >:n:i"t iml In- s**n in law
Id. -'
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High

he

wio sell. In substance

building which he propose- to
prove a paving investment, and In*
!<•; and

u aid~ f<-r!.i- ku.d a sum, which if put at interest
He says the Belfast* stand ahead of the
thing.
(Jueen City* in Lin* first three games. While tt.e I at live per cent, will produce the amount of Ids tnTeenier, the oarsman, having failed to get a
umpire declared two games out of the three in liiial net income from the contemplated building,
race with Haulan, has decided to got" Australia
rhi-is certainly a business proposition. lbfavor of the Bangor team this genius like.- the
to row Beach for the championship of the
total scores of each club, finding that the Belfast* | lb*' land i- worth so much to him. II il i- worth
world.
dial price to the hotel enterprise all rig:lit; if i;,it
have tiu* majority. That settles it for him. Nm
The Italian government is preparing the draft
of delusion
Hu is one of those marvel.-* of nature
they need not take it. Mr. Howes has his plans
of a convention with England with reference to
of green
for the erection ot a new building and know- il
the suppression of the slave trade on the Red [ that would argue “Tliv* moon’s made
1
cheese”_The Boston Herald-say s “Belfast peomost to a cent what his income from it will be.
sea coast.
ple think IMlwor h more < il'eetlve iliac Nichols. I’pon this basis the price of the corner lot w ill be
The Indianapolis Postmaster, a friend of
Mr. Lancaster says if Mr.
irom $ 12,00b to fla.iMin.
The latter struck out l''» in nine innings and the
Hendricks, is to be investigated. He is charged
Howes’ land is worth the above sum his, w hich is
former la in rigid innings, hut they forget that the
with enforcing the spoils system as against the
is worth ?-’V
Civil Service Reform rules.
Beacons made nine runs .and 10 hits off I>11 worth, nearly ten times a.s much in territory,

jured.

while the Be I fasts made hut four hits and

This would make the cost of the land for t u*
h ,(MJU, a sum equivalent to
not less than
the entire cost of Masonic Temple, opposite, build
ing and land. It does not take; a linancier to d« eide

not).

no runs

Influential capitalists are endeavoring to divide Dakota on the Missouri river and Montana ; oil Niciiols.” Th. Bcll';t**i people don't think anynorth and south at the cast end of Bozmnan thing of the kind The Herald forgets that niltunnel. This would make Dakota an agricul- worth was pitching against very heavy hitters
tural state, and leave a cattleman’s slate west while Nichols was pit* hing against
ordinary strikof it.
ers.V Belfast gentleman who is enthusiastic
Ex-Congressman Wise, republican nominee oyer base ball bus got a little mixed. He says the
for Governor of Virginia, in a recent letter “Belfast boys are good strikers but poor batters.”
speaks of the coming election in his State with ....The Queen Cilya of Bangor played the Portmuch enthusiasm. He declares that the State
lands in the latter city on Saturday and were decan be carried
by the republicans if the party
in the North will gi\e the party iu Virginia feated eight to one. Butler and Slattery of the
such earnest moral support as it deserves.
FriBelfast team played with the Queen Cltys
At Birmingham, Conn., last week, Mrs. day the Queen Citys will again visit Belfast and
[ Charlotte E. Baldwin, a wealthy lady 75 years engage our boys in the afternoon. We are not inof age, has brought suit for absolute divorce formed as to whether or not it will he a new crowd,
! from her 22-year old husband, Henry Baldwin. hul presume it will he so. At any rate, Benners,
This
peculiarly mated couple were only married the orator, will not be with them—The Belfast.**
last February, and their marriage then was the J
go to Portland and play that team on the 11th and
sensational event of the day.
l.Jth_The Bangor papers say that "Belfast reThe raisin makers of California are anticigards the game of Friday last as no game.” It is
and
a
handsome
The
profits.
pating good year
not so. Belfast regards it as their game, a to .*, and
markets have been cleared of last year’s stock,
the product is better appreciated in Eastern I It was so decided by the umpire....The Mechanic
markets, and owiug to the prevalence of cholera Falls team played with the Uelfasls in this city on
in the raisin district of Spain the imports are I Wednesday afternoon, but too late to be reported
likely to be much less than usual. The Alta in to-day’s paper_The Belfast*) wore their new
California says it will need but a few prosper- uniforms for the first time on
Wednesday-Seats
ous years to set the raisin business tinnly on its
erected on the grounds;
feet, and then all the raisins consumed iu the ! for 100 spectators have been
United States can he produced in California.
| also a scorer’s stand.

new

hotel

that a hotel cannot be made to pav with so large an
outlay at the foundation. Mr. linker, one of the
commltiee, is much impressed with the Morison
lot mentioned last week. Tito lot is nearly loo feet

frontage on Main street and 200 feet deep and 1now occupied bv small wooden buildings, Inchi ling F. M. l.ancaster's lot and store at the corner of
Main and Washington streets. Mr. Morison will
-ell at a fair valuation, and Mr Lancaster says lie

—

will do the same, and will
Three stores and

a

rent one

hotel entrance

of the

can

stores.

be bad

rn

street, besides offices in other parts of tl o
building. The hotel would be ample, but if move
i*oom Is ever needed arrangements can be made t *
convert the upper part of the Coliseum bulldinu
into hotel apartments. The more this matter is discussed the more feasible the project scorns. Again,
the New England House lot, also mentioned last
week, has many advocates. The Journal is not ad
voenting any one lot above another, but w ants to
Main

see a

llrst class hotel erected

location.

|
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the most desirable

feels the need of better hotel
accommodations and believes that now is the ac-
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Every

time to

one
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enterprise.
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visitor to these waters.

Simpson, of Searsport, who for

Mr. Daniel S.

four years has been a resident of Managua, Nicaragua, is a candidate for a consulship at that place.

Simpson is well acquainted with the country,
and its people, is an intelligent gentleman and well
qualilied for the position. So far as we know he is
the only candidate for the place.
Mr.
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estate.

family are at Northport camp ground,
they will sojourn for two or three weeks-Miss
Sadie Parker of Bucksport is visiting her friend
Miss Della Storer and the two ladies are spending

The

following
are the transfers in real estate in Waldo county for
tin* week ending Aug. i
Fred A. Atwood, WinterLower Crammar will occupy the former rooms <>t
port, to Frank A. Simpson, same town. Benj. W.
the Intermediate on the common, leaving the .South C urtis, Waldo, to Charles K.
Curtis, Swanville.
Intermediate school room vacant.
matlr n dwell estate, North port, to E. Willard
! AMI SKMKNis. Mr. Charles J. Burgess has en- Front, Boston. Ben; Frenchs heirs, Stockton, to
Mary A. French, same town. Fdwin Greely,Swan!
gage 1 the f« !. wing companies to |>l iy here: New
ville, to Augustus E. Tripp, same town. Charles
Orleans Minstrels on thi- (Thursday) evening.
B. ‘iardiicr,-, Mass., to Augusta A. (iardAug. lutli, the People’s Theatre, to continue every
Samuel > IL-agan, Stockton, to itobu'-*r, Belfast.
; night for a week Low price admission. >ept. llth, j
same town.
Axel Hayford, Belfast,
Kilimau,
in
!.!••
lb humid and IV.: ry,
Midnight Marriage.
sheriff, to leiberi I’atterson, name. town. Estate of
Sept. rub, Murray and Murphy in Our Trish Vi-i : •loci w. Haski
ll. Montviile, to Loren E. Stewart,
'J'lii- play ha- been entirely rewritten since
same town.
Abide A. Morse, Searsmont, to Clias.
last played heie.
Sept. 22d and --M, Charlotte V.
Mur-1
tii"- town.
John <
Munson, Pittsllcid,
riuunpson and < ompany.
io M.try A
w!
Munson, same town. Edmund J.
While tin- suit between
Tut l.’.ui.i:<>.ti* '-t irr
M'.o.eii, r.:i!i_ >r, i-i J.din
Maelean, Halifax, N s.
lie!fast haair- .»• e-.mpaux n.i-l the city
Ur
Maddocks, Now Hamp ••hire, to Ehcn Lit
Mary
i• i•
law 'ourt at its le.-ont
been
:
II,
Bed':; -t. A. V. Parker, Belfast, to Annie
at Portland. no rescript in the rts' has yet been
B l’it< In i, same town. Bi.iiis E ••lone, Troy, to
r-" -i\f I. W-- 'earn that some of the points decide
1.
L. Berry same town.
me t ai the pr<Terred stockholder-, ar'e Hocklmld
1 K'M
Mi-. Kate Mlc-li.-ll, the widow of the l.tLe
and
note
mud
Ilia t the city
or- an 1 not creditor*,
Ha l! MU' lu ll, Is confined to h«*r hi d having been
! o paid out of lie iunds
-w on hand.
Whilethe
i!'i■'L■ :i
;:ii a »everc -hock of paralysis ...Hay■oiirt Is md on I led upon lo decide what shall he !
big operations arc b awing to a close for this sead"in n, tne
It Is umierslood that the maiP-r
■"ii v• :"
iiia..ori' "I The farmers. The weather
in

reunion is

contemplated
1 -land early in Sept
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this week at the Camp ground-Ladies of the
sewing circle met with Mrs. D. W. Morey last
Thursday I*. M. and held a very pleasant and profitable session_A. K. P. Moore built two chimneys
last week for Wluchenbach’s new house. J. R.
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G. Crabtree, of Boston, is now at Saturday
Cove,
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Saturday with twelve
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three down the

Camden and Rockland.

Wednesday Mrs. Kinora Field gave an excursion
neighborhood which was
very much enjoyed by the children.

to the little folks in her

A

telegram received here Monday afternoon

an-

nounced the sad intelligence of the death of (
.lames N. Carver, Jr. at W illniington, N. ('.

apt.

meeting held last Friday it

was

At

a

special

voted

to

town

Mr-. Chase, of Boston, will exhibit the new Kensington and Lustra painting at the Searsport
House, Saturday afternoon next, from one to
o'clock, with a view to forming a class.

with all other

securing the active

Hood’s
IOO

One

fey

Had

Lane Afliions to

constant tired feeling and sick
together with the usual
a

W.0.Poor&Son’s

sewing

work about her house better than for
years. Mr. Brackett says there must have been
one hundred people call to see her and all
agree
that that famous Brown's Sarsaparilla cured her
of Ividuey Disease.
J. W.

Brown’s

-AT-

|

and do

St,, Bangor, was cured of
Kiduey Disease by Browii’s».Sarsaparilla.

Brown’s

Drug Store.

Tibbetts, M.D., Stetson, Me., prescribes

Sarsaparilla for all

forms of

-FULL

Kidney and

Liver Disease.

Extra

guaranteed to do all eiaimed for it, and any druggist will give you bai l; your money if it does not.
also wo print only home testimonials from
reUable.pcople.
Frown s Sarsaparilla is sold iiy all
druggists for Jl.uO; (i bottles for $a.(JU. AUA WAKitKN, PruprieMaine.
tor, Bangor,

Penfield

—

BELFAST.

SALE !

A'\, and

OF-

Boys £ Youths' Odd Vests

SAILED.

July 30. Sclis. Jan. Holmes, Ryan, Boston, Mattie
Holmes, .Iordan, Bangor.
AMERICAN

1*0 RTS.

Only

Apalacheeola, July 27. Arrive*! sch Susan N.
Pickering, Haskell, Boston.
Alexandria, July 27. Arrived sell. T. U. I.lvinv.
ston, Swell, .Tackaunvllle.
I’MIailelphia, July 2S. Clearcil hrlg Suarkllnir
Waii-r, Illrlih.,rn, Boston. July ill. (jleare.l sell.
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poor
all kinds

very plenty in
ibis section....Tile following i- a list of tax payers
w 1
pay upwards of $lo. There are over 80 that
more

.*•>•'

than

ot

$25:

are

Freeman

Atwood, $65.36;

Walter Bartlett, $11.35; Wilbert Brailey, $48.89; A.
K.
letcher, $88.90, Horace Croxford, $43.25; Fred

liin, $44.43, DaVld Dolifl', $57.02; Laura J. Dollin', $17.83; Willard Ellis, $43.08; Nathan Emery
estate, $54.05; <* rus Felker, $41.51; Joint Goodwin, $60.31; (Hillman Gould, $40.42; bteven Grant,
$5s.61; Isaac Moore, $43.12; B. \V. Mansur, $40.5*4;
T. Mayo estate, $41.40; A. 11. Mayo, $57.ls; C. A.
Mkennc'.
Is U'.bert Mayo. $47.44; John MeKenney estate, $91.'.»9; Nealley .V Whitten, $11.40;
Mary Nealley, $50.35; L. H. Nealley, $07.19; L <>.
H"hiuson, $13.23; Nathan Stearns, $75.05; Charles
l' tsher, $45.50; John Tnslicr, $40.85; George Walker, 817.01; John Webber, $42.54 ; James Webber,
$17.00.
c<

1

Bi us ii AM. The farmers in this vicinity have
nearly all elo-ed up haying with the exception of
on

me

meadows-Dr. Webber has rented

nearly opposite Lin

site where his

dence stood and which
lit**.

The location 1-

Mr. Beal addressed
school house lust
in

was

i

respect

Grant.

was

a

stand

former resi-

recently destroyed by

very desirable one-Hev.
full house at the Heynolds

a
a

-Sunday afternoon. His discourse

to

the death of the lamented Gen.

After

reading a very touching,edi:orial fi\*m Zion’s Herald in* took for a LncmC, “And
8.

there is

no discharge in that war,“and spoke some
45 minutes, dwelling with much feeling on tin* nation'- loss... As Mr. Frank Latte was passing

down tin

Horseback r*>ad

near

the house of Mr.

\

Heynolds, last week, with a pair of horses attached to a hay rick loaded with ji mowing machine and oilier ilxtures pertaining to a well regulated set of haying tools, with a horse rake behind
and behind the rake a cow, a dog sprang out barking
and so frightened the cow that she sprang high in
air and then descending upon the rake completely
demolished it. Not satisfied with tills performance she made a
backward leap and then (love
underneath taking the ruins on her head and was
juG in the net of running away with the whole outlit when Mr. L. with the prompt assistance of
others succeeded in extricating her from her uncomfortable

(iil'

titma.

The

row

sustained

no

injuries....Mr. Charles Barrows of Haverhill, Mass., is visiting friends and relatives In this
place.
serious

Jackson.

Owing to the unfavorable weather
getting hay, many large fields of
grass are yet standing. Nearly every farmer reports a larger crop <>f hay than he was expecting
to get. The heavy shower that passed over here
last Friday afternoon wet down a good many tons
of hay, but, aside from the slight damage to the
hay by that shower, the hay thus far lias been
of

last

week for

secured In

a

liner condition than for many years
Frank E. Stevens was thrown from

past-Mr.
his carriage rec. utly near the residence of F. W.
Brown, in Brooks, and striking a pile of old lumber
that had been left beside the road, cut a fearful
looking wound in his head, extending from the left
temple back over the ear, but not deep enough to
be dangerous. Dr. Libby dressed the wound and
Stevens is now about his business again.... A little boy of Augustus Fogg fell from a horse one day

answered

Mr. ltust. "To the Dogmas of no Master” was
I by
j responded to by Dr. Kilgore. "Candidly and Con-

j
j

—

la9t week and cut his head upon a rock
Mr. W.
A. Brackett has removed to .Scarsport, where he
will open a shop for the manufacture of pants.
—

|

Mr. B. lias had several years experience in the
business, and if the past is to recommend him, ids
employees will have no reason to complain of ill

usage.

May

success

of labor-Mrs. A.

attend him in his

£.

Currier of N.

new

field

II., is spend-

days with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Geo. Chandler, of
Livermore Falls, are the guests of Mr. Amos
Hatch, the father of Mrs. Chandler-Mrs. J. 8.
Chase, who has been much prostrated by a severe
attack of heart disease, Induced by grief and overexertion at the sudden death of her late husband,

ing

a

few

Levi Rich.Mr. and

is so far recovered as to be about her household
duties a part of the time.

I’l.dFldT KIT (.1 Alt AMT.LR.

a

Dept.

Prescription

complete and

with tin*

managed

utmost

and dl'dn V

special agents <d John Wyeth A Br«.,
Phil.. Henry Thayer
Co., (ambridgeport, ami
will sell physicians their preparath■
10 per rent,
less than r.ui be bought in B 1 fast.
4^ NVre

Youths & Men's Suits

Boys,

Truss!

CAUL ami ATTENTION. We u-e reliable and
honest preparations of TKIhl* "TdKM.Tn

in

special bargains

Celluloid

oz.

Trusses, Elastic Hose, Supporters,
Our

Mary Farrow, Condon, Bangor.

oz.

sizes, styles, shapes. Lower than can he bought
in the city and our
}*dO\ L IT. Have sold
these goods for the past twelve years. They are
good, deduced rates on all

ARRIVED.
Sch.

Perfumes,

All

Dollar.

SPECIAL

—

1885. 40e. per
for $2.50.

Strength,
8

Heiuember

SHIP NEWS.

LINE

Rickseeker’s

Sarsaparilla

1.

Stock.

Sold at Bottom Prices !

accompanies Kidney Disease. Tier husband
took Brown’s Sarsaparilla to her, and by its use
ehe was cu red, and can now run a
mac hine

was

our Usnal

BOUGHT AT BOTTOM PRICES.

that

exertion,

etc.
E. J. \\ atson, Fern

1 y r51

PORT OF

time.

headache,

of

lifting,

Sarsaparilla

Doses

a

BACKACHE

Mu. Ciias. Patteuson,
Engineer, Bangor,
cured of Kidney Disease, caused
over

medicinal

Sold by all druggists. $1 ; six for $5. Made
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

_

Mrs. C. P. Brackett, of Hermon, bad Kidney
Disease. Could not sit up but one or two hours at

symptoms
Kidney Disease. Her
husband was called home as she was dangerously
III; he bought Brown’s Sarsaparilla; she was cured
<»y ib and i* now about her house in better health
than for years. The testimony' of her friends is
Umt Brown’s Sarsaparilla saved her life.

sterns to make me over.”
,T. 1*. Thompson.
.Register of Deeds, Lowell, Mass.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
is worth its weight in
gold.” I. Barrington.
330 Bank Street, New York City.

July 3(1.

I’. Brackett of Freedom lias

following

Mr.3. 1,11*3. Hathorn, 51 Pearl
St,Bangor,has
bceu very low with Kidney Disease; she had been
cor.llned to her lied for some time. Had aeonBtant and inteuHo

qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
purifies my blood, sharpens my appetite, and

pay Mark Ward one hundred dollars for
sustained by a defect In the highwa. near

recently opened a
<
'milling manufactory in the Merilhew building. He
lias the hearty good wishes of our citizens in tills,
iiis new enterprise here.
(..

to Labor, Scanty and High
If you have any of these troubles
you may be sure you have Kidney Disease. Are
>ou bilious? Have you j-cudicc? Do you have a sallow
Are
complexion?
you troubled with constipation? If so, you have Liver Complaint and should read the
testimonials:
Colored Urine ?

Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st, the combination of
remedial agents; 2d, the proportion; 3d, tho
of

Mil! H!

Backache, Drawing-down Pain, Weary, Tired Feeling, Disinclination

A

the Blood

Purifies

process

HAVE YOU COT

Sarsaparilla

Combines, In a manner peculiar to itself, tho
best blood-purifying and strengthening remedies of the vegetable kingdom. You will find
this wonderful remedy effective where other
medicines have failed. Try it now. It will
purify your blood, regulate the digestion,
and give new life and vigor to the entire body.
"Hood's Sarsaparilla did mo great good.
I was tired out from overwork, and it toned,
me up.”
Hits. G. E. Simmons, Cohoes, N. Y.
I suffered three years from blood poison.
I took Hood's Sarsaparilla and think I am
cured.” Mks. M. J. Davis, Brockport, N. Y.:

are

At lover prices that) ever
Nellie, llrlukwater, Bangor.
vs-WE ME AX ALL WE SAY.
offered before in the dig. rtease entl and
The lightning which played -ad havoc with tne
Bortlaml, July ill. cleared bark KiHvaril Gusliexamine good.s and prices.
SPECIALTY IN' CHOICE CIGARS.
injr,
Bl.ilft.
3.
Bu-kraore,
Arrived
sell.
Aug.
Geo.
wires
last
is
said
Friday
telephone and telegraph
ant and social, Ids coach neat and trim, and we
II. I "l'guson, Bvder, Bondout.
Our Soda Water and Phosphates tell (heir own
to have lighted the street lamp at the corner ot
are Informed that he is a strict temperance man.
.Seattle, July 2.7. Sailed ship W. II. Connor, Ben.
New Boston
(Melon, San Francisco.
steamboat and Main st.., without injury I" the
story.
We hope to see him well patronized-Saturday
Delaware Breakwater, Aug. 3.
Arrived bark
evening, Aug. 1st, the following were installed as glass or post.
George Treat, Treat, Clenfuegoa.
Wm. O Poor & Son. Druggists.
MARK
olie ers of Riverside Lodge, 1. O. Lb T. for the
BueksviJle, July 24. Salle i sch. A. P. Emerson,
PROPRIETOR.
The Cambridge from Boston was obliged to wall
Moore. Curaeoa.
Belfast, July l:i, lss.Y— U.iO
coming quarter
C. F. Carver, W. (J. T.; Mi*s Fva
for the Katahdin down river on Tuesday, both ar- [
New York, July 27. Arrived sch.
Charley Buokl, II PlitBitixllotv,
I{«'lf:ts.t. Mttinc.
T ; B. F. Knowles, sec.. A. II. riving here at nearly the same time. N'otwith.stan l*
(b Cram, W.
ntlereon, Wilmington. July 28. Arrived sch. E.
j
H.
Horriman, West, Ponce. July 31. Arrived sch.
Norton, Fin. see., s. I). (ram, Trcas.; (i. F. Ranlug the heavy rain the unusual occurrence attracted | A.
Wanted immediately—50 Experienced Shirt makers.
Jlayford, Jones, New London. Aug. 4. Arrived
>.
iall, chap.; (
Adams, Mar ; Miss Josh- Furs« h. Penobscot,
quite a crowd.
Carter, JuCKSonville. Aug. 2. Arrivod S'-iis. Mark Pendleton, Pendleton,
ingfon, I. (i.; frank Benmlt, <». Lb The Lodge
Bangor;
A dog belonging to some of the party on an exAi nie It. Lewis, Lewis, do.
LD! h_L_).
l- in good working order and the entertainment
Ang. I. Cleared shin
Hello ol Bath, Nickels, Melbourne.
cursion one day last week, undertook to follow the
I* Interesting and instructive. The Lodge is to hold
N »i*fo!k, July 31.
Arrived sch. II. J. Cottrell,
but after swimming about, a mile turned for
party,
In
this
e.ity, July 3(>thf Eugene I., son of Mr. ami
n basket picnic at Heorgc’s Fond Liberty, on WedIInskoli, Boston.
Mrs. Thomas Grady, aged 1 year and 10 months.
the shore, and alter a long and hard pull, landed
t.anjest Assortment,
nesdav, Aug. TJth. "The Bennett Cornet Band”
FOREIGN PORTS.
In this eltv, Aug. 2d, Sarah Farnham, aged ss
on the beach east of steamboat wharf, a very dis- j
0 months.
Rio Janeiro, July 18. Arrived
Vs expected to be present and a pleasant lime is ant.atest Styles,
years,
[Bonthhay
papers
please
copy.]
Penship Nancy
heartened and discouraged looking canine.
In Warren, Aug. 1st, Susan (J. Starrett, aged 32
dleton, Pendleton, Cardiff.
ticipated.
9.
Arrived
Trapani,
years.
ttest Outt/ify and
July
Moonbeam.
l
seven
Isaac
barque
.Jimmv
ord,
years old, took (Japt.
In Camden, July loth, Mrs. Emma B., wife of 1
I>imbar, Norfolk.
Pi < kmi’dut. 'There was a very pleasant lawn
Parks blooded mare at eight o'clock last Wed22*1. Sailed brig Amy A. Lane, Samuel F. MeAlaster, aged 23 years and 7 days.
Mntauzas,
July
r.oivr.sr ritici-:s.
In Somerville, Mass., July 21th, Stella, youngest j
parly at the homeof Mr. A. H. L»1nn'Tuesday even- 1 nesday evening from Capt. .Joseph Park’s door Carver. Delaware Breakwater.
Manila, July 3o. Arrived ship Iceberg, Treat, daughter of Warren C. Manslield, of Camden, aged :
ing. Tim grounds wev< illuiuiuat d and lookeu yard, and though the night was so dark that
from Hong Kong.
4 years and 12 days.
very pretty
.Quite a number went down river on | objects were hardly distinguishable the length
Rosario. June 17. Sailed barques Carrie E.
Long, 73 In ltoekland, July 3oth, Arthur E. Eovcjoy, aged
the moonlight •■xcursion on the Ca abridge 'l’uesRio
Park,
years and 4 months.
do
Janeiro;
Elba,
it
for
..I
two hours through
Reed,
the team, drove
In Boston, July 20th, Cora E., wife of J. Thomas 1 ()n account of the
Singapore, June 11. Sailed ship David Brown,
damage to my goods hy the laic
day evening and report a very pleasant time. i our streets, some of the time at a very liberal gait,
New York.
I’inkham, and daughter of Stephen < 'lough, of RockPendleton,
In port J ily 27, barque
The schooner Princess arrived home from tie
file, I shall offer my entire stock of
IN PLUSH 4 HAIR CLOTH 4c.
without accident.
When asked why he did it Haydn Brown, Havener, for Boston
land, aged 23 years, 3 months and 13 day s.
In Waldohoro, July 10th, Mamie Etta, daughter j
banks Wednesday and the J. <• Cowell and (b W.
Hong K«mg, .1 line 1_. Sailed bark Goodell, Ho.Jimmy said “he needed a ride.” Probably the most gun,
of
the
Hume.
late
Elmer
11
months.
June 23. Cleared ship eeberg,Treat,
Stahl, aged
Lewis arrived Thursday.
These -chooners have
Cliairs
In Appleton, JuK 23th, Lena M., wife of the late
overjoyed individual was Phin Critlin when he fill- I for Iloilo and United States. In por* ship Oneida,
mad-- quick trips and have full fares of li-h-A
Dea. Rufus Miller, aged '.*4 years, 3 months, 11 days.
for London; bark l'enobs -ot, Chipman,
ly realized that the horse was recovered safe and McGilvery,
from Newcastle, N. S. VV., ar 22*1; Jas. G. PendleIn Rockland, July 21th, F. Ernest, son of E E.
of every description, at price-, .*wki; than
party of ai> mi thirteen went to Bar Harbor Wedsound.
and Etiella A. Snow, aged 27 years and 4 months.
t‘»b Colcord, for Cebu and New York or Boston.
the t ow Kr, r.
AT LESS Til AX LOST.
neaday, leaving on the morning train and returning
In Union, July 23d, Betsey, wife of Sterling
Buenos Ayres,
in port July 1, brig Havelah,
An alarm of lire at midnight Saturday from a
on the evening train.
They had about seven hours
destination not reported.
Davis, aged 7'J years, 2 mouths' and 2S days.
of rush burning near Merrill’s grist mill, ovv- Coombs,
pile
In Appleton, July I'»th, Milton Cummings, aged AH those in want of a suit n Llothes, Overcoat,
in Bar Harbor amt enjoyed the trip very much....
Gibara, July 29. Milled sch. Herald, Grav, New
S2 years.
ing to the low loads was so reflected as to have ! York.
\ party visited f ort Knox last Thursday morning.
l'auts, or the goods for the same, will never
In Ellsworth, July 23th, Mr. John True, aged 72
Barbailoes. In port July 19, barque Clara E.
the appearance of an immense conflagration.
have a like opportunity to get a good artiapt. Siubhs having obtained a permit very kindly
McGilvery, Giilliu, from West Coast of Africa, years and 7 months.
a false alarm the lire department scored anThough
seeking.
cle for a little money.
goi up a party which went over on the ferry boat
other quick run, asin four minutes from thealarm !
MARITIME MISCELLANY.
and enjoyed going Li trough the old fort and the,
it was
>eh. I). K. Arey, Tainter, from Hoboken tor Stunthe tub was on the bridge ready for action,
view from the top, which is va ry line
A large
considered a mystery that so many of the com- er-ct, sprung a leak of 2,000 strokes per hour and
excursion came down here from Brewer on the
pul into City Island 1st Inst to repair.
pany were so near the engine house with their
The schooner Orion, of Belfast, has been s« Id to
LJueen City Friday evening, arriving here about
WILL MAN K TO OIIDL'U AS FOLLOW*
clothes on and wcic on hand t" take the ( apt. Thomas Williams and others of Bangor, and
meeting
nine o’clock. They had the Brewer band and orthe
former will command her. The price pah' N
ot the dwellers who pride themselves on j
places
snid to be $900.
Ail Wool ( asslmere Suits, $15. former price, $20.
I ehestra w j(h them and had a dance it. Finery Hall,
opening the engine house doors, hut it was all
spoken. May 30, lat 2 N, Ion 3o W, bark Adolph
Stylish Plaid Suits,
$25.
$15,
j which broke up about 1- o’clock, at which time the
Obiig, staples, from New York for San Francisco.
on .ugh when a small hoy exclaimed “my
plain
$*_*s.
fog was so thick that the boat could not leave. We
June 23, lat MI N, Ion 28 W, barque Robert
Stylish Worsted Suits,
$|s,
&
Porter,
sifter was the lirst one who saw the lire.”
from Portland for Buenos Ayres.
Worsted Suits, $20 A $22, former price. $50in $52.
heard that they started for home about 4 o'clock
The
M-h.
which
has
been
Hiram,
^
The follow ing is a list of those who pay a tax of |
just
repaired
\ll Wool (asslmere Pants, $5, former price, $5.
>nturday morning.'The schooners Daniel Webon the marine railway at Calais, Is from r.3 to os
$50 and upwards for this year:
$4,
ster, Marblehead and L harlottc Morgan arrived
$7.
years old, and will easily finish three score years
an* I ten of service.
Adam.-, Chas. K..$ 57.•Jo Nickels, Albert A 23S.3I
home from the hanks Monday-The fall term of
Fancy Worsted Pants,
$5,
$s.
The schooner Susie P. Oliver, of
•!. Y. heirs. 5:; 51 Nichols, Alex. li.. p;:i 20
linker,
Poles &
which
Bangor,
the Fast Maine Seminary will open Aug. 11. Prof.
50 :»t Nichols, Chas. M
71.40 some time ago was reported as being ashore and a
Beals, Parker .J...
-«• l«-fti**n oefoiv
Jftt'Loinc eavlv and 111.11.•
A. F. Chase, Principal and Amanda M. Wilson.
total loss, at San Domingo city, has arrived in New
al tiie i.'iwks
I'A-n price-.
\ I• a line line »»t
Black, AV in. K. :>«;•; (in Nichol s, Clark,
> ork with her cargo.
the desirable'ots are
*ld. salt- t<» <*• <mi>>< cv <m |
Preceptress... .'The New Orleans Minstrels are to liiakc, I>anielll... lbs. l> heirs. 104 25*
><ii. D. II. Webb, (of Deer
5*5. Pa Nickels, I) avid....
52.72
Blanchard. K. D...
with
Isle)
Holbrook,
this
I
III.
l:
date. UL.MKMULU
I’LA(
BANNER RODS.
play here Fridav, Aug 7th.
Butman. .James P. 1*50 2'.» Niokels, K. I>. I’.. 113.Ill :U(» bbl» mackerel. In trying to work Into Burnt
Carver, A. I,, lu-irs J12 «»1 Nichols, AC A. 152.7b j Coat Harbor 24th, in a thick fog, went ashore on
WisiGktort. Last Thursday as Misses Clara Carver,
A'*' i ii« low
Wii*<‘
the
117
"|
.John
S<*r<M*ns,
south-east
end
of
Heron
Nichols,
1*.,
Island and remains.
Benjamin.
NO 3 PHCEMSX ROW.
>2
heirs. 210 32 Cargo probably saved. The vessel registers 7(5 tons
and Hattie Snow, with two children of Captain Carver, (..«*. heirs
J. C. 521 53 and is Is years old.
ti:
Isaac heirs 221
l"
window
Nickels,
Carver,
adjiwtible
any
Forsarthe were returning from an excursion to
The ship John De Casta, owned !>v Briggs
221.27
Carver, Jesse T... 2lb.2*'* N ielcls, J. B
Mt. Wald", a bolt in the wagon gave way causing
( arver, John heirs 102.20 Nichols, Matilda
NOW Is the time to hay
Cushing, of Freeport, Me., bound from Australia
PRICES are WAY
to California, was wrecked off Cooktown, Austra73.0s
B.
70.41
Carver, AA'oodbtirn
j
it to upset and they were all thrown out, hut fortu
DOWN. < all and see u-e We will Lruara.ifee
Clement. J. A. 122.45 Nichols, Prleg B.. 111.71
lia, on tin* istl, of July. It in thought that the crew
Absolutely Pure.
no one was seriously hurl, and although the
to -e:l you more jj»nd- and betterquality for the
mi.|S Nichols, AA’. X
were saved.
104.17
Colrord. J. li.
I nately
This powder never vane.-. A marve of purity,
The Lighthouse Board has Issued the
! horse ran a long distance and nearly wrecked the Coleord,Theodore. 5i* si Ni* hoi.s, AVm. («.. 223.57
same amount of money than
a; •• m jet elsewhere.
following
and
whole-omem--.
Mon-J...
notice
to
eronomien)
175.7s
strength
mariners: The gas-lighted buoy has been
Leroy C. 00.51 Nickerson, A
! wagon he was not injured.tpiile a large rum* How,
u
nl.e--.ind examine
tic REMEMBER
Dunbar, Liisim.... lot sii Packard, Marlb’ro 75.00
replaced abreast of the wreck "r steamer Nankin, in than the udin.ary kind and eannot !>«• sold in mm
>wash Channel, lower bay of New York and the
04 53 Park, Isaac (
r.s.12
petition .vith the multitude >1 the low test, short
j pany of people were assembled at the house of 1 ‘unbar. Norman.
itoo-is and prices and we w ill -a\e \..n money
weight, alum <»r phosphate powde rs. .S'oh! onhj in.
37S.73 nun buoy taken up.
Miss K. II. Croxford on Monday evening to wilKaLon, <)sear C.... 97.30 Park, Joseph...
« \ei
time.
cans.
Itovvi. I’.AKiNti 1'mvnKU < <>., luf, Wall'si.,
il
AVm.
II.
Amos
■'•5.10
'.*0.70
The
lour-masted
Kills,
Park,
ship Frederick Billings, the
ness the opening of a tine specimen of night bloom55.10
70.55 Patterson, IL K
lyr.It
Ferguson, A. B_
largest merchant ship built in this country since the N. V.
rriiK fail i i t;m "»•
nis in-titi n<>\
1
*—
A.
S..
>7.01
of
Amasa
127.2!*
the
cereus.
Great
Three
and
beautiful
In
Field,
Pendleton,
building
East, Boston 3u
ing
very large
Republic
will n|>m MONDAY, AUGUST diet,
1
71.51 Pendleton, B. F.. 511.32 : years ago, Is ready for launching at Ro«’kport. She
F'-r«i, Alansou
bloosoms oj cued at once and the rooms were tilled
: 11
and continue ten we-.,- iin>:i
tin- i n -1 i*u
IJ2 Pendleton, F. 1
lou.51
will be given to the waves Aug. II
< iilmore, lame- (
f«»ih>wi
the
ig le-tein-i--.
with their fragrance.. The cornet band gave a com
Prince K. Luce, I'rin..
on
'I ho or,-an race between the steamers carrying
«ioodell, Mary. 1*53 17 Pendleton, J. («... ls5
j
teaciier of Higher Tug
Viv. Ma I liemal w-. Latin
♦. 11 Pendleton, John
334.77.
tin*
i>f
14
ilrst
tin*
Cl*as.
»iordoii,
season’s
t**n
from
and
dance
on
which
crop
and
cert, supper
Japan
Friday evening,
P'M —Jin Jfast, .Julv
tone.
and Natural
MK*> Jennie I*. Flood, A. >1.,
*10.15 Pendleton, Phin’s 234.5*1
China to New York was w*m by the steamer Glen(Jrant, Henry II...
vvn- well patronized-Mrs. Baker, of st. John, N.
I
1st
lalule.
Assistant. leaeiu-r Ot I 11 -1..
uvon.
She made the passage from Yokohama
(iriflin, Kdwin L.. 123..54 Pendleton, Phiu« i.eniuur.
Fr-m-h
and
Ml's.
1*.
K.
Bhelorie,
Luce,
B. and Mrs. Chadbourne, of Augusta, have been
• ir'.llin, P., heir-..
25*1.01
eas,.Jr. 35s 5*1 •Jline (», Amoy June 17 and Singapore June 23 via
2d Assistant, teacher of all common Lug. bram'ie-Suez Canal.
visiting their friends in town for the past week (Jrinnell, AA illi.-ton 127.13* Peterson, J. F.... 5*5*.5u
1'uition ranges t:mn $2.50 to $5.50 p*r term, an
131 ^7
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We have for sale In Marion, Sumpter, Hernando,
to tend sewing machines running by power. Lots County Commissioners of Waldo County, locating
ed to help defray the expense of the repairs ing-down sensations across me and was quite weak
1885.—31 tf
July
of work to be put out to be made. Call on or ad- ) a highway in the. town of Montvflle, in said Connand discouraged. I sent and got some of the and Orange Counties: Town lots, Lake fronts,
!
and to purchase chemical and philosophical medicine after
U32
receiving your letter, and it lias Orange groves. Improved and unimproved lands dress
I ty, on the petition of ALBERT M. I’Ll' MM ERaud
APPLY AT ONCE FOlf AN ACFNCY FOli
JOHN H. GORDON, Brooks, Me.
hereby give notice to all parties interested
I others,
apparatus for the school.Memorial ser- cured me. 1 hardly know myself. I feel so well.” in quantities aud at prices to suit all purchasers.
that
will
meet
at
the
of
.John
house
4ni23*
dwelling
they
Correspondence solicited*
vices In honor of the late General U. S. Grant
Address for full particulars until Oct. 1st, 1885.
THE subscriber hereby gives public notice to all L. Bean", in said Montvllle, on Friday, the ‘21 >t day
Little progress is being made in the negotiawill be held at the church under the direction of
1 concerned, that lie has been duly appointed and of August instant, at ton o’clock In the forenoon,
tions between England aud Russia touching the J. H*
for the purpose of viewing the route, and hearing
TAYLOR*
Winterport, Me. taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of the.
Carters Post, G. A. U. An address by Rev. Mr.
Afghan boundary dispute. The Zulficar questhe estate of
parties interested therein.
By Ben l'erly Poore, (fjjicitU Hiogrnpher l .s'. ConGardiner ...A drama In three acts (for female tion is still undecided, and neither government
Dated this 5th day of August, 1885.
gress. (.let the only official, complete, r<liable, and
JOHN H. EMERY, late of Belfast,
M. S. STILES, Jit.,
illustrated work. Don't be dec* ived by imita
characters only) entitled “Rebecca’s Triumph” seems disposed to yield its claims.
MARRIED.
richly
)
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
L. II. DUNCAN,
[ Coin. tions. Demand is immense. 5.000 ABRN'TS WANTwill be presented at Grange Hall on Tuesday evenas the law directs; lie therefore requests all per1
E.
\v3‘2
CHARLES
Address
HURRA BD BROS., Pubs., 10 Federal
Kt).
DUTTON,)
All “Played Out.”
In Searsmont, July 28th, by David B. Cobb, Esq.,
sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
4w.'»J
St., Boston, Mass.
ing, Aug. 11th. As some of our best talent has been
“Don’t know what alls me lately. Can’t eat well, Mr. Josiah W. Hall and Miss Alice M. Ness, both make immediate payment, and those who have any
chosen to represent the different characters we look —can’t
demantis thereon to exhibit the same for settlement
sleep well. Can’t work, and don’t enjoy do- of Searsmont.
NEW
MUSIC!
I
Ain’t
and
really sick,
3w32
EMEKY BOAKDMAN.
really ain’t
forward to a pleasant entertainment. Let there be
ing anything.
Camden, July 26th. Mr. Clarence A. Mathews, of to htm.
well. Feel all kind o’ played out, someway.’’ That Boston, and Lizzie M. Fyler, of Malden, Mass.
a good audience ...J. O. Johnson, Esq., of Liberty
! is what scores of men say every day.
If they
HIRAM CHASE & SON,
In Union, July 19th, Nahum McCorrlson and Mary
was in town last week in the Interest of the Maine
| would take Dr. Pierce’s “Golden Medical Dis- Anna Pease, both of Appleton.
Have just received a large lot of NEW MUSIC
soon
no
would
nave
to
occasion
M.
of
In
CleveRock and, July 27th,Charles
shy
Benefit Association
Mr. C. Thompson and fami- covery” they
Holly
including
i it. It purities the blood, tones up the system und land, Ohio, and Georgle E. Knowlton, of Camden.
LARGE FURNISHED ROOM down stairs.
ly of Lowell, Mass., are visiting their relatives in | fortities It against disease. It is a great anti-bilious
A. E. PERNALD, Wintsrport, Me.
GRANT'S FUNERAL MARCH,
In Rock laud, July 2*2d, Albert L. I’aysou, of South
off Miller St.
Enquire at third house on Union
*
town.
which will be sold at publishers prices.
| remedy as well.
Belfast, Aug. fi, 1885.—2w32
Hope, and Mrs. Sadie F. Gray, of Rockland.
Aug. •>, 1885.—tf J2
erty and Belfast mall carrier Is a model driver.
He i- right after his “biz” every time. He is pleas-
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.Saturday night. Comical
always ha- a full house
•re.There 1- yet no change in the village P.
< >. ..Prank Bailey has
plenty of carding at his
mill.Wm. Twonibly, who lately ret timed from
lie west, -ay- Ik* did not see any place that looked

extended the entire

"The Press and the Dinner”

o

Biown is

caterer. The tables were very handsomely arrauged and presented a tempting appearance. A row

star.tly” by Dr. .Sewall, of Monroe. "The Work
Crowns the Fnd” by Dr. Abbott, of
Winterport.
land.
..Mr. F. B. Dun ton has been appointed postThe Healing Power of Nature” by Dr. Porter, of
master at Centre Llnoolnvllle, In place of Mr. |
The Dr. closed his excellent remarks by
; Liberty.
Albert W. Thompson, son of
Drake, resigned
saylug "Nature cures the patieut and the doctor
H. 1*. Thompson, of this city, arrived home on
pockets the fee.” "Pharmacy” by C. O. Poor, It.
Tuesday from Colorado Springs, Col. Mr. Thomp- H. Moody and Thog. Fa miss, of Belfast.
"Spirit
son is the author of some
interesting letters from of the Body” by Dr. S. W. Johnson.
"Dentistry”
tin- west to the Journal-Mrs. George Ames, of
| by Dr. Lombard, (ietnarks were also made by Drs.
Boston, is visiting friends at her old Belfast home. Small, Piersons, Johnson and
Temple. All voted it
|
-Way land Knowlton and family of this city, are ! one of the most enjoyable occasions of the season.
rusticating for a season at Lll>erty....J. J. Hen- The next meeting will be held on the first Tuesday
|
nessey, formerly of Belfast, has been appointed
In November, when the following papers will be
postmaster at White 8ulphur .Springs, Montana
read. "Carles of the Spine” by C. F. Atwood,
Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
Libby, of Bangor, are visiting Winterport; "Fractures in General”, Dr. Geo. A.
friends in Belfast... .William H.
Cooper and Mr. Libby, Brooks; "Neuralgia of Ankle Joint”, Dr. J.
Smith, of New York, are passing a season in Bel
Stephenson, Searsport; "Hupture of the Perineum”
fast-Rev. W. if. Williams and wife, of this
city, Dr. J. J. Sewall, Monroe. Alternates—Dr. Small,
are stopping at the Camp Ground ...Mrs. Hattie
Belfast, on "Cholera” and Dr. Fletcher, of Belfast,
Paine, of Camden, is visiting friends in Belfast.
on "Sciatica and its Treatment.”
...

1-t

pic-ent the Department "f
held at New A oik, Sat
ug. Mb-Fred Marden, a native of this
of
but late
Vinalhaven, has opened a jewel-

ul ten

i"i'

<;

Johnson, Belfast, wi> a scholarly production
delivered, and elicited very hearty applause.
He traced me history ol medicine (roman early
period, and showed how il bad kept pace with the
times, until now we have a purely American school
which is the peer of any on the globe. The first
paper read was one on "Idiopathic. Tetanus” bv
Dr. Piersons, of Morrill. In plain English it was
a history of a case of lo-k jaw.
I'siially lock jaw
is the rc*idt of sonic accident, but the one under
notice came on wilhoutanv apparent injury, and in
consequence was a rare and interesting ease, and
something new in local practice. Dr. Piersons
treated the ease successfully. The next paper was
one on "Concussion of the Spine" by Dr. Kilgore, ol
Belfast, who held the close attention of his fellow
members. Dr. S. \V. Johnson, of Belfast, read a
paper on "Quacks and Humbugs.” Hi- remedy
for the class of quacks that annoy the regular
medical fraternity whs to let them severely alone
and imt recognize them in anj way. Dr. Abbott,
«d‘Winterport, treated of "Abortion, its Treatment
and sequels” in a very learned manner. In his
practice of six years he has known of eighty-live
eases of criminal abortion. In his opinion abortion
is the result of cur society, it was noticeable that
the members of the association present were all
young men, and the earnestness display-d at the
meeting Indicated that they are determined to
make these sessions what they ought to be,
occasions for interchanging thought and comparison of methods for mutual improvement. The
medical fraternity of Waldo will compare favorably in intelligence and skill with any in the state.
Dr. Temple, of Frankfort, was admitted. At :f
i*.
m.
the association and invited guests adjourned to Pierces Parlor Theatre where a sumptions dinner was served by Charles O’Connell,

ton.

by the city of Blddeford to deliver

the Grant memorial service-Frank
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formerly of this city, has withdrawn from
the linn of Chase & Collins, fish dealers, of Rock-
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length of tin* table,
Framisco for six years, is now In Belfast. On Ills and displayed in their arrangement feminine
return to California his mother and brother will an. hands. The bill of fare, which included all the delj
company him-Capt. Henry Talpy and wife, of h ades of the season, was published last week. I>r.
j
Roekport, have been in town, the guests of II. K. Johnson, the president, sat at one end of the table,
Peirce-Mr. N. W. Bridge, of Boston, was in Bel
and Dr. Small, toast-master, at the other. After
fast last week. He has bought the brig H. C. Sibley
satisfying the appetites the toast master gave the
of this place, and came to settle the matter ...Miss sentiment "The
Medical Profession,” w hich was
Clara Craig, of Franklin, Mass., is in Belfast, the
handsomely responded to by Dr. Fames, of Bohof Miss Isa Couant....Itev. Theodore Gerrish j
guest
has been invited
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During the thunder storm last Frida) the staples and ltendcll telephone was struck
by lightning, the wire broken in two places and
several poles badly shattered and Robert badlv
frightened... Three new roads are being made
through the C. J. L. I. Co.’s lands-Willard G.
staple- arrived borne last Saturday after an absence
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We learn from

Tin: Schools. Mr. Crawford, principal of the
Lpper Orammar school in this city, has resigned
and will teach
High school at Thomast«»n_The
two Intermediate schools in this city will be con
solidated, and one of the four teachers dropped.
The consolidated school will have one principal
and two assistants, and will occupy the rooms formerly used by the Lower Orannnar school. The

standards

uphold.
Ami glow-worms, with torches alight, for the royal

\

Weather.

warmer than July of last year, but one and a b ill
degrees colder than the average temperature for
.July in the past twenty-six years. It rained on
fourteen days in the month.

the still,

caress

Camden. A special town meeting Monday voted
Searsport Locals.
against the proposed town liquor agency. It was |
James McGown, of Ellsworth, was in town this
also voted to raise fifteen hundred dollars to repair
week.
Atlantic avenue bridge.
Mokiui.l.
Klislm Mevrlam has bought a 35
Capt. E. lLiggett, of Dumariscotta, if visiting
horse power steam engine which lie will shortly Capt. 15.1*. Pendleton.
place in position in his mill, thus enabling him to
Rev. J. K. Rlehardsou and family arrived by
operate it constantly-Mrs. Abby Nichols, daugh- train Monday evening.
ter of the late Job Cushman, is visiting relatives
Capt. Henry T.tlpey and wife, of Boston, made
and friends. She with her husband Mr. Benj.
a short visit, in town this week.
went
to
Florida
two
Nichols,
nearly
years ago,
Mr. R. I’. Smith will give an illuminated reading
where he is engaged in fruit culture. Mrs. Nichols
at Union Hall Thursday evening.
will return to Florida this autumn—B. A. IL.tch

will collect the

Monday says: “The yacht
Narragausett, of Boston,Is lying off the island,having on board F. Tulls, F. K. Harris, Harry Skinner and E. S. Leeds.
She will proceed as far east
as Penobscot Bay.” The Narragausett Is a regular

Mureh that the average temperature for the month
<»f July was 68.55 degrees, which was three degrees

sky tiring tribute more precious than

and
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freight hills

on

The Portland Press of

July

wind,

west

Bangor Steamship Company,

A

made.

eourtiers,

Lane, Belfast agent of the Boston

Iii future Mr.

John Campbell complains that boys annoy him
by throwing stones at his house. Those so offending are liable to arrest and will be if complaint is

QUK1CN At’GUST.
mdinal flower stands gleaming liy the brook,
lie. i- ulow golden with their summer sheen.
lortisr- whirr stirs lane and shady nook,
'iimmcr, in royal robes, waits for August, her
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VERONA

OARK,

Sat., Aug. 15,. i.n-’i- Aug. 24,1885.
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“The Day Before the Wedding!"
SPECIAL

DRY

SALE

Largest & most Successful in the Worn,

GOODS!

..

CO.,

■

..

j Thursday and Friday,
Anc. 6&7, and Ani. 13,14& 15.

..

•-

Grand Two Days' lisi!

W. C. TUTTLE,

LivehY SiablE!

ER,

-FLORIDA.—

£«?* j»«..

j

A

REAL ESTATE

FEW MORE GIRLS

AGENTS.

j

Factory,

L£EGEfll.GRANT
WANTED!

TO RENT.

—

ONE

2 M Coat Makers on Custom Wort.

On the Death of

j

ECZEMA
of Itching
and
Diseases
Burning
Cured by Cuticura.

And

Every Species

Rheum, with its agonizing itching ami burning, instantly relieved by a warm
baiti with y t t in ua soai\ and a single application
of lirmria, the great skin Cure. This repealed
daily, with two or three doses oj t I 'llct KA He
hoi.\ ent, the New I’.lood Purifier, to keep dm blood
<-•« 1, the
perspiration j»ure and unirritaling, the
howeis open, the iver and kidneys active, will
rure
Fa/.ema, Tetter, Riugw orni. Psoriasis,
speedily
Lichen, Pruritus, .seal) Head, Handrut)', and every
eies
U
spi
Itehi.’it:, seal\ and Pimply llumorsofthe
>ea!p and >kiu, w lieu the best pny-ieians ami all

I^y'ZKMA

or

Sal;

fully

The splendor and the fame—
Whisper of these alone;
Nor say that round his name
A moment's shade was thrown.

Price: <’rrn tiia,
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"TIRED AND ACHING MUSCLES.
ervingthrough eountless net \« for rest and relief.”
Like l'lamia t" the eliiidren ot Israelis
T——J 0^
the
ua I’kastkk to the tired,
deny Oliv-I 11 the ■'••inl'ort itl'iirde.i b\
I'll- new, origin a
an
a* tidote
--pi'*
ti> pain and inti amnia an. A1 druggists,
live t«»r $l.oo. Mailed free. Pottfu Dut c
Boston.
CUKMICAK

1 have weathered the

i

into Port.

Coming

atlW
..
;
AND

j

<>, when the light was done.
The grim last fo< delicti.
Naught knew sa\e victory won—
Surrendered not -hut died.
[Edmund C. Stedman. in N. V. Tribune.
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Hi> earven scroll shall read:
IK re rests the valiant heart
Whose duty was his creed—
Whose choice, the warrior's part.

f»Oc.;

the
Prepaid
<;<»., Boston, Mass.
\ii *n a .id "kin by

At.

!

Vet to its fruit fill earth
Hi* ijuleki ning ashes lend.
That chieftains max have birth.
And patriots without end.

bv

CiU.Mii

and

!

Where then to choose his grave?
From mountain unto sea,
Tiie Land be found to save
Hi> sepulchre shall be.

“1
Mr. John Thiel, Wilkesbarre, P.a., writes
have suffered frmn s.dt Utieum for over eight years,
at times so bad that 1 cotiai n
attend to m\ busill
ness for weeks at a time.
Three boxes ot <
Cl’lta and four bottles Bi soi.vi.Ni have entirely
cured me ol this dreadful disease.”

by all Druggists.
Kfsoi.vfnt, $I.o".

|

Count not each satellite
‘Twix him and glory'*; sun.
The circling things ot night
Number In'* battles won.

Bos( ha>. Houghton, Esq., lawyer, Js >tate
ton, reports a < a.-i *>i I.- /am.i under his «.b*crvntion tor ti n years, \\ hieii eov.
d the patient’s body
and limbs, and to w iiirh all known im iliods of treatment had been applied without benefii. wtiieb was
eompleteh -ured -oielv bv ilic Cl IHIua It KM KDIKS, leaving a clean and healthy skin.

uing <■:.}••■ of storms,
passion blow;
have sheered by the reefs that gnash to foam
co

\Vher«* the winds of

1

I

York, met Senators Beck and Harris at the
hotel, and, after passing the compliments of the
da>, said: “Well, gentlemen, how do you like
your new administration?”
“Well,’said Senator Beck, after waiting in
vain to hear from
Harris, “I am tolerably well
satisfied. It beats the administration which
preceded it, anyhow. Yes, I am pretty well
satisfied.”
••So am I
said Harris, in a wav that, showed that he was about as happy as'Beck, who.
everybody knows, is not happy at all.
“Well,” said Senator Sawyer, “I think I can
tell you a story that will illustrate about how
well you are pleased. Now promise me that if
1 hit it right the first time
you will own up.”
So they promised.
••Well,” he said, “there were a dozen fellow's
up in our June timber country who clubbed to"ether one fall to go into the woods and cut
l«»gs. I hey hadn’t much money, and their plan
was to work
together, incurring just as little
expense as possible, run their logs together,
5,11,1
marketing them in the spring divide
the money equally. This
plan was acceptable
lo all. when it occurred to some one that
they
should have decided who should be cook for
the party. It was positively
necessary that
some oi.e should do the
cooking, for they were
determined not to hire a cook. So they all
fought against the duty. But some one must
do it. and so it was decided that
they should
draw lots, and the one
getting the longest
should be cook, but if any fellow complained
of the cooking be should'take that
duty hirnM-lf and excuse the first one selected.
So they
went into camp and the first
duty tie* new cook
was
to
cook
a
essayed
pot of beans. By some
chance he got them altogether too salt, so much
so that they were
unfit to eat. The
entirely
men were hungry,
however, and at meal time
were promptly on hand for their beans.
Some
more cautious tasted them in
silence,
but one fellow, who was especially
hungry and
fretful, bolted a whole mouthful, and springing to his feet shouted in his disappointment,
’’Great heavens! how-salt these
bean, are!”
Then suddenly recalling their
agreement about the fate of the first kicker.
>at himself down quickly and resumed his seat
with the remark, “but then 1 like them salt.’’
There was a roar from the politicians who
bad gathered around to hear the conversation,
and Meek and Harris said quietly: “I guess
you bit right, Sawyer; we are pleased with the
administration, but we like salt. [Indianapolis
Journal.

That weapon, when he drew.
Back rolled the wrath of men—
Their onset feebler grew.
The nation rose again.

Rbeiiu., on bead. ie-ek. taee, arm- and legs for seventeen years; not aide to walk xrepi on bands and
knees tor one year; not able to help himself for
eight years; tried hundreds of remedies: doctors
pro»i.un,ei d l,is ease hopeless; permanently cured
by Cl 11<ti;a Remu.v km blood puriliei internally, am: (Tin ru a and < tint ua" ><>ai* (die great
skin uie- « \teinai.y.

Like Salt.

For him no mold had cast
A bullet surely sped:
No falchion, welded fast.
His iron blood had shed.

Even to himself unknown
He bore the fated sword,
Forged somewhere near his throne
Of battles, still the Lord.

McDonald,25L2 Pearhon S;., ( hicago,grateaeknou
Iges a < lire of K« /arm a, or salt

Sold

They

There was rather an amusing incident at the
Ebbitt House a day or two ago. Senator
Saw\er, of W iseonsin, who was eu route to New

Death on the hundredth field
Had failed to bring him low;
lie was not born to yield
To m ght of mortal foe.

known remedies tail.
Will

Invincible Soldier,

an

O what a sore campaign,
Of which men long shall tell,
Ended when he was slain.
When this our greatest fell.

At
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Half the niiserv "f life might he
xlinguishwould man alleviate the general eiirse by
mutual eompassioii.
[Addison.
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S.veei i> the memory of di-: .nt friends. Like
mellow *av
..t the d. .-lining Mia. it
tails
ndcrly. yet sadly on the heart. [Washington
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Hod sometimes washes the eyes of children
with tears, in order that tle-y may read aright
Hi- providence and Hi- commandments.
[I>r.

uy ler.
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worthy improvement,
of friendship than in a ft \ -nt opposition to
the sins of liio-e we prof, -s to low
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Made

Jar

Heavy
Glass

Extra

with Metal.

The Small) )/ Jar is for sale in
lie/fast onli/ hi/ 1. I. HOWES d
CO.

SMALLEY,

PRINCIPAL OFPICE & SALESROOMS.
128

HANOVER

in

STREET.

WAREROOMS,

:

18 Blackstone & 35 & 39 John Sts.,

BOSTON,
FACTORIES IN
July fl, 1885.—12w2S»

MASS.

NEW

JERSEY.

~~~bIo8d
"BITTErsi
Burdock Blood Bitters
Purify the Blood.
Bur dock‘blood Bitters
Sound. Refreshing Sleep.
Burdock Blood Bitters
WILL

BHCETS

FOR

That Tired.
Sick

Weary Feeling.
Klt-adaehc.

How

W. T. HOWARD
MAM'FACl'L'UEIt OK

Tablets, <1 ra re
Marks «£• Marble Shelres
ii Is,

of the* best Foreign an<l American Marble* at the very lowest prices, in

Laugworthy Building, Church street.
Belfast. May 13, 1880—.'iniOh20

The Norman
Will make the

Taber

&

season

of

Cray
1885 at

Harrison's Stable,

BKllXiE STREET,. BELFAST.
stallion is a thoroughbred from Montreal.
His sire was imported from Fra nee. Dam an
English mare. NORMAN GRAY stands sixteen
and a half hands high and weighs 1500 pounds.

THIS

Terms to Insure

$10. Mares at risk of owners.
TABER & HARRISON,

Belfast, June 25.1885.—26tf

j

Finishers Wanted
-AT—

PendletOB &Go.’s PantsSiiog.1
|
APPLY AS ABOVE.

tfl5

She

Treats.

When men go together they generally shake
for the cost of tlie dinner. Girls generally pay
their shares. Hut I like to w atch the conscious
superiority, the bland importance a girl puts on
when she is going to pay the check for the
feast. The affectionate attention she receives
from the others is a simple and efficient guide
to the purse of the party.
If you have any
doubt of it w atch the ostentatious way in which
the payer takes out her purse, takes up the
cbe< k aud examines it or asks the waiter how
much it is. Watch how they all wrait upon the
one who pays.
They show her a deference
that is unmistakable, give place to her as they
approach the counter and trot out giggling and
laughing, the guests holding on most devotedly
to the arms of the treater.
It’s lovely. Hut,
dear creatures, they are chuck full of human
nature, and that’s what’s the trouble with us
all. fSan Francisco Chronicle.

MARBLE WORKS!
in

The stovepipe joke is a notable instance of
the former Has* just alluded to, the class which
has ulterh di-appeaivd. fiiis mirth excitant,
which in 1*75 reached the marvellous proportions of 2,764- paragraphs per month, or 33.168
during the entire year, h is fallen off in 1**4 to
05 per month, or 3*0 during the first four
mouths of the year, whif for the corresponding period of i**f> but 17 ciws have been reeorded, an average of oily 4, per month. A
similar, though not so excessive, falling oil* i*
shown b\ many other old stand-bys; notably,
the mot her-in-law. the cake of soap on the
stairs, the old' s* Mason, and so forth. But we
have tie* ligurcs handv. Let us consult them.
During the tirst third of 1**4 the mother-inlaw formed the subject or 4.0*7 paragraphs or
articles, whereas the corresponding term of the
present year can boast of but 215, and 214 of
these are essentially repetitions, (ioat and the
circus poster. 1884. 3.864; 1**5, 24.
Oldest MaAnd here are several
son, 1884, *41 ; 1*85.53.
more, the tirst figure indicating the number of
times a joke was utilized from January to
April, both inclusive, in 1**4, and the second
figure referring to the number of appearances
during the tirst four months of the present year:
Messenger boy, 4.231 4201); oyster, 1.774—
71*7. dude. 5.64b- 34; hair in the butter, 1,423
6 (which, bv the way, is six times too many):
big hat at the theatre. 1.262- 48; game of poker.
1.812
135; whiskey drinking. 4,831
3,560;
hoarding house hash. 3,112—124; strong butter,
2,076—111 (oleomargarine not included); Chicago girl'*, over nutrition of pedal extremities,
3,125—2.008; cake of soap on stairs, 488—21;
coalhole cover, 1)76—43; banana skin, 816—21;
editor and poet, 3.2*45—2.003; green apples, 4—
1 (not in season); icecream. 1,748— 1.224 (rather early for this also): ice man.
4,5)81—2.605;
plumber, 5),871 —6.432; picnic, 401—30 (rush
u-uaily come later) : Niagara hackman. 776—
014: bent pin, 7.671—2,434; umbrella. 7.841—
2.432; watermelon (out of season), 148—125.

[Boston Transcript.
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Beautiful
Designs.
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Grocery,

BARGAINS.

Portland

in

BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

A.E. CLARK &
Marble

Monuments, Tablets,

Common Headstones & Marble Shelves.
AGENTS MOM MENTAL BRONZE < 0. Designs and
all. If
samples can be seen at our shop by all u !i
not convenient to call drop us a line an
wc will
■

come

and

you.
April IK, 1SS.1.

<

City Drug Store;
IIAYFOHl)

lSJAMJli,

Hr/fast,

Pure
Si l.riAI. ATTKNTI )N

at

reasonable
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perfect, tits guaranteed.
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iiKiil we ime

quality

the best
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Ornamental

l

It.-lfiisl. Kell.

ayrariny

Belfast,

Children In Npring.
As warm weather approaches windows are
thrown open, clothing is changed, children are invited into the open air, and many sicknesses are
engendered, (ireens, asparagus and fish eaten
with vinegar by nursing mothers, are almost certain to upset the stomachs of infants.
Col-

manufactures

Our

Me.

FRESH

Kverv

are

any

Ili:«»\v:v, Treas.

SUSSEX

ic, flatulency, Indigestion, constipation, diarrhoea,
sleeplessness, fever and eruptions are caused by
unassimilated food. Medical history lias furnished
no remedy for promptly assimilating food, overcoming colds and correcting the system, equal to
the published formula of Casloria. it is a practically perfect remedy for children. Paregoric, Poppy Drops, Soothing Syrups and every known remedy for children, contains Morp dne, or Opium.
They are dangerous. Casloria contains no Narcotic

Company,

182

substance whatever and is harmless. Millions of
delighted mothers attest that Casloria cures children’s complaints with promptness and certainty.
[Halls Journal of Health.

Aver farm,

JERSEY BULL,
A

SKUVH’K:

$2.

$3.DANDY,

Bv ltysdvks
liy (.’ideon. 14a.
Hi. First Dam by Dirigo,
llo. The winner ol t tie 2.4" stallion race
at Maine Mate Fair in 1*>4, obtaining a public
record of 2.11. Has shown trials over half-mile
track in 2..»lcarries no toe-weight, his shoes
weighing ll H oz. each when taken oil after trotting
at State Fair.
Will stand lor service at our stable
<m NOKTIiroKT AX FNTF.

JOHNSON^ ANODYNE
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PURGATIVE
MAKE

NEW, RICH BLOOD.

Belfast,

W.

PEI I C
| |Li&a^

and all LIVER and BOWEL Complaints, MALARIA,
PILL A DOSEi,
For Female Complaints these PR's
have no equal.
“I find them a valuable Cathartic and Livrr Pill.- Dr. T. M. Palnu r. Monticello, Fla.”
In my practice I use no other.—J. Dennison. M.D., DeWitt, Iowa.”
Sold everywhere, or sent by
mail for 25 cts. in stamps.
Valuable lntormation FREE. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., BOSTON, MASS.

It is a well-known fact that most of the IB SS ■ Ifl g— b b bb k* ■ jb
m
h « rv
Horse ami Cattle Powder sold in this conn ES
mt Hi
m a
M if bb fca
SB ¥
try is worthless; that Sheridan's Condition Httll gk mg 0
H
H ws
Powder is absolutely pure and very valuable. ||J1 m m BB Mi
Be Di KRI
H
MB W
Itt H
B B
Nothing: on Karth will make lu
W
lay 1 i k«* Sheridan’* Condition How- H if B
91
ft
9
pL_
■ B B B B BB
■ m HB ■ B ^oF
EBa B fl
der. Dose, one teaspoonful to each pint of ■
food.
will
It
also positively prevent and cure Hoc Cholera, Ae. Sold everywhere, or sent In mail fnr2-V. m
stamps. Furnished in In rue cans, price $1.0"; In mail, Sl.l'ii.
Circulars tree. I. b. JOHNSON A. CO., Boston, Mass.
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CHICKEN CHOLERA,

-M A M F A

< > F-

■

Flannel Shirts, Blouses,
wliolesale and retail.
Shirts and Blouses
on

hand

at

to

Special attention to making
I have a good stock

list of taxes on n al estate <1 non-resident owners in the, town t*f Isleshon* for the year
to Ambrose F. Match, collector of said town, on the 101 h day of Juno |8S| has
been returned by his successor, Nelson Gilkey, to me as remaining unpaid on the 25th day of April 1885,
by his certilleate of that date and they now remain unpaid and notice is hereby given that if said taxes
interest and charges are, not paid ir.to the treasury of said town within eighteen months from the date
of the* commitment of said bills so much of the’real estate taxed, as i.-. sullicient to pay the amount
due therefor, including interest and charges will without further notice be sold at public auction, at the
store of J. K. Ryder in said town, on 111• loth day ot !) <•,-inner, 1885, at 2 o’clock r. M.
:me of non-resident
or unknown.

FKYTIII N< 1 in this line

11V lyR.attended
IF

to.

Night

■

E.

M.

Dry and

HALL,

Fancy Goods,

Neff PMmii Rooms!
EDWARD N. WIGHT

IS

In Order to Close Out

My Summer Goods Dr. F. F. Nichols,

SHALL OFFER SOME GREAT BARGAINS IN

Ladies and Cliildren’s TIats!
Also Handsome Lined Parasols Selling Very Low.
HATS FOR MEN & BOYS !

AU

t»t SOe.
some

8KlllN,i

AA,o“m¥

R“"°“

Buck, and warranted.

handsome OIL PAINTINGS

All marked at the. lowest possible prices, at

MAIN

STREET,

E.

E.

MacCABTIIY

M ihhov
Office at residence of

I)isvtist,
Capt. W.

Searsport* Maine.

G. Nichols
32tf

HALL*
AUGUSTA, ME.
ST. CATHARINE’S
DIOCESAN SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

The lit Rev. »i. A. NEELY. 1>. 1>., President,
18th year opens Sept. 24th. Terms, $250 a year.
For circulars address the Kev. Wm. D. Marlin* M.A.
10w‘29
Prln.
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P.eit'ast, wit1

Dysentery,

and all forms of J'nin
K r> M r
■ ifalf LW I .md Inflammation.
■■BBHBBI las
thousands of families during the la.-i
Thirty Years, and is without an equal
for the cure of above mmplaints. K< >rsale
by Druggists everywhere, and whoh -ale
by II. H. Hay A Son, Portland.
finr24

Clement & Adams,

I
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Soarwport,
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having unsettled
requested to settle.
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AGENT FOR WALDO COUNTY
./. O.
June

.TOHXSON,

|

:

Liberty. Me.

i>, 188.'*.—2-Ufz

SHIP’S PUMPS!
Is the agent of the CATARACT

gives

ot

U a!....

>

<>

>•

j
j

Thombs &

on
V J. (

and taken upon himself the trust of Executor

! the last will of

|

Sail

Isaac U. MOORE, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
d- mauds thereon,to exhibit the same for settlement
ASHUR II. MAYO.
to him.

Osborne,

Maliers,
\M* MKAl.KttS IN

Junk,

auce.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
|
! weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
I printed in Be I fast," in said County, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast* on the second Tuesday of August
next, and show' cause, if any they have, w hy the
said account should not be allowed.
CKO. E. JOll NsON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest —B. P. Field,Register.

can

also sell the celebrated KD1SON PIMP. The price
of the Cataract Pump is $25, and the Edison $2tt.
Vessel owners in want of new Pumps will do well
GEO. E. WIGHT,
by calling on me.
Shipsmlth in Carter’s Yard, Belfast.
April 27, 1885.—tflH

i:\-M.KU.

dee'I, ilal.’.l til

-•

fast,

rpiiK subscriber hereby gives public notite to all
j 1 concerned, that he lms been duly appointed
of

undersigned
THE
PIMP for this vicinity. The Pump is made in
excellent satisfaction. 1
1 took la nd and

I
I.K\
.anil
1-1

;■

$$.—In Court of Probate, bold at Bel
the second Tuesday of July, lxsii.
M \RTII
IIA-'K. Administratrix on tlieestate
j of WILLIAM t HASE, late d Scarsporl, in said
County, deceased, having presented tier first ac
count of administration of said estate for allow

Benefit Association.
| MaineCHARTERED
|
MARCH
IHS5.
Home Oice—Goff Block, Auburn Me.
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Ailest

e-l, appr-'v-l

At

answerAvenue, or at

I)ef. on Total
No.
Tax. Highway. Tax.
Acres. Value.
K. H. COOMBS & SON,
70 Main St., Belfast.
Description.
Farrow.
$ .00
$ .oo
4$ 54.00
5.os
7.34
$1.30
Joseph M. Coombs.House.
3 40
1.(50
1.8*5
Buzzell & Fogg*.(>cottage lots, Nos. 70,17,10,20,2! & IS.
00.00
Geo. M. Howard..3 cottage lots.
.80
1.07
.27
45.00
YVm. J. Fletcher.Homestead.
4.4*5
4.40
-DEALER IN250.00
Moses J. Keller.House near Dodge’s store.
1.78
1.78
loo.oo
Noah B. Dodge .House.
.80
1.00
50.00
.17
Fred Thomas’heirs.House and lot on acre Isle.
2.31
2.31
15
130.00
W. Stewart.1 Lot.
.20
.10
.30;
15.00
BOOKS, STATIO.NKBY, PKBIODIl'ALS, ETC,
.20
.40
C. B. Thatcher.1 Lot.
.20
15.00
Single
Agent for the REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
.30
P. McConville... .1 Lot.
.2*5
.10
15.00
copies for sale.
.80
1.10
C. E. Chapin.3 Lots.
.30
45.00
MAINE.
W1HTERPOKT,
.2*5
.10
C. Baker.1 Lot.
.3d
15.00
.2*5
.3(5
.10
15.0*)
Chapman, or unknown—1 Lot.
s
1.70
Sarah Young..On Acre Isle.
in; (Mi
1.7o
J. J. Philbrook.On Acre Isle.
2.13
2.13
15
120.00
Lime Island.
1.07
1.07
(5ft.no
.08
.OS
Slate Quarry.
3*5.00
.53
.1*5
.00
Mrs. Bradford.2 Lots, No. 71* and 75.
30 00
.2*5
F. Thompson .I Lot.
.20
15.00
Mrs. H. Newhall.1 cottage.
4.82
4.82
270.00
l£
now located over the store of F. B. KNOW LJ. R. RYDER, Treasurer of the town of Islcsboro.
Islesboro, July 21st, 1885.
TON, High St., and would be pleased to meet
all who may favor him with a call.
Belfast, .Tunc 10, 1885.—3m24
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COOMBS’, on Northport
.1. F. SLFFPFR’S, at foot of Square.
of
all grades and all sizes constantly on
CASKETS
hand. A large assortment of ROBKS AND BURIAL
HABITS of all kinds and prices.
( ut Flow ers and Floral Designs of every descrip*
tion4procured on short notice and at very low prices.
We always guarantee perfect satisfaction in
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everything in this line.
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Tt contain? no injurious inprrodientP.
It leaves no dele* •.• o:- subfitri!ie>'> ill tlie br-TVl :•< -ill yuro
jrr:n'e Creai" of Tartar anil
Alum Povvdt rs do
It re-tores V the Few the
highly n-n-ortant ewustituents
rejceted in tho bran of the
Wheat.
It makes a h< tter and iiehter
bi-euit than any other liaiiiug
Powder.
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Tor Sale By All LEADING GBOCERS.
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its

Coo l pasturage and stabling for marcs from a
distance, at reasonable rate.'.' All accidents and
escape.- at owners’ risk.

TWn

Attest:—It. 1’. FlKt.h, Ih

1

MARTIN KALBILEISCUN SONS,
NEW VUltK.
Established 1S29.

the

ropy.
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BULL,
Peter th.e Great,

cure SICK-HEADACHE. Biliousness,
S?8A^ely
BLOOD POISON, and Skin Diseases
ONE

Charles A. Daley was arrested last evening for
stealing from the drug store of Shiefman, a bottle
ot sulphur Bitters. Before the court this
morning,
upon being asked why he should steal, he stated
that his mother was troubled vvitti Rheumatism, and
that it was the only medicine that helped her, and
being out of money and work was the cause of his
stealing. As this was the first offense he was put
on probation.
[Newark News.

One trial will pr<

JERSEY

CURES Catarrh. Choi
era Morbus, Dy.senti rv.
Chrome Diarrtnva, Kl iney Troubles, .m Spiral
Diseases. < ir.
I. «• -JOHNSON «v CO.,
Boston. Mass.
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_Fo»‘ Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Cramps, Sprains, ltachache.
Sciatica, Hums and Scalds,
Bruises, Frosted Fed ,{■ Lars,
and all other Fains and Aches.
A safe, sitr<-, and effectual
remedy for Calls, Strains.
on Horses.
Scratches. Sores, ,i
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At a Probale
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MONTVILTiE

MUDGETT

First dude—“Did you sec Sahwnh?”
Second
dude—“Sahwnh who?” First dude—“Sahvvahtogo.
He lie he !*’

“There’s one thing I envy England for,” remarked Fogg, at the close of the Sunday service.
“She always has a prime minister.”

BOY,
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FARM,

Tl.il MS : —$25 to Insure;
down at time of llrst service.
1

Hurling ton, 77,-, Proprietors of

siretl

gestion.
Without injurious medication.

Tim Centaur

r

Bay Horse, Foaled June, 1876.

——

Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

I '.n R;tt:i matism, Li:.mha<;<>, Nkikai.»;ia,Champ
and Colic there is no remedy superior to the genuine
Dr. Thomas’ Eeleclric Oil.

■ale’s Honey the great Cough cure,25c.,50c.4$1
Glenn’s Sulphur Koa :» heals & beautifies, 25c.
GermanComRemover kills Corns & Bunions
Hill’s Hair and Whisker Dye—Black and Brown, 60c.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure In 1 Mlnute,2Bo
Dean’s Rheumatic Pills are a sure cure, 50c,
lyr7

Cents.;

j
j

HENRY, JOHNSON & LORD,

Stock !

BULL,

of Waldo,
I."

>

Thackambau, 3603.

“Castoria is so well adapted to children that I Castoria cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation,
L recommend it as superior to any prescription
Kills Worms, gives sleep, aiul promotes diknown to me.”
II. A. Archer, M D.,

The latest style of bustle is made of watch-spring
steel wire and may be used for a colander, a rattrap, a portable lightning conductor or a baseball
catcher’s mask.
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For the >eason, payable at time of lir»t service,
xti-Two New Milch Cows and one Mare with foal,
for sale. Terms at farm.
WAFKFK »V I.ITTLFFIFI.I).
22tf
F. A. BI NKFK, Supt.

The Intinnarian of Mount St. Clements College,
Il- heMcr, Maryland, writes that Red Star Cough
Cure has given much satisfaction in that institution. In a severe case of consumption it gave great
relief and alter its use restless nights and night
sweats disappeared.
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PROBATE NOTICES.

Room,

Mea! for 25
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NOTICE.

Spring St*.., Belfast.
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until further noti'

THUMS «>1

The Host Wonderful Family
Remedy Ever Known.
B7r“CURES— Diphtheria,
Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheu-

•.

and-

HiUdVKI.L, Hallowed!.
The sl'ssKX stuck is last coming into favor as
!he best combination for heel and milk. As they
are of huge -\/.<
and handsome lmild, they make
the l>i 'i ot o\en. Their color a. handsome Cherry
Ucd.

Sleep.

...

•,•

■

“SISSKX BOV.”
“HANDY.'’
Keeentlv nought from the herds <>! Bl KHFloii

!i you can write J.T.’s.llo letters on a postal card
you will be getting all the letters in tile Old Testament and your happiness will be complete.

TlJVi E-TABLE.

advance. Sen 1 for a e.
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wmaher at home
dime!
t it t
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and keen po-ted m.
oe.
events
man.:
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h e
ItJZ I !>•• A DVHM ISM.-’S et|'at ion |;
tiioiith.- ending >ept. 11, ls>t.
i

LIBH Y.

EDWIN FROST.

UMIEKLAS my wife, AX NIL HI? \WN, has left
t\ mv I • d and boar-1 without just cause or provoe.tiion, tlii- is to forbid all persons from harl-oring
or trusting her on my account, as I shall pay no
hills of her contracting after this date.
HAT1IOLN M. HISAWX.
Montville, Me., July 21, 1S>5.—dwdh*

DENTIST,

“1 called for my money,” said a miserable
creditor to bis tough debtor. “All right,” responded the other cheerfully, “if there is any
of your money here von had better look it up
ami take it away with you, for if I happen to
lind it I -hould he tempted to keep it; I haven’t
got a cent.”

■

'SahEH';: jHt, BEAR!)

BOWEL COMPLAS NTS

CALL.js.-i

YEAST EREAD

Square

A

fully warranted, and are
lyrdl
equal quality.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY.
I'. A.

Infants

R, M
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ADVERTISER
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in the market.
Lowest market prices for goods of

unsurpassed by

P. LOMBARD,

■ ■■■
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B

prompt in

ae’M, relieves
nil VIOLENT PAIN.

Diarrhea,
Dysentery, Colic,

Cool .Lemonade,
iCE CREAM & CAKE,

curious referee case occurred recently in
D- nmark. Maine. Mr. Alanson Emerson superintend*. nt of the town farm, seeing an ox in

Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters cure indigestion,
Heart Burn, Costiveness and all malarial diseases.
Im28
Twenty-live cents per bottle.
did the Apostle Paul goto Athens?” asked
a .Sunday school teacher.
“Please, sir, was it to
throw' the detectives off his track?” answered a
Canadian tourist's little boy w'hose papa had left
1dm behind.

A

ME

I-

girt'nra

Q07

A

If vou are troubled with a “hacking cough,”
Downs’ Elixir will give you relief at once. Warranted as recoin mended or money refunded.

order.

to

PH I N U A S.

LEAD PIPE and SHEET LEAD.

Washington St.,

for

II

S.

& Music 25c

Scrap Bootes

and

Frost’s Lunch

J. R. SIMMONS
Belfast, duly •■>:{, iss;, _:;w:JO*

the pasture, set his dog upon him to drive him
out.
The first attempt not succeeding he sent
on** of the paupers with the dog to make sure
work of it.
The ox, however, instead of ll
in:; turned and charged upon the dog and in so
doing fell ami broke iii< shoulder. Mr. Emerson bad the animal attended to and look care
of him three weeks. The owner, Mr. Walcott,
of Denmark, offered to settle for the damage
experienced by bis ox if Mr. Emerson would
pay him seventy-five dollars; but this be would
not ag ee to, and so it was mutually arranged
'bat the case he left to two referees. The
referees decided that Mr. Emerson pay the
cost for referees’ services—$3—and receive no
pay for the keeping of the ox.
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CALVIN IIEKVEY.

notify my friends and the public that

Morison Shop,
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finely executed.
I am -ouslantly adding to my large stock -<f
Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware all new and desirable go..-is, keeping my stock full and complete.
J‘rices always reasonable.
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60 ’■Greatest care taken In eompounding Prescriptions, from best materials to be procured
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manufacture and warranted of standard strength.

Corner of

A misstep will often make a cripple for life. A
bottle of Henry A Johnson’s Arnica and Oil Liniment at hand, will not prevent the misstep, but
used immediately it will save being a cripple.

R.

Machine Parts

Sa/gdies,

an experienced and skillful watch maker.
Customers lea\ing w» rk at my -tore may always dejiem/
upon ils I -ting ire fii! ly and promptly attended

Truss !

ELIXIRS,

EXTRACTS,
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MR. C. P. AIKEN,
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HEATING

Magazines, Old Books
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perfect Truss in the market, and the
only one adopted by the l'. S. tioverument.
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u’c !. of grot n Hops
HJ) •None genuine without a
the white label,
shim all the vile, poisonous
stutT ’vith “Hop” or “Hops” pi tln ir name.
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STEAMER FLORENCE.
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Drugs

ami BEST liOODS
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Repairing
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« PERFUMERY IV-!'-

County.

The Boston Poet holds that there Is a deal of
accident about being a fool, but we don’t see how
that helps the idiot any.

ONLY $1.

UKI.I AS'r.
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I Mean

C'hurrh St..

Islesboro. Casting £ Brocksville,

“Stick!”
<)r Support.
I am now at my own house, and hope soon to be
able to earn m\ own living again. I have been a
:m nibev oi the Manchester
lb-val Kxchange”
Kcr nearly thirty years, and was most heartily
congratulated on going into the room -n Thursday
last.
Yer;. graiefu!l> your-, John P,l\< kiii rn.
M\N< »II:s kr I ii_r
Dec. J t, I-s:t.
Two years later am perfectly well.
lm3o

the country.

Mowing

MIT

see
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M.XMTACI IKKl{S AND DKAJ.KKK IN

The secretary of the Pacific Mail steamship
Coinpam -ays that the company has under
coiisiiie■ration the que.-tion of withdrawing its
-t-Miners between San Francisco and Australia,
but no decision has been reached.

tion, or money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by ltichard H. Moody.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE

1 yr 1

Excursions

across the iloor and back.
hardly knew how to contain my-elf. i wa- all
over the house.
I am gaining stnaigthcarl* day,
ami < an walk «piite safe without an\

14teow*2<5

—

Supt.
Manager

GEO. T. READ, Belfast.

CO.,

High St-, Near Phcenix House,

1

Arnica Salve.
The Rest Salve in the world for Cuts, Bruises,
Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter,
Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and ail Skin
Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay
required. It is guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-

Wagons,

Belfast, June 10, !>>.■».
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Consented!!

-Walk!
So started

are

ItcHast.
Bo-ton
Boston.
Boston.
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1 had not q.ito linished the first bottle when
I felt a change rotne over me. This was Saturday. November 3d. On Sunday morning I felt
so
strong I said to my roam companions, “1
Was sure 1 could

the word WELCOME

Clasped Hands

D. LANK, Agent.
I ALVIN Al MIN, Agent
JAMKS LITTI.FFIKLD, hen!
WILLIAM H. HILL, Jr., hen.
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in
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Price
he refunded
etc.., >leam heating apparatus, of the best qualevery
! money
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“Inventors cannot employ a persic uior- inis’,
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or
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officers of the Hoard the reader i- respectfully retorily to thi* purchaser.
ferred.
At this time, when so much advertising is done
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This book should be read hy the voting for inhy parties win* have no thought of living up t*»
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tir-t patent
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Bound in the most substantial manner. Also
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examination of the condition and

It is not considered good form in Boston to use
the expression “skin game,” though “cuticle-pastime” is perfectly proper.

stamped

matte

lfltt

the

and

Aft ElltST-CLASS

E. if?”, II an son.

Fifteen to

acreage of growing wheat seems to show conclu-m*i\ that the crop will not exceed ATO.(MM).ooo bushels.
The estimate of the Agricultural
Bureau is ;»ti.i,oou,ooo bushels.

KNOW THYSELF, by reading tin;“Science
of Lilc,” the be.M medical work ever published, for
young and middle-aged men.
Iy2i>

Doiie Scat laps,

Monday,

JXN2.

am

May 7, 1RS5.— l!»Lf

Bahia,

Mrs. Montgomery “My dear, what does it mean
when the paper says Jones brought out enthusiastic applause by making a base hit?” Mr. M.: “He
probably struck the umpire.”

ever, as

-AND-

Repository.

AT GREAT

Circulars.

Tops,

RETPRMNt; TO liKI.FA.ST.

“Advocate**; “For anything in the
patent” Medicines?
And made many objections to my dear wife's
constant urging to try Hop Hitters, but finally
j
to pacify her—

of doubtful character; practically recommended by other
manufacturers in imitating it.
None should be deceived, how-

PH/ETONS,
or

I

shape

lOlh,

from Boston, every day except Sunday, at "ii'.M.
From Rockland, every day except
at
about ti
>t., touching at ( atnden.
Fr in B.mgor. touching at Hampden, W in ter port,
Buck-port and Sear-pori at II o’clock \ .m. daiiv,
except Sunda\ s.
Hereafter aii In ml,!
"I
v. ill
collect. -I o„
the u barf on *t* iiv«*i
-.I-.
I',
«.n!er of < ,n>
real Manager.

Home for Incurables! Near Manchester, in

May,

Washing Quality, which gives
it every advantage over Soaps

DOUBLE SEAT SDBBEIS,

Beaver St.. Belfast, Me.

R*'c« ut tires have done immense damage to
cranberry bogs and timber lands in southern
New Jersey. About 04,000 acres were burned
over in Burlington and * amden counties.
The
lire* were cliecki d by rain.

Balmy

Extension

1

Many tilings have been done for me.
The last experiment being Nerve stretching.
Two years ago I was voted into the

But DOES possess the FULL
VALUE of every Legitimate

of

assortment

.tune

summers will leave Belfast for Camden, Uoeklnnd
and Boston, daily, (< xcept Sundays) at about J
o’clock p. m., or upon arrival from Bangor.
For Searsport, Bwk.sport, Winterport, Hampden
and Bangor every day except Monday at (about :•
o’clock, or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

business, although

to my

PUKE GOODS

Carriages and.
by experienced workmen,. I
--A FEWran com pete in prices with any
Horse Farm Wa^oiiis first-class Carriage manufactory

?__

Over 500

Brazil, and that cholera has made its appearance near Cadiz, Spain, at
the port of entry,
Puerto Real.

An Ox Case in Oxford

j

j the “Dizzy” Carnage has passed away. 1 can’t sell
THESE for $.10, hut will agree to give you MURE
for the same price than any man in Waldo
County.
I have had such a LARGE TRADE that I shall
divide my profit with my friends the rest of the
season, hy reducing prices on all my Carriages,
for any style of LIGHT CARRIAGE of any
grade and price, come to

FANY

Mestiiiciiiile

The marine hospital bureau is informed that
fever exists

of

Cents. At IH u—is;, a:, !• ,}. ..
\ IMtFFKH CO., Haiti more, Maiiland, Y. S. A-

PRACTICALLY!

work.

>ellow

large lot

a

tions used to reduce the cost of

Top & Open Buggies,

favor.

—

Gfwts ■—I have been subject to Sick
Headache fur years, and have tried, in
vain, many advertised remedies and several physicians, but all to no purpose. At
last I tried your 15. 15. Bitters—without
much faith. 1 admit—but to day I can
truly say, that after taking the third bottle
I have not suffered from it. I recommend
it to all my friends; several have been
cured by it. My li ile grandson was permanently cured of Biliousness and Sick
Headache, which were so severe as to
cause convulsions.
They haveall ceased
since he commenced the use of B.B.B.
MBS. 15. C. BODLE,
Orange, Luzerne County, Pa.

Mon

was

Toothache,
Sprain s.Rruises and oilier
l*alns an«i Aches.

ENDORSED EY

Georgia)
at

head swim
They have

that will remain with you and your children alter

still abundant, not t•> say
cade,
supply
inexhaustible. But sin-li. ;u;is! is not the fact,
as can
he conclusively shown by Hit presentation o! sialisties carefully prepared at considerable expense, and which will be given in detail
furl her on.
The most serious evidence of the decline in
our national humor i
shown in the paucity of
fresh subjects, there having been in lie first
tour months of 1*%5 but eleven new subjects
used iii tbe construction of newspaper wit,
A
judge has decided that a boy
against I'ortA-seven in the corresponding four who Washington
climbs a telegraph pole to watch a game
months of last year; and while several topics
or performance within an enclosure does not
which were once und< r constant !r< alment have
commit a trespass and is not guilty of disorder-unk iuto desuetude and are now r.o more heard
conduct. This is calculated to render the
than if they had never been, it is also true that ly
more popular with the hoys than with
judge
scores of other favorite marks for the shafts of
ihe persons w ho have to mend their trousers.
the funny man have shown a gradual falling (ill

Seal.

BRANCH OFFICE AND

youeaimot

tin ■« a-ual observer it might appear that
humor was in a> nourishing condi-

the

Manufacturer of Bottles of every description, and of Bottlers', Chemists’,and Druggists' Glassware and Sundries.

A. C.

S’oii may

ii<»n as ever; t hat. n«»t w it list anding the heave
drafts which it ha**iMainod tim ing the last de-

Covers—No Con-

tact

you

a

American

& Warranted

to

cro-s comes

as

Decline of American Humor.

i.

Every

tin

to

Li'Y i- warfare, and those who climb up and
down strep paths and go through dangerous » nterprises are the brav*- men and the leaders in
the camp, but to last basely at the cost of
others* labors j- io hi* a coward, safe because
di-spised. i Seijeea.

pm

Z

if

wife, you must carry
as a wife.
hu-band. but
say. I will for-akt k
et a-c Jo be a wife.
[Heorge Lliot.

I
*

more

Hall.

My daughter,

A

a

J

Km-kitche. Headache.

good

A

lyr!2

J

Careful

There cannot h.

Fifty
CIIAKLKS A.

rilF

The Massachusetts Republican State Convcn- !
t i«>u v\ id meet at Springfield Sept. 30tb. Senator
Hoar will preside, and Henry Cabot Lodge will
be chairman of the committee on resolutions.

them alone in the house while themselves oil

Co.

Arrangement.

Commencing

couioter Ataxy”
(A paralytic disease of nerve lihro r irofv ever cured)
and was for several years barely able to get
about.
And for the last Five years not able to attend

Never varies, does not contain
one particle of the adultera-

I

some

tops; and if you won’t tell any
one I’ll let YOU have one for $50.
At the same
time (for those who want to go STEADY'; I or-

Cures RHEUMATISM. NEtlRALGIA.

said that effectual raids on gamblers hav<
I" « n tnade by the
Chicago police and that lie I
>s
u-im
is practically broken up in that city.

Wiiiiiu the last >ix months forty children are
'aid to have been burned to death in
through the carelessness of mothers in locking

a

rubber and drill

i<

The prize pointer dog Meteor, owned l>\
(H j^besof Dallas. Tex., ami valued al
$10,000, died recently of abscess of the liver.

of

and will guarantee them to make your
and they won’t cost you much either.

OE^anreMEDY

The Anglo-American Cable Company reports
a decrease in tratlie
receipts of 02,730, owing
to lie competition of tin* Commercial Cable.
l!

Summer

That he could only bear to lie in a reclining
position.
This refers to my case,
I was Attacked twelve years ago with “Lo-

“Dizzy” Carriages,

GINGER,

asy to

reading’the advertisement

ordered

j

more

Bangor

StoiiiiiMliip

“There was an interesting group.
It included one who had been a “Cotton
spinner,” but was now so

competitor, I
learned he was selling “DIZZY” Carriages, or in
his exact words, “that will make you dizzy if
you
will call and get them,” and fora moment I
thought
Heaver Street was ruined at last. We hadn’t got
the LATEST STYLE—hut Heavers die hard,
and 1 determined to make one more struggle, so I

■-

Mi-n ti: i i*
[ Ki liter.

Boston and

of the

one

Paralyzed!!!

«•

Thought.

Wife.

blossoms!!!

To The Front!

Cramps & Chills

Gems of

?our

“Windows”
Looking on the woodland ways! With clumps
of rbododendroms and great masses of May

shallow*, that lurk below:
1 have joyed in the surge of the whistling sea
!
And the wild, strong stress of the gale.
V- my brav* hat k quiver* <1 and leaped, alive
lain of it' crowded sail.
To iue
Then tie* masterful spirit was on me.
And with nature 1 wrestled glad;
Generalities.
And danger was like a passionate bride,
“An ounce of prevention,” that is, a dose of
And lo\e itself was half mad.
'1 hunder may be heard fora distance of from
Sani ohd’s CtlNoKit, "is worth a pound of cure,”
Then Ib'e was a storm that blew me on.
20 to 25 miles.
And Hew ;i' the wild winds fly ;
which, of course, means tin* d a t or. l! is absolute
Washington county, Vt., expects to cut 100,)y certain that Ch-*a ra may he prevented, and, in | And hope was a pennon streaming out.
000 tons of hay.
High up—to play with the sky.
the majority of cases, successfully treated, with
j
nanfokd’s DlNorn, a powerful stimulant, com* Oh. the golden days, the glorious days
Large crops of oats and wheat have already
|
been harvested in Texas.
That s-1 lavish of life we spent!
posed of imported Dinger, choice Aromatics, and |
1 Oh. the dreaming nights with the silent stars
and
French
tin* nest
••nvenient, speedy,
Brandy
A colony of 150 Connecticut families have
*Ni nth ihe sk\*s my'terioiis tent!
safe; sure to cheek summer c,»mpi at, prevent in- !
settled near Dallas, Tex.
1
• Mi. th*
di-a-e g.-rnis
ater drunk,
light, light heart and strong desire.
digestion, destn
restore the eir- aia’cm when -u-’oen*.
by a chill,
And tht pulse's quickening thrill.
The Cape Cod cranberry crop promises tobe
and ward ott'm d trial,em tagh-iis, and ep. lend*' in\\ hen joy lived with us. and heauly smiled,
a fairly good one this
year.
fluences. A-k tor
And youth had its free, full will!
The land leases in the Indian Territory are
The whole wide world was before U' then.
SANFORD 5 GINGER.
pronounced invalid by the President.
And never our spirit' failed.
but ever on.
Cramps, Pains, cinner.t Morbus. Diunborn, and And we n« \er looked buck,
A dispatch lias been received iu England from
future
we 'ailed.
Into
the
the Soudan, staling that El Malidi died of small
itysentery, whether produeei by unripe Iruit, im- Lver before us the distant bound.
.im>r i; mg*- of
pox iu June.
pure water, unwholesome f.
Whose dim and exquisite line
lie, food or water, or an> hub* ids of home or travel,
Alone divided our earth from heaven.
The Princess Beatrice, youngest daughter of
Levels, Dyspepsia,
such as Colds, Ui’.ds, "i'.i.i
(Mir life from a life divine.
Dmen Victoria, was married July 23d to
l-\i: n.-tien, Nerxoiis- !
-k:
Prince Henry of Battenberg.
Indigestion. >e.i
Now my voyage is well nigh over.
!,.s», Loss of *leep. In i'iiii> and Dissipation, are
And my stanchest spar.' are gone.
A female sharper, a dealer in diamonds in
In.-tanlly relieved b> > \m *Ki’ > <.in.-kh, the sal- And u \ sails are rent and my barnacled bark
New York City, has disappeared with $15,000
mc-ti- ine and travel- |
Drag' slowly and heavily on.
est, surest, and best siimm<
belonging to confiding people.
The faint breeze comes from the distant shore
ling companion.
It is said that something like seventy seaWith it' odors dim and 'W< et,
As
healthful summer irlnk with water, milk,
g"inir vessels arc now lying idle in the harbor
And soon in the silent liar!*"’, of pe tee
!eed water, lem-made, « h. rveseent draughts and
of
Philadelphia for lack of freight.
Long parted friends I shall greet.
mineral waters, it is tin !., -i.
Beware "l worthless ••ginger-." -aid to be “as The voyage is well nigh over.
Rev. Samuel Iraneus Prime, 1). D., the vetThough at times a capful of win*!
good,” or “the same." or "a- lar_r< ." or “cheaper”
eran editor of the New York Observer, died on
tl an >Asn>uit’s t.iN.iiii:. A.-k for
Will rattle the ropes and till the sail'
Saturday, July 25th at Manchester, Vt.
And furrow a wake behind.
SANFORD’S
Hut the sea has become a weariness.
Ex-Major Cook and George Otterson of
And glad into pot ! 'hall come.
Na-hua. X. IL. raised 180,000oranges in Florida
Sold by Dealers Everywhere.
With my 'ails ail furl' d and my an* ln.»r dropp' d.
last M*a>on. The crop netted them $8000.
Ami my cargo carried home.
The census of 1880 is believed to be inac curate
HlaekWO--1*s Magazine.
in some particulars, especially with reference
to manufacturing and industrial statistics.
The

Listen to

Manchester Guardian, June 8th, 1883, says:

The

l*aper Stock* frond Wctats*
Sibley Bros’. Wharf,

Swan &

!
j

Belfast. Me.

Highest cash price paid for old rags, junk, metals,
-Ut

bones, &e.

Farms for Sale;.
Pleasantly situated at French’''
farm of 17
Beach. Lincolnville.
and orchard, land extends to
tin' Bay
story and a half house,
ell, and barn attached. Fine location for summer resort or boarders. Also farm of
the late David 1*. Andrews, situated *2’. miles from
Beach. Salii farm contains *200 acres, divided into
tillage, pastures and woodland, story and a half
house, ell, carriage house, two barns, saw mill,
stave mill, cooper shop, all in good
Kmpiirc
at the. Andrews farm tor terms of either place.
ifcOBEKT 1>. McCOBB.
Lincolnville, June 24,1885.—-*27tf
acres,

repair.

